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ABSTRACT 

Herta Müller’s Barefoot February: A Translation 

Adam Bresnahan 

New College of Florida, 2011 

This thesis consists of three major components. The primary component is a translation 

of Herta Müller's collection of short stories, Barfüßiger Februar, published in 1987 upon 

her migration from Transylvania to Berlin. These stories’ overarching narrative details 

the experience of migration, the writer's self-consciousness in two political environs, and 

the contradictions that arise out of the comparison of these environs. The historical 

content of the stories is drawn from the author's life, as well as from the history of 

Romania, and German-speaking Transylvania in particular, after the Second World War. 

The first chapter discusses the historical background of post-World War II Romania, 

including a detailed analysis of Nicolae Ceauseşcu's repressive social policies, and his 

reproductive policies in particular. The second chapter is a theoretical introduction that 

provides a meditation on the connection between translation and philosophy, and the role 

translation plays in literary production. According to this introduction, the translation of 

Müller's stories involves bringing the English language into a singular literary machine 

that translates, or transforms, the English language itself into the forms necessitated by 

that machine, rather than bringing the stories into the English language. The process of 

translation simultaneously reproduces the Müller-machine and produces a new aspect of 
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the Müller-machine, revealing its complex historicity outside of the knowledge we have 

of it.  
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I. Historical Introduction1 

 How can we draw the topography of Herta Müller's minority status? A German-

speaking member of a German minority in Romania on the one hand—Romania itself 

being a sort of minor nation within the East Bloc—and on the other, a political minority 

within that German minority itself, called a “Nestbeschmutzer”—one who betrays the 

good of her own home—for criticizing the village morality and the history of the German 

minority in her works. German is a major literary and commercial language, internal to 

which a Romanian in the East is a minor figure. She claims Thomas Bernhard as a major 

influence, saying that he offered her a way to criticize village life (Müller: 1997, 471). 

Thus, she is a minority among national languages. On the other hand, her position in 

Romanian Communist cultural politics, and the precarious interactions of the artist with 

State and Party controls, make Müller a minority in national discourse. Not only is the 

German language progressively marginalized in the official policy towards minorities in 

Ceauşescu's Romania, de facto excluding the German language from participation in the 

majority cultural and political discourse; Müller's writing is also excluded from the 

problems of investment experienced by other writers, writers who want or have the 

capacity to receive investments from bureaucrats responsible for the administration of 

cultural funds. Specific to the constellation of Romanian Communism, especially to the 

communist government's need to restrict linguistic and cultural life to a line that can be 

controlled, altered, and manipulated to suit Party interests, we will argue that Müller's 

                                                 
1  All references to stories translated in this thesis are marked in the following format: (p. 85) 
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capacity to create a political literature not bound to the necessities of any official political 

discourse is intensified. What we understand to be Müller's minor literature follows a 

program that elides the subjectifying and instrumentalizing effects of official discourse by 

writing in a language that cannot be appropriated by the official language, but escapes its 

expressions by exploring the injustices of state policy. Müller's language criticizes the 

falseness of official language in the moment that it refuses to speak plainly about state 

injustice, opting for a language that can be viewed as an immanent critique of the 

systematic relationship between state ideology and state action. Her method of addressing 

political problems is not representational, but rather evokes an image of immediate 

experience through fragmentary expressive forms. It is by sidestepping common sense 

representations of reality and history that Müller is able to write in a language that 

enables her to escape the constraints of an instrumentalized tradition and language. 

Müller's literature is a minor literature insofar as it is set over and against the official 

forms of history, language, and morality of the majority cultures, Romanian and German.  

 We must first clarify that minority is different from the minor. Minorities occur on 

a quantitative scale in relation to a majority. A minority is always a “molar” relation, 

always positioned in a binary relation to a majority. Thus, we have many: 

Romanian/German, male/female. As with history, these terms of a minority can only 

serve as materials for writing, but are unable to explain writing itself. Minor, on the other 

hand, is always a becoming-minor, which means that it is a singular movement that goes 

between elements, powers or languages in order to break apart and forge connections 
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between forms that were previously validated by their very existence. Deleuze writes that 

the minor is defined as a “nondenumerable set,” and that it is thereby capable of 

connecting elements in an assemblage that otherwise retain distinct forms (Deleuze and 

Guattari: 1987 470). As I argued in the Preface, this variational movement is a tactic that 

can dismantle major discourses and their centripetal forces by breaking apart the binary 

relations upon which their stability depends. Thus, in “Big Black Axle” we see 

connections being made between many segments: grandfather-granddaughter, which is 

also one of WWI/II generation-Ceauşescu generation; there is also the connection 

between village-gypsy, which creates a profound disruption of the meaning of the term 

“German.” As we will see, this tactic of critical synthesis forgoes the dominant 

mythology of Romanian state culture in order to expose historical connections that 

undermine the very mystique of those forms.  

  Understanding historical circumstances as the material of literature allows us to 

establish three vantage points that serve as the origins of this material. First, the historical 

environment might be called the energy-source of writing, where the conditions of 

perception and activity are determined, and the various boundaries of language and life 

are drawn. This forms the interiority of the writer and her writings. This interiority, 

however, is no retreat, but is the place where the imaginative formation of perception 

takes place (Müller: 1991, 4). But the interior is already determined by and engaged with 

the exterior: thus, Müller writes that she sees “fascist frogs” on the floor of the train 

station below the portrait of Nicolae Ceasescu (ibid., 29). Thus, the movement between 
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exterior and interior actually remains indeterminate by virtue of being co-determinant. 

But the movement in between these moments is the space of writing: literature sets 

supposedly constant relations in variation, affecting the expressions and bodies bound to 

these constants.  

 If, as Deleuze and Guattari write, a minor language only exists within a major 

language, then we must first analyze the major language within which Müller wrote, as 

well as the historical materials that determine that language. However, this chapter will 

not offer an interpretation of the possible particular ways in which Müller might be 

criticizing the major language. As translator, I leave this critical connection to the reader, 

only mentioning the bare fact of the connections, not the possible intensity of critique. 

For instance, although it is clear that “Everywhere, where one has seen death” connects 

historical materials in order to implicate the Ceasescu regime's direct connection to 

Romanian-German fascism, and vice-versa, and that an understanding of these references 

is integral to an understanding of that story, I will not offer an interpretation of the 

potency of this critique. The translations themselves must do this work. 

 While the direct historical connections might be clear, this does not explain how 

writing affects this history or how writing enables Müller to act differently within this 

history. A minor language is a particular use and investment of a major language that sets 

the variables of that language in variation (Deleuze and Guattari: 1987, 105). Thus, if 

there is a major language for portraying historical events in Romania, then Müller's 
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writing opens up a multitude of readings of this history that elide official doctrine, 

implicitly setting that official doctrine itself in variation qua variable, not directly 

criticizing Romanian historiography, but breaking apart the elements upon which it 

founds itself. We see this capacity to set in variation as an enabling capacity that opens up 

what would otherwise be the closed system of official history: it is the variation itself that 

transforms the latter into a variable from its powerful position as objective truth. A minor 

language does not need to do this in a direct way: it is by variation, which is still even 

more elementary than metonymy, that allows readers and writers in a collective to 

substantially alter their perceptions of a local regime.  

The historical background will provide material for reading Müller's stories, 

which explicitly connect Ceauşescu's politics, Banat Swabian village life, and fascism. It 

will focus on the intertwining of biopolitics, economics, and nationalism in Ceauşescu's 

Romania, and to a more limited extent, the latter's connections to fascism. In order to 

provide the reader with a notion of the milieu within which Müller was writing on the one 

hand—the forces that could have shaped perception and activity—and on the other, to 

provide the reader with a notion of the possible materials of these stories, this section will 

serve as a historical analysis.  

By material I understand, with Deleuze and Guattari, the formed matters that are 

taken up by the writer to create her own forms, which have the potential to dismantle the 

givenness of the former (1987, 49). Part of the writer's work is to attempt to show these 
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materials qua materials, placing them in a position where they can be connected with a 

multitude of forms previously alien to their more or less sedentary stratification. 

However, I depart from their analysis of literary materials in Kafka, which focuses on the 

liberation of specific sensory materials such as sound: a formless sound, for instance, in 

Kafka's story “Unglücklichsein.” (Though Müller is no stranger to this: for example, the 

smith's eye in “Big Black Axle” (p. 85)). Müller's writing is concerned with how 

historical forms define perception: when she de-forms or de-montages materials, these 

are brought out of the ideological forms that preserve them in order to make a creative 

use of them that negates their capacity to control life. This creative use must show how 

perception is formed in order to help it escape from its historical determinacy. Thus, in 

“The Song of Marching” (p. 121), we are left with a sound at the end of the story that 

travels beyond the death of those who sing it, demonstrating that song is not inevitably 

bound to the historical forces that overdetermine it. 

 Revealing historical forms in their connection with Ceauşescu's Romania is one of 

the most prevalent themes in Müller's writing. It is the direct link between history and 

perception that Müller is concerned with uncovering, which effectively deterritorializes 

history as something past and gone, and shows the how the past is variously actualized in 

present perception. Immediate political conditions are recognized as immanently shaping 

the historical materials upon which they are grounded; this places writing in the potent 

position to reflect on these materials from the perspective of the immediate present in 

order to ask how their forms could be altered in order to change the present circumstance. 
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And it is in this sense that Müller's literature, like Kafka's, anticipates its own contents: in 

showing how these two strata intertwine, Müller directs our attention to the way in which 

Ceauşescu's regime formed a population's perception, and how it built itself up—again, 

with careful revisionist historiography—on historical materials. Resulting from creative 

historical reflection, Müller's writing anticipates its contents: the death in “Over the 

Heads of the Wine Grapes” (p. 102) demonstrates the narrow sense of future available in 

Neostalinist Romania, while the convergence of Gypsies and German villagers in “Big 

Black Axle” (p. 85) predicts the dissolution of the village communities at the height of 

Ceauşescu's Ausverkauf program to allow Translyvanian Germans to leave to West 

Germany in exchange for funds from the latter. However, this mode of writing also 

anticipates the indeterminacy of a future whose very existence is negated by the 

principles of the Romanian Communist regime. The reader's reflection upon the 

determinate nothingness of the future as enforced by the regime is the locus for critical 

reflection, and is one of Müller's primary rhetorical devices: the reflection on a future 

content that determinately is not anticipates the reader who reflects on this fact.  

In demontaging the orders of these materials, Müller is able to return the materials 

to the reader aware of them in a form that de-familiarizes them, opening a novel, 

interruptive shape to determined perception that predicts this reflective act itself as its 

own content. The connections drawn between State and village in “Everywhere, where 

one has seen death” (p. 145) are one example. By opening up both of these systems, she 

examines how specific segments of these systems forget about or intentionally efface 
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particular historical events, how specific segments appropriate others, and how specific 

segments interconnect with others in order to construct social forms, like the bureaucrat's 

family on the train full of immigrants riding through the valley of death in the republic of 

the sunflower people. This synthesis creates a complex perspective on the formation of 

this social type, who plays a part in the ongoing hyperbole of various bodyparts of the 

dictator overshadowing the land. It is the fluidity between these movements where a 

material is shown to break out of its forms: for instance, the dew on the depots that 

becomes the teardrop of the woman putting on make-up, demonstrating all the 

connections between historical contents that constitute the single act of a teardrop falling 

from the eye of this woman, an absolutely singular event that moves between, not merely 

within, the forces that it itself reflects. It is in miniscule singularities that Müller finds 

some of her most potent escapes from the grayness of Romanian Communism. 

Thus, I will provide the reader with a short account of the history of and leading 

up to Ceauşescu's Romania. It is intended to supplement the reading of the translations 

without necessarily giving commentary to them; rather, the reader herself can begin to 

track the mobility between the stories and their historical milieu. Because the translation 

affords both spatial and temporal distance from the milieu in which the text was 

produced, it is also important to keep this immediate milieu in mind in order to 

understand the mechanisms with which the texts are working, and in turn, in order to 

make that distance a creative distance that can serve to open the text to new contexts.  
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i.  

The first section of this chapter will be dedicated to outlining a short history of the 

Banatschwaben—a minority group of German speaking peoples living in Transylvania—

to which Müller belongs. This will show how the minority populations living in 

Transylvania—granted to Romania in the 1919 Trianon Treaty, partitioned by the Nazis 

with the Second Vienna Award of 1940, returning the northern part to Hungary, and again 

returned to Romania at the end of the war contingent upon the fact that the Allies of 

course never recognized the Second Vienna Award—could be marginalized by the 

oppressive minority policies of the Ceauşescu regime, which were justified by an 

ethnocentric revisionist historiography placing the racial lineage of the Romanian people 

at the heart of territorial and cultural claims. This section should serve two purposes: first, 

to show the development of a collective Swabian group, effectively politicized by 

National Socialist agitators in the interwar period; second, to offer a summary of the 

development of Romanian minority policy after the war, especially after Nicolae 

Ceauşescu's rise to power in 1965, along with the development of an increasingly 

nationalist cultural, political, and foreign policy. This will in turn prepare us to examine 

Müller's position as a minority in the cultural economy of Romanian Communism. 

The Banatschwaben came to Transylvania in the late 17th century, employed by 

the Hungarian Kingdom as border guards and laborers. Unlike their German counterparts 

in southern Romania, the Saxon Germans, and in Czechoslovakia, the Zipser Germans, 
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who both had members working in the towns, in offices and intellectual positions, the 

Swabians remained largely peasants until the interwar period. The Swabians spoke 

dialects of German up until the late 19th century, and, according to Szelényi, only then 

began to develop a collective consciousness under the influences of a Romantic 

Nationalism (230), though by then they had been largely assimilated into the Hungarian 

peasantry. Illyeís also writes that, up until the interwar period, during which land reforms 

in Romania had taken most of the Germans' agricultural property and abolished the 

University of the Saxon Nation, a unified national political consciousness did not exist 

among the Romanian German minority (14). After the Treaty of Trianon the Swabian 

minority found itself on either side of the Hungarian-Romanian border. 

Only in the interwar period did the Swabians begin to become politicized. Again, 

unlike their counterparts, the Swabians began the interwar period as peasants. They had 

neither the political independence of the Saxon Germans, who had developed and 

struggled for a Swiss style canton based republic against the rule of Hungary, or the 

cultural and economic stature of the Zipsers, who were integrated as a middle-class in 

Czechoslovakian towns. With the rise of Pan-Germanism in Bohemia, Germany, and 

Saxonland (Saxon Romania) at the end of WWI, a parallel populist völkisch movement 

was started by intellectuals in the Swabian minority, attempting to give the peasantry an 

ethno-cultural identity grounded in both anti-Magyar and anti-semitic sentiments 

(Szelényi 242). The völkisch movements in Romania developed strongest among the 
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Saxons—the strongest and most unified German minority in Transylvania—who were 

allowed to ground a deutsche Volksgemeinschaft, stressing corporatist economic and Blut 

und Boden spiritual alternatives to communism and capitalism (Szelényi 236). The 

Saxons also had representatives in Romanian parliament, and, although political 

repression of the minorities had become policy in the interwar Romanian State, which 

also shows in the fact that the Socialist Party of Romania was banned in 1924, minorities 

were still able to appeal to international organizations without fear of reprisal (Illyeís 74; 

Tismaneanu ch. 2). Along with this, a Selbsthilfebewegung was allowed to begin in 

Saxonland (Illyeís 76), which was to help protect and help with the economic problems 

of the German community. The Volksgemeinschaft held no political power until the 

beginning of King Carol II's royal dictatorship in 1930, whereby all political parties were 

banned. However, Andreas Schmidt was allowed to become the leader of the Saxons, 

and, in 1939, a bi-lateral economic treaty was signed between Germany and Romania 

(ibid. 78). Marshal Ion Antonescu became the “Conducâtor” of Romania, and a “German-

Romanian protocol—without consulting the German ethnic group in Romania—was 

signed” on August 30, 1940 (ibid. 79). With the development of the powerful anti-

minority and fascist Iron Guard in Romania coupled with closer relations to Germany, 

minority policy in Romania became officially pro-German: the Volksgruppen Gesetz 

harmonized relations between the ethnic German minority and the Romanian central 

government. These movements effectively transformed the Volksgemeinschaft into an 

organ of the NSDAP, and in the same year Himmler appointed a young Andreas Schmidt 
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as the Volksgruppenführer in Romania (Szelényi 237).  

 Contrary to the organic development of National Socialist sentiments in 

Saxonland on the grounds that a strong Germany would hold the promise for 

independence from Romania, the Swabian peasantry was politicized through 

remunerative promises and the attractive turn to a German dominated politics away from 

the Hungarian dominated policy (Szelényi 242). Promised better living conditions at 

home and abroad, many young Swabians were brought to Germany to find themselves 

training for service in the Wehrmacht and Waffen-SS. Thus, the point of the title of 

Szelényi's article from “Minority to Übermensch” seeks to show that the appeal to a 

German dominated politics can be viewed from the perspective of class struggle, 

whereby the economic and social repression suffered under Hungarian rule should be 

seen to lead directly to German minority support for conditions favorable specifically to 

Germans, turning the tables in the ethnically based class hierarchy. The politicization of 

the Swabians thus occurred through National Socialist agitation from the völkisch 

movement in the 1930s and 1940s (ibid. 243), subsuming class struggle under an ethnic 

problematic and revisionist—nationalist—historiography. Recruitment of ethnic Germans 

into the Waffen-SS became widespread after the protocol (Illyeís 84). 

When Romania left the Axis alliance in August 1944, anti-German sentiment 

increased throughout Romania and in the Romanian military (ibid. 84). Beginning in 

1945 and continuing intermittently until 1951, large numbers of ethnic Germans were 
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deported to Soviet work camps (ibid. 100, 119). Sovietizing of education and the 

collectivization of farms began in Romania in 1949. In 1952, Gheorgiu-Dej took control 

of the Romanian central government and purged the Muscovite elements, who had spent 

the war in Moscow, as opposed to Gheorgiu-Dej and company, who had spent most of the 

war imprisoned in Romania as members of the illegal Communist Party (Tismaneanu 81-

2). This movement internal to the Party marks the beginning of what would later develop 

into Romania's nationalist line, allowing Ceauşescu to say, for instance, that the problems 

in the Party's beginnings had to do with ethnic impurities, and that these ethnic impurities 

were responsible for the determinately and politically anti-national character of the early 

Party. Although the 1952 Romanian Constitution included an article guaranteeing the 

legal equality of the national minorities, the Romanian government immediately began 

hostile treatment of the minorities, beginning with the establishment of a Magyar 

Autonomous Region in 1952 that justified the abolition of the politically active 

Hungarian People's Alliance on the grounds that the minority would be protected by Party 

policy—thereafter, the borders of the Autonomous Region were shifted such that the 

majority population of the area was Romanian (Illyeís 117-119).  

       After Stalin's death in 1953 Gheorgiu-Dej announced that the minority question 

had been solved (ibid. 119), and at the same time all political organizations except the 

RCP were abolished. Thus, discussion of the minorities became taboo extra-nationalist 

rhetoric. Romanianization began at this time with the gradual elimination of bilingual 

signs and bilingual party meetings in the minority regions (ibid. 120).        
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Following the squelching of the 1956 Hungarian Revolution and subsequent 

suppression of student revolts in Romania, Romanian nationalism began its ascent. Daco-

Roman theories of descent were re-ignited, which had been historically employed to 

emphasize the Western lineage of the Romanian people alongside the indigenist Dacian 

tribes, placing the origin of the Romanian people with the 105AD invasion of Roman 

Emperor Trajan (Verdery 31ff.). The shift in historiography occurred parallel to the 

process of gradual de-Stalinization of the Bloc states, alongside Romania's continued 

attempts to break away from Soviet influence. It marks the attempt to trace a Romanian 

lineage that breaks away from the Slavic theories held during the Stalinist years. At the 

same time, the minority populations were accused of counter-revolutionary or revisionist 

tendencies: indeed, the nationalities were increasingly viewed as anachronisms by the 

Party, who at this time was campaigning for a National Communism that emphasized the 

unity of all workers internal to the Romanian state, despite their nationalities. This 

negation was, however, tantamount to repression. The attempt to “homogenize” the 

Romanian Socialist Republic came alongside the gradual independence from Soviet 

influence, culminating in the 1964 “April Statement” issued by the Workers' Party of 

Romania, which broke with Stalinist treatment of minorities in favor of an attempt to 

emphasize the differences between the nationalities:  

“The differences between the peoples and countries will continue for a long time, even after the 

establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat. … No party occupies a privileged position or a 

claim to occupy one, and no party can enforce its own line or approach on another party” (qtd. in 
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Illyeís 125).  

Thus, the shift in historiography was combined with the attempts to gain independence 

from the Soviet Union in order to create a new image of the worker's republic, at once 

internally homogenous and externally autonomous.  

With the rise of Nicolae Ceauşescu to the position of General Secretary of the 

Romanian Communist Party after Gheorgiu-Dej's death, the tenets of “national 

communism” were formulated with the signing of the August 21, 1965 Constitution of 

the Romanian Socialist Republic. After the process of de-Stalinization under Gheorgiu-

Dej, Ceauşescu marked the halt of this process with the return of a centralized system 

based on a symbolic-ideological mode of control (Verdery 1991: 100). As Verdery's study 

on the development of discourse around the Nation in Romania shows, the concept of 

Nation had become a flexible term that could be employed in manifold discourses. 

Historically employed in reference to external conflicts, it now became inwardly directed, 

increasingly becoming a frame wherein any question regarding policy was legitimized. 

She notes that was especially significant for Ceauşescu's centralized, allocation-based 

neo-Stalinist regime, which employed the Nation discourse as a “symbolic-ideological” 

method of control alongside harsher measures, such as nationwide malnourishment. 

National ideology harmonized with the system of allocations for buyers on the lowest 

levels because it helped ensure the reproduction of the same pool of buyers, minimizing 

competition for allocations from bureaucrats, and for the bureaucrats it emphasized local 

production and local appropriation, which kept the capacity to allocate and accumulate 
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goods in the same hands (Verdery 1991: 127).  

  Ceauşescu's rise to power marked an initial relaxation of policies against the 

minorities. With the continued struggle for independence from Soviet power culminating 

in the Soviet Valev Plan, which would have given nations internal to the Bloc labor 

projects according to their national talent: thus, while East Germany and Czechoslovakia 

would dedicate their energies to heavy industry, Romania would focus on agriculture. 

This was seen as an attempt to rob Romania of its economic self-determination, 

Ceauşescu developed a rhetoric of a multinational internationalism, arguing: 

the development of the nation, the consolidation of the socialist State comply 

with the objective requirements of social life... [this] fully corresponds to [the 

interests of socialist internationalism], to the international solidarity of the 

working people, to the cause of socialism and peace. The development and 

flourishing of each socialist nation... is an essential requirement upon which 

depend the strengthening of the unity and cohesion of the socialist countries, 

the growth of their influence upon mankind's advance toward socialism and 

communism (Ceauşescu 1965 qtd. In Verdery 117).  

His denunciation of the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968 employed the rhetoric 

of the right of every socialist nation and people to self-determination, and marked a 

relaxation of minority and cultural policy on the grounds that the development of a 

Romanian state required harmony among the nationalities. From this denunciation, which 

harmonized with Romania's consistent anti-Soviet line, Ceauşescu drew conclusions on 
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domestic nationality policy: “... it follows from the fact that the nation still has a long 

future ahead of it that the existence of the nationalities also has a long future. … The 

nationalities will possess a clearly and well defined position and role of their own and, 

just like the nations, will retain their own characteristic identity for a long time to come” 

(qtd. in Illyeís 132). However, Illyeís notes that the concessions offered to minorities and 

intellectuals in the wake of the Prague Spring were attempts by the Romanian regime to 

quell the possibility of revolt (131), which would have brought unwelcome Soviet 

attention, and that these concessions were interspersed with calculated oppression of 

minority groups. 

Although the 1965 Romanian Constitution provided stipulations for the protection 

of the minority populations through guarantees of bilingualism in legal procedures, 

education, and cultural affairs, none of these articles were directed towards collective 

groups, but only towards the relationship between individuals and the state. This afforded 

the opportunity of systematic strategic Romanianization of the nationality regions 

through placement of workers, movement of populations, and re-drawing of regional and 

provincial boundaries, along with alterations in categories used in the census. These 

gestures were coupled with an attempt to abolish bilingualism in the form of banning the 

use of non-Romanian place names in the minority areas. After Ceauşescu's 1971 visit to 

China and North Korea2 and the publication of the “July Theses,” which provided 

                                                 
2 This trip was symptomatic of the continued tensions between Romania and the U.S.S.R., and Romania's 

strategic relationship with Mao's China and Hoxha's Albania.  
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stipulations for increased education in ideology, instrumentalization of culture for 

dissemination of ideology and propaganda, and a condemnation of the 1965 relaxation in 

cultural policy, minority literary journals and newspapers became Party organs, largely 

responsible for disseminating translations of articles appearing in the official Party 

newspaper Scîntea (Illyeís 249-254). This gradual elimination of bilingualism was 

coupled with a homogenizing policy of assimilation that culminated in statements like the 

following made by Ceauşescu in 1978 at the joint session of the Councils of Working 

People of Hungarian and German Nationality:  

At present we speak the same language of work... people understand 

each other in the language of work irrespective of whether they express 

themselves in Romanian, German, or Hungarian. This statement is 

valid not only as regards work but also in science and technology. 

Indeed: machines speak the same language, a universal language. The 

tendency is to create only those machines whose language is 

understood by everyone. … Without speaking Romanian one cannot 

expect equal rights” (qtd. in Illyeís 146)       

Along with the instrumentalization of language as a language of work, there is also an 

increased tendency towards the homogenization of socialist society. The nationalities, 

although having a particular role in the construction of the Socialist Nation, were to be 

regarded as counter-revolutionary anachronisms who would be assimilated into the 

revolutionary nation “along the path of creating a unified communist order both in the 

social and in the national relations, regardless of nationality” (Ceauşescu 1972 qtd. in 
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Illyeís 140). Thus, although there existed a tension between the minorities and 

Romanians on cultural and linguistic grounds, both of these were gradually harmonized 

with a concept of Nation that was at once revolutionary, according to an internationalist 

doctrine, and ethnocentric, making the question of nationalities insignificant in the larger 

question of creating a socialist state. The Romanian Communist Nation would not 

differentiate between the nationalities, while recognizing that the nationalities were to be 

assimilated to the revolutionary internationalist program of the Romanian Nation. Thus, 

Ceauşescu says: “Within the foreseeable future in Romania there will be no nationalities, 

only a socialist nation” (qtd. in Illyeís 141).  

 Now that we have given a cursory overview of the development of minority 

policy in Romania, stemming from Romania's conflict-ridden relationship with the 

U.S.S.R., as well as from the results of the Second World War, we may now begin to 

examine the discursive forms used to employ this history to the benefit of Power, while 

keeping in mind the link between the German minority and fascism, an element that will 

be suppressed in Ceauşescu's Romania at the precise moment that nationalist tendencies 

begin to take on a unique, Romanian shape. 

      ii. 

Justification of the ethnocentric element becomes clearer when one analyzes 

Verdery's treatment of the development of national ideology in Romania, as well as 

Kligman's detailed study of reproductive policy in Ceauşescu's Romania. Verdery calls 
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discourse on the Nation the “vernacular” of Romanian politics over against the foreign 

language of Marxism-Leninism, arguing that the appropriation and application of 

nationalist rhetoric by the Ceauşescu regime beginning in the 1970s became necessary 

following the use of this discourse by intellectuals to escape strict censorship policy in a 

discourse that could legitimately deviate from the Party line, as the discourse on the 

Nation predated the birth of the RCP by over a century (Verdery 10-11 & 122). By 

elucidating this gap in State control at the level of major discourses, Herta Müller's 

literature enacts the potential of this gap in a radical way, questioning the grounds of 

nationality itself and the style of corporeal work that produce it. “The Cold Jewelry of 

Life” (p. 135), for instance, conjoins these two moments in order to show how body and 

expression connect at the level of religious mythology, whereby man, made of earth, is 

created by labor, in turn suggesting that the soil itself, a classic nationalist concept, has 

become permeated with the qualities of the people. 

First, we must take into account the specific economic structure of the 

Neostalinist regime. Only by understanding this economic structure can we understand 

the specific cultural politics that are an object of Müller's writings: it will allow us to 

understand how economics and nationalism were connected to develop the specific form 

of national communism, as well as how the economic apparatus, under auspices of the 

health of the Nation, found its way into a highly advanced system of reproductive control. 

Understanding the effects of Socialist Romania's reproductive policies, which is bound up 

with the economic structure of the Neostalinist State, is necessary to grasp some of the 
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critical aspects of Müller's work, such as the story “Dew on the Depots” (p. 125) which 

directly criticizes the social effects of Ceauşescu's fatherly state, and “Big Black Axle” 

(p. 85), which implicitly connects this thematic to the treatment of childbearing women in 

the patriarchal village.  

Verdery writes that the driving force of the Stalinist economy is “allocative 

power,” or the capacity of bureaucrats to fund projects (75). The centralized economic 

apparatus is split into two segments—the Party, composed of the leader and high 

officials, and bureaucrats, responsible for carrying out the diktats given by the higher 

group. Rather than functioning on a horizontal basis like capitalism, which creates a lack 

of demand that must be catered by marketers, the centralized economy functions in 

vertical relation to the center, which creates a lack of supplies that forces buyers to cater 

to the largest supplier's demands. The State's bureaucrats invest in projects that will have 

have a maximum return of means of production to the center. Because there is a lack of 

supplies, the State is concerned with monopolizing means of production that are going to 

produce the most resources; hence, for instance, the Romanian regime's obsession with 

heavy industry. The status of each bureaucrat thus depends on his investments garnering 

input of resources back into his segment, and how much he is capable of giving out (ibid. 

80). In Müller's story “Overall, Where One Has Seen Death,” the figure of the bureaucrat 

is shown in his powerlessness, on the one hand, to the tide of goods coming in from other 

Bloc nations and from the West, and on the other, to the finger of the dictator that 

determines his decisions. The redundancy of official publications, which maintains the 
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centralization of expression, is implicated as a factor in producing a familial type, but 

also is predicted to be the element that performs the self-destruction of the regime itself.  

Thus, a counteracting horizontal tendency necessarily interrupts the centrifugal 

force of the State apparatus. Each bureaucrat has to be concerned with the requisite 

output of goods and resources in order to ensure that means of production are at hand for 

the center to control; he is responsible for generating the system's central tendency while 

increasing its monopoly on allocation. This practice is valid for the control of language as 

well. This in turn creates a shortage of resources, because the center holds onto resources 

rather than distributing them. Shortage results in hoarding phenomena, where buyers 

lower on the vertical hierarchy create smaller “centers” that can then appeal for more 

bureaucratic investment through falsification of numbers in order to increase their own 

capacity to allocate to smaller firms. The bureaucracy's dependence on the outputs of 

these lower producers for the accumulation of actual surplus creates a market tendency, 

whereby relations between bureaucrats and producers are based on capacity to produce 

rather than to allocate. At lower levels, where buyers experience a general shortage of 

specific goods, this horizontal tendency generates small “black market” economies. 

Verdery explains this phenomena in terms of the goal-function of the economy, which is 

the maximization of allocative capacity and control over means of production, but “the 

subjective aim of at least some bureaucrats and enterprise managers some of the time is 

to maximize production of a disposable surplus” (82).   
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Because there are centralizing tendencies throughout the entire economy, and 

because allocative capacities are always relative, Verdery argues that “the obverse of this 

accumulation of resources within the apparatus is the destruction of resources outside it” 

(76). This affects both bureaucrats and buyers/producers. On the one hand, the center 

must strictly regulate the horizontal tendencies in the economy in order to maintain its 

control; because the vertical economy has no way to discipline labor, or because its 

demands are implemented locally and their results can be obscured by producers, the 

State apparatus employs methods of control to keep resources coming back to the center 

and to keep workers dependent on state distribution. On the other hand, buyers must 

compete with one another for allocations or goods that are always in shortage, which 

counteracts the centralizing tendency. Labor has considerable power because it, like 

everything else, is always in shortage. Because the State requires a reinvestment of labor 

in order to maintain its control over the means, the population of workers must somehow 

be controlled. Thus, the need to control the horizontal tendencies that threaten the center's 

monopoly result in control mechanisms. This, of course, is the origin of ideology. As we 

will see, these mechanisms go so far as to attempt to control the biological body, making 

birth and abortion into another economic sector that must be controlled by the central 

apparatus.  

 Language poses a special problem to the State bureaucracy: although the 

publication of expression can be strictly controlled by the apparatus, the inherently 

horizontal, transformative nature of language gives rise to fissures that are beyond the 
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control of the State. In order to centralize language, the State practices a ubiquitous 

saturation of language with propaganda, binding language to labor as is evidenced in 

Ceauşescu's notion of a “language of work.” However, the centrifugal tendencies 

evidenced in Romania by the opening of a historical gap in nationalist discourse occur at 

a deeper, more microscopic level in Müller's literature. By drawing from the State's 

power over language, it contests the claim to expressive hegemony, setting the contents 

of State language in variation. Words like “Büro,” “Behörde,” “Park,” and “Zug” are 

given senses that sharply deviate from the normal meanings given to them in everyday 

language and State discourse, which immanently makes a claim for language's universal 

capacity to overturn the dominant perception and understanding of contents. It is this 

centrifugal force that gives energy to the writer in the dictatorial State. 

Verdery writes that, because of labor's resistant capacities, the State must develop 

control mechanisms in order to ensure that labor continues to return to the center. 

Contrary to developments in Hungary in the 70s and 80s, where remunerative rewards 

were offered to the population, Romania implemented an increasingly coercive and 

propagandistic method of control to keep resources in control of the central apparatus, 

substituting the risks of more market-based methods (106) with nationalist rhetoric. 

Müller's insight to this appears, for instance, in “The Cold Jewelry of Life” (p. 135), 

where the state apparatus is shown to be composed of natural elements, exposing “right” 

to be an artificial element, a piece of jewelry, attached to the natural bureaucratic laborers 

of state socialism. Consumption and production are thus no longer understood on the 
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level of subsistence and demand, but on are thoroughly permeated in a unified effort of 

national labor. 

Nationalism has had a place in Romanian politics since the end of the 18th 

century, used as a tool to negotiate relations with Romania's more powerful neighbors to 

both sides. The communist period is no exception: the history of this discourse served to 

legitimate it in the hands of intellectuals who used it as a counter to the prevailing 

Marxist-Leninist speak used by the Party. In turn, in its necessary interest in intellectuals, 

the Party appropriated and used this discourse to create a link with the tradition of 

Romanian politics that didn't actually exist, the RCP having been an organ of the 

Comintern, installed by the Red Army in 1944. Combined with the anti-Soviet tendencies 

of Ceauşescu's foreign policy, it was also eminently practical for the State to employ as 

an instrument to convince a population with a history of anti-Russian sentiment that 

nationalism meant self-determination, as is evidenced in Ceauşescu's speech condemning 

the Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia. The synthesis of the two discursive 

frameworks resulted in a nationalist communism, which merged chauvinist sentiments 

originating from the interwar period with Neostalinist control economics.  

Verdery writes that the primary advantage of the symbolic-ideological method of 

control over remunerative allowances is that it maintains central control of all means of 

production, including the labor force, without risking decentralization (86). By avoiding 

the decentralizing tendencies inherent at the lower levels of the control economy, the 
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symbolic-ideological method of control seeks to contain these tendencies by saturating 

the unlimited resource of language with Party messages, while simultaneously 

harmonizing these messages with economic practice. Deviations from the Party line 

internal to the population are easily controlled by the secret police, as the limits of 

discursive practice are exceedingly narrow. This also means that the ideological apparatus 

feeds back into economic policy: taking into account the developments in foreign policy, 

combined with the need to localize industry to maintain the center's control on the one 

hand, and to keep the pool of competitors relatively stable on the other hand, a national 

ideology helps resolve both of these problems by pressing out a particular group of social 

actors and keeping the included social actors close to the center, which then becomes 

beneficial for those actors.  

  However, the decisions afforded by this policy became increasingly problematic 

in the 1980s under Ceauşescu. The decision in the 1980s to begin exporting goods in 

order to pay high foreign debt—a theme of Müller's story “Everywhere, where one has 

seen death” (p. 145)—may be seen as a result of this policy, which increasingly tended 

towards isolation from the outside and internal isolation from its own citizens. Paying off 

debt was justified under the heading of making “sacrifices” for the Nation, which 

analytically included the “socialist Nation” (Verdery 86). Beginning in 1984, citizens 

endured winters without heating, shut off by the State to save energy, and lived on 

increasingly low rations of food. Implicit economic coercion is thus coupled with a flood 

of propaganda into the public sphere, which would ideally keep labor forces caught 
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between poverty and the necessity to compete with other impoverished workers for 

goods. Thus, the attempt to control the population invoked “national” justification on 

every front, a propaganda machine that turned Ceauşescu's presidency into a veritable 

spectacle complete with palaces and a presidential scepter (Tismaneanu 213). On the 

grounds of conflicting with national interests and interfering with self-determination, 

emigration was strictly limited, minorities repressed, economic austerity justified on 

grounds of national necessities, and religious figures persecuted.        

For our purposes, it is significant to note that Ceauşescu's shift in focus towards a 

strengthening of “ideological education” and the production of the “new man” came after 

his 1971 visit to Southeast Asia. This resulted in lifting the cultural reforms seen in the 

first years of Ceauşescu's rule, replaced with a renewed focus on socialist realism. It also 

marked the beginning of a series of five-year plans, which culminated in the demolition 

of historical sections of larger cities and the urbanization of the countryside. These 

changes were accompanied by a populist element, which appealed to the Romanian 

people as an ethnicity grounded in a history of strong cultural and moral traditions, as 

well as to the right of nations to employ Marxism-Leninism according to their specific 

national characters. Populism also included attempting to politicize the peasantry, which 

had been a difficulty for the RCP since its inception. Rather than agitation campaigns, 

this occurred through “systematization,” a gross re-organization of villages, which 

included the banning of private agricultural plots, and the moving of large numbers of 

people into the cities or into different villages. Gail Kligman notes that this shift was 
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accompanied by the development of a patrimonial State, which began to implement 

village mores— increasingly at the level of the organization of Ceauşescu's nepotistic 

Party itself—into practice.              

Following Ceauşescu's will to create the new socialist person in the 1971 “July 

Theses,” plans for the “homogenization” of the labor force were implemented. This was 

an attempt to “equalize” class and social differences through the practice of evaluating 

every person based on their capacity to perform work. In order to actualize Ceauşescu's 

“multilaterally developed socialism,” the homogenization of the work force would 

eliminate differences between men and women, “co-habiting nationalities,” and classes. 

Having already examined the effects of this process on the minority populations, it is 

necessary to note the regime's attempts to efface the difference between men and women, 

and consequently between public and private. Ethnic homogenization was also 

accompanied by the familialization of the Party, which adopted terms from village life 

such as neam bun, or “good family”, and applied them to the effort to develop a “unique 

Romanian people” based on these mores (Kligman 32). Not only did the Party become a 

nepotocracy, but its propaganda became geared towards creating “one big Romanian 

family,” Elena Ceauşescu taking the image of the ideal Romanian mother.  

 “Big Black Axle” (p. 85) might be read as an implicit critique of this policy by 

describing the patriarchal grounds of the idealized village family. Leni is suppressed by 

both the mother and the sick man, who chastise her for her irresponsibility. Her former 
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lover, Ion, works in agriculture, covering the village with dust by riding his tractor. 

Because the economic means remain in control of the patriarchal morality, the young 

mother mourns in her own powerlessness and in the guilt of her irresponsibility. In turn, 

this negative space in village life is recognized as a positive element of state practice in 

“Dew on the Depots” (p. 125), which lists state sanctioned modes of impregnation in 

individual cases. The uncle's comment at the end of “Axle” about the stench of humanity 

thus connects patriarchal morality to a practice of political nihilism that may be read as a 

message to the unknown generation addressed at the end of the story.   

This policy of homogenization was coupled with Decree 770/1966, which placed 

strict limitations on the conditions under which a woman could legally abort a pregnancy. 

Initially justified as an attempt to hike Romania's decreasing birth-rate, it was never 

successful or effective in this aspect, but resulted in the 1980s in the growth of 

overpopulated orphanages in Bucharest with inadequate means of care, although orphans 

were “raised” under the Ministry of Education and claimed to be children of the 

Ceauşescus (Kligman 31).  

As Ceaucescu was heroicizing himself through self-comparison to Dacian 

mythology, rhetoric geared towards the (re)production of the Romanian worker's 

populous analogized village life: the mandatory amount of children women were 

supposed to have was the average number in peasant families (Kligman 31). Kligman 

also notes that the discursive tactics used to enforce women's conformity with State 
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decrees: denunciation is akin to the gura satului, or “village voice,” the rumor mill, 

which could be used to defile another's reputation at any level. To further its image as the 

caretaker of the people, the State offered to “adopt” children of pregnant high school 

women. As noted, the evaluation of a “good family” based on lineage, which must not 

contain members of a growing list of undesirables, such as relatives living abroad, was 

grafted onto the national level, such that citizens who were suspected of harboring anti-

revolutionary elements could be prevented from pursuing particular careers or could be 

subject to relocation. Thus, the movements to urbanize the rural population were 

accompanied with a ruralizing of the central apparatus's values. These included a “Family 

Code,” which was an attempt to guarantee the state's rights over the regulation and 

propagation of the socialist family, resulting in restrictions on divorce and newly defined 

roles for women within socialism, whose “special capacities” to work would be regulated 

like the machinery and labor of a factory. 

These policies were enforced at the statistical level, which included an advanced 

apparatus for keeping track of the number of births, for setting target numbers for 

increase in birth rate, for enforcing these numbers through remunerative penalties for 

doctors, and, of course, like we saw with the falsification of numbers by producers to 

receive more investments from bureaucrats, for falsification of numbers in order to 

bespeak the numbers given by the Party. The female body was effectively bureaucratized 

and industrialized under Ceauşescu's rule. Thus, although the work force was to be 

homogenized,  
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[a]n obligation of national interest is the protection and consolidation of the 

family, the development of a corresponding consciousness about the growth 

of an increased number of children, and the formation of healthy and robust 

generations profoundly devoted to the cause of socialism; in this realm 

women have a distinguished role and noble mission (Ceauşescu qtd. in 

Kligman 59).  

This practice thus also marks the regime's self-conscious attempt to dissolve the 

boundary between public and private life, whereby the family apparatus would be subject 

to the same rules as the industrial apparatus.  

 Direct policing of the female body occurred through a number of mechanisms, 

including: presence of State bureaucrats at medical commission meetings; strict policies 

on reporting abortions and use of tools related to abortions; surveillance of hospital 

admissions to perform random gynecological examinations; mandatory annual or bi-

annual gynecological examinations for women working in factories where large numbers 

of women worked, accompanied by follow-up examinations to make sure a possible 

pregnancy had not been interrupted; financial awards and medallions for birthing 

specified numbers of children;3 falsification of statistics to justify coercion to reproduce; 

and guarantee of harsh punishments for those suspected of assisting or participating in an 

abortion. All of these efforts may be seen as attempts to disrupt the barrier between 

private and public life in order to ensure that the body of labor—the female body 

                                                 
3 The practice of awarding mother's with national hero awards has its origins in Nazi Germany's 

Mutterkreuz. 
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entrusted with (re)producing the population of the socialist nation in this case—remains 

under the control of the central apparatus. The State's intrusion into familial life on all 

levels combined with the “familialization” of the State would thus serve to rid society of 

its reticent bourgeois elements whilst bringing all aspects of life under the control of the 

centralized bureaucratic machine.  

The propaganda campaigns for the reproduction of the socialist nation take the 

form of statements like “deep care and responsibility for the human resources of the 

country,” (Bulgaru qtd. in Kligman 119) showing that the labor force and the instrument 

of its reproduction is to be understood as any other part of economic production. In order 

to harmonize life with economic practice, attentiveness towards the return of this 

resource to the center takes the form of the Nation itself. Thus, with the reproductive 

policy, the Nation idea comes full circle to correspond with the Neostalinist economy and 

ritualistic Marxist-Leninist speak. The reproduction of the human resources of the 

socialist nation, a resource found immanently at the level of the body of the worker, 

comes under the control the centralized economy, which is responsible for ensuring that 

that body can reproduce in order to build socialism.  

 Thus, in Müller, a piece of jewelry becomes an item of expressive escape, which 

is invested with ideas of autonomy that are disabled by the state. The necklace in “The 

Cold Jewelry of Life” (p. 135) is a right that is consistently attacked and pressed into the 

body by the bureaucracy, along with the word “I.” In “My Heart Flies through my 
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Cheeks” (p. 139), an earring is the reflective object that escapes the State's registry of 

body parts. The identification of economics and corporeality thus necessitates an 

expressive line of escape in literature, which begins to explain Müller's focus on tiny 

objects.  

 The body of the worker is thus the site where the Nation and socialism conjoin, 

and where the rhetoric and corporeality of both of these categories become 

indistinguishable. Thus, the reproductive policy must use ideological incentives and 

coercion—since in the 1980s material incentives were scarce even for families—because 

the bodies it regulates are part of the labor force that the central apparatus must control, 

but at the same time that body is the force that reinvests the Nation and the center with 

the power it depends upon. Here, ideological propaganda and the capacities of bodies to 

act actually become indistinguishable. A specific bureaucratic apparatus—taking the 

forms of statistical/demographic politics and Party membership on medical commissions 

or police presence in hospitals—which directly invests labor with an embodied 

ideological control that takes the form of surveillance. Here, we see that the specific 

difference between the allocation of funds to a factory and the alimentary regime of 

pronatalism is that in the latter there is a collusion of mechanisms that control expression 

and input/output of resources, such that the body can only reproduce in the control 

economy if it is coerced with propaganda, or even further, if it becomes propaganda, even 

though, in a strict sense, it is a “resource” that might be treated like any other. The logical 

conclusion of this is that the Nation itself is to be viewed as a resource, demonstrating the 
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profound complicity between Romanian National Communism and capitalism.  

 If we view Müller's literature as anticipatory of its contents, we can see that the 

trace of the migrant writer's footprints strewn throughout the collection—from the title 

story to “When I Move My Foot” (p. 130)  to “Devouring Shoe” (p. 136) to “Overall, 

Where One Has Seen Death” (p. 145)— demonstrates the consistent experience of the 

minor writer, who sets the variables of her circumstances in variation. The Romanian 

regime's complicity with capitalism is demonstrated at the level of minority politics in 

“My Minor German, My Fight” (p. 165), where only the mode of questioning a 

minority's word changes while the bureaucratic machine persists, which preserves the 

minor language for the writer who has left it behind. What is anticipated is the rise of a 

burgeoning literary community in transit. 

Thus, there is a Neostalinist politics of reproduction and a Neostalinist biopolitics, 

which reveal the cohesiveness of national ideology with the centralized economy. The 

biopolitical aspect is revealed by the following statement found in a Party treatise on 

maternity: “The procreation of children in families must be seen as much from a 

biological point of view, for the reproduction of the species, as from a social point of 

view, for the reproduction of the work force” (qtd. in Kligman 133). The collusion of 

official rhetoric with the biological means of production as a way of immediately 

enforcing Party doctrine while effectively guaranteeing that this doctrine is serving the 

“interests of the nation” is the keystone of Romanian nationalism. At the level of the 
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population, which is counted by the Higher Council of Health responsible for regulating 

demographic politics, a split in society between those in line with national communist 

interest and those adverse to national communist interest is effectuated. 

Thus, the propaganda promoting the birth of children for the “father(land)” of the 

people was combined with nationalist propaganda to produce a population regulated by 

controls on labor and birth statistics on the one hand, and disciplined through economic 

practices or labor and coercion on the other hand. Müller's writing not only effects a 

breach with official State doctrine, but also transforms the ways in which bodies can 

perform in the socialist State, taking State dominated contents as an object in order to 

project different contents into the future. 

 All of the policies towards minorities and political opposition may be deduced 

from the collusion of reproductive policy and national ideology. Relocation of minorities 

or separation of minority couples through work placement can be read as an implicit 

attempt by the State to coordinate its re-population efforts with its anti-minority policy. 

The rhetoric aimed strictly towards Romanian motherhood, combined with changes in the 

rules for counting the census that either generally decreased the size of the minority 

populations, or introduced an ethnically grounded practice of gerrymandering (cf. Illyeís 

46), which would be the logical outcome of a re-population policy with large gaps 

between the majority and minority populations, can be seen as an effort to root out the 

Hungarian, German, and Jewish elements from Romanian socialism. 
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With this collusion we can see the complicity between Romanian communism and 

German-Romanian fascism, which is a primary theme in some of Müller's stories, such as 

“Everywhere, where one has seen death.” A split runs between a quasi master race, the 

Romanian people, who, from the 1970s until 1989, were upheld by Ceauşescu's regime as 

the origin of everything in European culture through the protochronist movement (cf. 

Verdery ch. 5), and those who fall outside the terms that define that race, which are 

political and cultural categories that define a national essence. In the search for 

domination, which in Romania's case was a search for self-domination and autonomy in a 

history of being dominated by three more powerful neighbors, both countries became 

suicide states. Unlike German fascism, Romania in the 1980s imploded, cutting off its 

citizens' means of sustenance in order to defend its autarchic national image. Romania's 

centralized economy excluded those who were not complicit with the center: when 

nationalist discourse becomes colluded with the means of production at the level of the 

reproduction of the “socialist” race, those who are not complicit at any level of the 

regime's qualifications are justified candidates for exclusion. This practice is enforced by 

the Neostalinist economy, which coerces its population with shortages in order to ensure 

conformity.   

 It is necessary now to examine the discursive climate within which Müller was 

writing in order to understand the specific enabling effects of literature within 

Ceaucescu's repressive communist regime. As it has become clear that nationalism in 

Romania meant both linguistic assimilation on grounds of the establishment of a unified 
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worker's state, which was the counterpart of de facto ethnic repression, and cultural 

assimilation within a nationalist discourse that served to legitimize political claims and 

suppress those in contradiction with the discursive limits of national interest, we will 

attempt to locate Müller's literature between these discourses in order to show how it 

could affect both of them while enabling lines of escape from their hegemonic force.  

iii. 

Katherine Verdery argues that Romania employed a symbolic-ideological method 

of population control, opting out of the type of technocratic reforms occurring in Hungary 

in the 1960s, and in other Bloc regimes like Czechoslovakia in the 1980s. Because of 

Romania's reliance on the production of propaganda, and the reification of consciousness 

through cultural goods that bore the mark of Romanian nationalism, the importance of 

intellectuals to the survival of the regime was increased (108ff.). The State had an interest 

in educating individuals who would possibly become apparatchiks, thus enabling it to 

reproduce its own doctrine. This education, however, came at a risk, as some individuals 

might not want to become apparatchiks, or might defect from the party line altogether. 

The intellectual class had the capacity both to criticize and to conform to official state 

policy, and thus made out the dynamism of the State's control tactics. According to the 

economic logic discussed above, the State was concerned with keeping intellectuals 

within the vertical order, while a counteractive horizontal tendency moved against these 

attempts. Critical intellectuals thus appear as forces aligned with the three forces 
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detrimental to the self-propagation of Romanian Neostalinism: external cultural 

influence, appelation to an audience, and appelation to Western politics. We may thus 

read Müller's literature as a critique of Romanian Socialism, and an implicit opening to 

these forces. However, it is simultaneously a critique of these forces, as we read in “My 

Minor German, My Fight” (p. 165) about the persistence of an emigrant identity interior 

to experiences in both regimes.      

Communist Romania was permeated by two major languages: Romanian 

entrenched in State Marxist-Leninist jargon and Romanian entrenched in a history of 

nationalist historiography; on the other hand, there are regional languages, like a German 

impoverished by its lack of contact to other German speaking peoples and its reticent 

provincialism. We can then begin to read Müller's work internal to this major frame of 

reference in order to understand how her language negotiates the languages of power, and 

how her works could serve to transform these major languages. I will attempt to locate 

the minority within Verdery's framework in order to show the particular difficulty that the 

minority writer poses to the centralized State's attempts to instrumentalize her. I will also 

criticize Verdery's model of socialist cultural politics: the two axes—on the one hand, the 

political status of an individual, on the other, her supposed cultural, scientific, or creative 

authority (cultural capital), both measured in degrees—are insufficient for discussing a 

minority writer, who on this model would have a relatively low political status, not being 

affiliated with any official apparatuses, and who has no cultural capital or authority, 

relegated to the fringes of the cultural world; nor can Müller be described as Verdery's 
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noble exception, the writer who aims her work at a specific audience in hopes that high 

consumer demand will persuade bureaucrats to invest funds allocated to cultural projects 

to her writings. Müller has no audience outside the small group of writers and 

intellectuals in Timişoara and readers in the BRD external to her immediate 

environment.4  

Katherine Verdery argues that national ideology and Romanian Neo-Stalinism 

forged a symbiotic relationship justified by the latter's centralization of means of 

production. First, an ideology that is focused on national concerns keeps the pool of 

competitors on the lower level of purchasers relatively stable and local. Second, by 

keeping debates and propaganda centered on local means of production and 

accumulation, the capacity to allocate is kept in the same few hands, maintaining the 

primacy of the center. Both expressive and material means of production are centralized, 

narrowing consciousness while keeping laboring individuals bound to their specific 

needs. Verdery calls this Romania's cultural protectionism, which sought to strictly 

restrict cultural imports from the West, which would serve the function of eliminating 

foreign competition for bureaucratic allocations and local buying power. The secondary 

function of this protectionism is on the level of expression, which the Ceauşescu regime 

sought to limit. According to Verdery, the three main threats to the socialist regimes, and 

to the weakness of the Ceauşescu regime especially, were appellations to markets, to the 

                                                 
4 Müller's first collection of stories, Niederungen, was published in 1984 in Romania in a censored 

version; it was published the same year in the BRD uncensored. All of her other works were first 
published in Germany.  
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West, and concern with an audience (95). All three pose threats to the political and 

economic weakness of the central apparatus by displaying its inherent need to deal with 

horizontal markets to ensure resources for reproduction and stockpiling on the one hand, 

and on the other, by showing the consequently necessary methods of population control 

to be fragmentary and open to intervention from external parties. On economic grounds 

tied up with the means of cultural production, Verdery finds that any one of these 

appellations directly challenges the central apparatus's control of the production of 

cultural items, which would ideally reflect the State's various economic and ideological 

plans: Consumption of items produces consciousness. Because culture, as we will 

examine in a moment, functions on the vertical allocations model of the Stalinist 

economy, but must also be universally distributed, it has the capacity to contradict and 

move outside of the boundaries set up by official ideology.   

In describing the problem of appealing to a public audience, which was 

economically impractical in an economy based on shortage of supplies and not on 

shortage of demand, Verdery writes that this could form a “cognizant public who will 

recognize their claims to cultural authority” (96). She defines a “cognizant public” as a 

group who acknowledges a particular social actor's claims to cultural authority while 

simultaneously recognizing that it itself holds less of this authority. Thus, it becomes an 

audience to a particular cultural concern that does not claim the ubiquity that the State 

does, although both claim universality. These claims are grounded in Pierre Bourdieu's 

concept of cultural and symbolic capital, which Verdery alters for the socialist state: 
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rather than following an axis of correlative degrees of cultural capital and economic 

capital, Verdery suggests degrees of cultural authority and political status, which give 

weight to one's claims for investment from bureaucrats or to one's capacities to garner 

public or Party support (92-3). Bureaucrats play the role of those sworn in to the field of 

cultural production, capable of “consecrating” works in their capacity to give artists 

allocations (cf. Bourdieu 75). Those producers who recognize the demands of the 

particular social field become capable of disavowing the interest they have in producing, 

and under the screen of this disavowal are then capable of revealing the truth of their 

products, which is its relation to an economic sponsor. In doing this, they also the reveal 

the economic nature of all cultural goods, and the political authority invested in it. The 

formation of “cognizant publics” thus presumes some degree of recognition within the 

social field: if an individual is high on both axes, for instance, this may rid him of the 

need to appeal to State support for publication; and the same time, it should be more 

likely for the State to support his ventures. The “cognizant public” poses a threat to the 

socialist order because it opens a fissure in the state's capacity to control totally (Verdery 

1991: 197). The cultural sphere of the socialist State may be seen to be the attempt to 

merge economy and social consciousness, such that the terms that define both become 

identical. 

  Verdery argues that Romanian cultural producers engaged in competition with one 

another for State allocations, and that because of the structure of Romanian political 

economy, every evaluation made by intellectuals in debate was necessarily political (95). 
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Thus, although the framework of each discourse was limited, most notably around the 

Nation idea, each evaluation internal to this framework was a political decision, 

particularly in its relation to the dominant or Party line on that issue. This mechanism was 

so powerful that Verdery argues that the State was forced by intellectuals to begin taking 

a position on the debate around the Nation, which was a field where political claims that 

escaped the Marxist-Leninist jargon of the central apparatus could be legitimately voiced. 

The central apparatus attempted to appropriate this discourse, but due to its long history 

in Romanian politics it was resistant to Party obscurantism. However, Verdery only 

addresses discourse that occurred between intellectuals working within a framework that 

was recognized by the State, and within which members of any range of political or 

police affiliation were working.        

In attempting to position the minority writer within the field of socialist cultural 

production, we must take care to recognize the conditions of distribution in order to 

position her in Bourdieu's framework. The censorship of works on predetermined police 

grounds does not afford analysis of entry into the field of cultural production, because in 

attempting to produce in that field, the work is already blocked by censorship. In the 

bounds of that field, the appearance of the work is marked as impossible before it 

appears. The relationship between the minority writer and the police and censorship 

mechanism is not one of repression, which is the driving mechanism of Bourdieu's social 

field, where artists disavow the economic advantage they potentially have in producing 

the art work in order to enter into the field of (mis)recognized, credit-based cultural 
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capital. The relationship between the minority writer and the police is rather one of direct 

correspondence: the latter's job is to produce a consciousness that identifies with the 

whole, whereby the minority writer's work is explicitly excluded as a moment that does 

not appear on a number of ideological grounds. It is legible to the police, but only 

interpretable insofar as it is censored. Censorship is a positive act of interpretation, and 

demonstrates what the majority consciousness recognizes and values in a cultural object. 

By police I understand the order of knowledge, relations, and roles that are normalized in 

a particular society; in Romanian socialism, the suppression of minority groups and a 

dominant State-controlled discourse are parts of this order, and thus constituent moments 

of the majority consciousness.  

Unlike the artist whose relationship with the dealer/publisher becomes clear when 

their economic relationship is unveiled and the values that veil this relationship are 

reaffirmed in their denial (Bourdieu 79), the minority writer does not have a relationship 

to an economically interested yet aesthetically “disinterested” publisher; rather, she has a 

relationship to a wholly interested State apparatus, which processes the work before it can 

be published. The values upon which their relationship is built are thus unable to enter 

into the process of negation necessary to produce symbolic capital. Rather, the work is 

immediately transformed by the police that censors it. It affirms the political problems 

that the work engages by reading dominant values into them, then covering over them, 

but it does not consciously negate them as manifestations of a conflict: it remains on the 

surface, or is incapable of learning. It thus also affirms the economic nature of all works, 
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insofar as these are necessarily instrumentalized to promote a central economic model. 

The only struggle that occurs between the police order and the minor writer is the fact 

that the work is published, and therefore recognized as a work by the police. The fact that 

the relationship exists precedes the fact that the work cannot be recognized by the regime, 

even though it must be. But the political contents of the work go under the radar of the 

regime, only capable of reiterating the suppression enacted by official ideology: if 

everything is repressed, then any manifestation of dissonance is a positive catastrophe, 

incapable of playing the complex negations of cultural capital.  

 Writing the work is thus originally political. The categories of cultural authority 

and political status can measured for a minor writer as follows: her ambiguous cultural 

authority places her in a zone where, one the one hand, she is in contact with a part of 

society that is either officially suppressed or exterior, and on one the other, she is unable 

to enter into a discourse that would legitimize her work; her political status is officially 

low, but it remains a relation. Thus, Verdery correctly notes that every enunciation in the 

cultural struggles in socialism was political, but her analysis goes only so far to evaluate 

those enunciations that occurred more or less within the framework of a “hegemonic” 

discourse, insofar as the discourse on the Nation was a legitimate framework wherein a 

range of voices could be heard. 

It follows that the minority writer's position of exclusion from the framework of 

the majority discourse, and from the limited field of production as such, makes her 
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enunciations political in the sense that they address a community that does not or might 

not exist, and means that her enunciations will always exceed the capacity of the state's 

grasp. This relation of excess defines the minority writer's position in the socialist field of 

cultural production: the enunciation that cannot be recognized by the State, even if it must 

be recognized as one that is to be censored, means that it elides and exceeds the state's 

capacity to instrumentalize or use that enunciation in a legitimate context. We could 

attempt to frame this relation within Bourdieu's notion of transgression—artists who 

display a canvas that has “19in. x 23in. Canvas” written on it, which ultimately 

reconstitutes the art world in attempting to surpass or mock its rules—whereby the minor 

writer's enunciation would be seen as the deliberate attempt to provoke attention or 

surpass the bounds of official discourse, only in order to reify the limits that are capable 

of absorbing her work (cf. Bourdieu 1993: 80). Although the minor writer's work does in 

a sense transgress the limits set by the field, it does not do so from a position internal to 

that field, but is only transgressive insofar as it is excluded. Thus, its attempts to penetrate 

the social field meet with a grimace—not because of the work's content, but because of 

the grayness of everyday life—of incomprehension: what is given back to the writer is 

something entirely different from what the writer put in. The relation is therefore not 

transgression, because the work cannot reconstitute an apparatus that is essentially 

unaffected by its existence. 

By escaping relation to the field of production and escaping relation to the state, 

the minority writer can only be located from these latter perspectives as something 
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unlocalizable, completely without location. Thus, the minority writer exposes a line of 

flight in the organization of the socialist cultural apparatus: by writing in a language that 

is indecipherable (though not illegible) to this apparatus, she breaks apart the complex 

formations of linguistic matter and alimentary relations in order to show what they are 

incapable of territorializing. It is here where her work anticipates its contents and 

anticipates the future: by breaking apart these forms, contents are constructed that were 

otherwise stratified as factical, given forms. This act is in turn an anticipation of a 

literature to come, because the population experiences a transformation in its expressive 

capacities when these forms are decomposed. Thus, we may view Müller's act of writing 

itself, along with stories like “My Minor German, My Fight” (p. 165), as predictions of 

the miscount of the minor writer in all countries, the incapacity of a revolution in 

Romania to surmount nascent social problems, and the growing community of migrant 

writers arriving in German cities.  

II. Translator's Introduction5 6 

Contemporary translation studies is primarily concerned with developing an ethics of 

translation, taking its leads from postcolonial studies, which variously informs its 

conception of the historicity of language and the problems involved in translating 

historically located texts. However, the dominant techniques for practically addressing 

these problems are often restricted by the lack of a rigorous notion of difference, without 

                                                 
5 Examples concerning the thoughts laid out here can be found in the Appendix.  
6 A brief glossary of technical terms can be found in the Appendix.  
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which a critical conception of translation is made impossible. The techniques for 

translating texts produced by this discourse are exemplified by Lawrence Venuti's 

prominent “foreignizing” translation, which aims to allow the performative work of the 

translating translator to appear on the surface of the translated text, marking it as a text 

in-translation and ensuring that its problematic, ambiguous nature as translation is left 

open to the reader's criticism. However, in eliding the necessity of asking the question 

regarding the difference that grounds translation, or the difference that is translation, 

Venuti's practice brings the text into the merely historical, closing it off from its singular 

origin, or from the singular connections that can be made in it. Indeed, this lack 

contributes to the positivistic nature of Venuti's technique, which, in emphasizing the 

'translatedness' of the text, actually fills in the differential, negative space opened by 

translation, thus ultimately refusing to engage the problem of translation head on. In 

order to provide a conceptual framework within which a possible practice of translation 

could arise, this chapter focuses on developing a notion of translative difference. The aim 

is primarily to provide an example of a theory of translation that will provoke further 

investigations into the necessary connection between philosophy (difference) and 

translation. 

 In order to criticize the risks involved in Venuti's translation project in particular, 

and in order to propose a critical theory of translation, this chapter seeks to develop a 

concept of translative difference that posits the essence of translation as continuous 

variation. Continuous variation is developed in three primary conceptual moments. The 
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concept of continuity demonstrates the virtual origins of the text, which precede any 

articulation or decision. This virtual origin is a temporal synthesis of pre-expressive 

multiplicities, which contains all particular elements that are not necessarily unified by 

the textual form. The concept of discontinuity demonstrates the actual formation of a text 

and the necessary connections contained therein, expressed in a “machinic” series of 

statements and a limitation of the continuous virtualities accessible to that particular set. 

The concept of compositional or writing machine articulates the conjunctions made 

between the first two concepts and the modes of these conjunctions, demonstrating that 

each text is a singular shape of varying multiplicities articulated by a series of rules; this 

virtual “shape” is effectuated by the discontinuous forms of the text. This writing 

machine opens two fields immanent to the text. First, its historicity, which is a series of 

virtual potentials nascent to the text's writing machine, but which only appear over a 

given duration of time—in this sense, this historicity is the “future” of the text, and must 

therefore remain unconscious. Second, it reveals a definitive, materialist articulation of 

the now commonplace, though originally radical, position first articulated by F. 

Schleiermacher that the translator should bring the target language, or the target language 

reader, to the foreign language, rather than subordinating the foreign text to the target 

tongue: it does this by showing that, because the singular writing machine of a text is 

always connected to a pre-expressive (pre-linguistic) virtual plane, this singular writing 

machine is a singular translation machine, and that it processes other languages that it 

contains virtually, insofar as these must also have their origins in a pre-linguistic 
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synthesis.  –Along the way, the subjective moment of translation will be conceived of as 

the negative expression of the translatability of the text: if the translatability of a text is its 

capacity to differentiate itself beyond the “meaning” of the terms employed to construct 

it, or its capacity to reveal its virtual essence, then the translative subject is the effect of a 

process of subtracting the unifying nature of the “meaning” of terms in order to reveal the 

text as a complex of multiple functions.  

 Continuous variability is called superlinearity, which means that a sign always 

transforms into a multiplicity of other signs in order to function, or that, in its temporality, 

it  

relates not only to a succession but to a formal synthesis of succession in which time 

constitutes a process of linear overcoding and engenders a phenomenon unknown to 

the other [inductive and transductive (genetic)] strata: translation... (Deleuze and 

Guattari 1986: 62).  

The system of these overcoded signs, whose causality can only be determined as its very 

capacity to be translated, is called a text.  

 Translation is the expression of a variability inherent in a text. Walter Benjamin 

calls this variability the text's translatability. The quality that defines translatability is the 

irreducible differentiation of a text from itself, or a gap in the unity of its form: a literary 

text is translatable if it strives towards the convergence of all languages, or points towards 

their ideal interrelatedness, forcing it to give up the desire to produce a unified meaning. 

In other words, the translatable text can still function and enter into connections with 
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elements external to it by having the terms that unify it into a systematic whole 

subtracted.7 But how is this consistency of the text that splits off from itself possible? As 

we will discuss soon, this is because the text is a singular shape of multiplicities, which 

become revealed through the subtraction of particular terms that cause the text to appear 

as a unified whole. In turn, this gap inherent to the text causes an infinite series of 

multiple signs that are essentially attempts to resolve it. Now, with this formula two 

points regarding the translatability of a text are revealed: first, because the difference 

moving through the text (which Deleuze and Guattari called a “formal synthesis of 

succession,” or time) is the irreducible (and historical) genesis of the text, all “unifying” 

aspects are merely supplementary (thus, their subtraction is immanent to the text); 

second, this gap is immanent to the multiple series of signs that make up a text, which 

marks the text with a necessary incompleteness. But what is this gap? Only by further 

developing the notion of superlinearity can we reveal its truth as something that is not 

only defined by its negativity. 

Insofar as it is defined by both of these moments, the translated sign is a 

superlinear expression. Superlinearity means that a temporal series is synthesized with 

expressive forms. The content of the superlinear sign is therefore both its function and its 

temporality. It differs from linear, genetic expression in that the latter develops a function 

that is independent of temporal content—it 'unfolds' in space. Temporality is the synthesis 
                                                 
7 Texts with little translatability, like newspapers, cannot endure this process of subtraction, because 
they are composed of mere meaning. Benjamin writes that “communication is inessential” to translation, 
and Deleuze and Guattari agree with this: communication is mere redundancy, and as such does not need to 
be translated. 
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of pre-expressive signs that differ from expressive, formed signs not only in their 

function, but also in the temporal series: pre-expressive signs indicate the existence of an 

“unlimited past,” a past with no origin and no determinate, necessary connection with the 

present, and expressive signs indicate the existence and necessity of an actual, finite 

present. This virtual, pre-actual temporality brings all actual text into being. And, 

paradoxically, the irreducible difference that causes the multiple nature of a text is the 

future of the text: in the confrontation with the text's infinite incompleteness, the totality 

of the text's structure transforms. This structure is the virtual, or potential, series of 

multiplicities that coordinate every 'actual,' or present, reading of the text. This future, 

however, can only be singular, because it unifies an actual set of expressive signs with an 

unlimited series of virtual syntheses, a unification which can never be determinately 

“complete.” The differentiations that occur in this structure are determined by two 

qualitative concepts—continuity/discontinuity.  

The systematicity of a text is caused by a play between continuity and 

discontinuity. The advantage of Deleuze and Guattari's notion of expressive 

superlinearity is that it provides a concise account of the genesis of a text while 

demonstrating that the historicity of the text is immanent to this genesis, and that this 

historicity necessarily remains unconscious. First, the continuity of a text is not grounded 

in its articulated, meaningful expressive forms; rather, these are just the forms—words, 

sentences, metonymy—which unify its actual appearance. The continuity of a text is a 

virtual temporality or series of multiplicities, which is called a “plane of consistency” or 
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“plane of immanence.” On this virtual plane, potential expressions are synthesized 

external to any actual system—of reading, interpretation, writing—that deploys them. 

These potential expressions do not mean anything, but are simply a multiplicity of 

elementary, “asignifying” signs that make up language itself: they are the transformation 

that is symbolized by the movement of every text. In this sense, they are properly 

“unlimited,” because they precede any distinction between orders of magnitude (infinity), 

completeness or incompleteness, form and content. They thus indicate the unlimited 

differentiations that can potentially be actualized in written expression, while negatively 

revealing the real limitation of all actual text. This virtual, unlimited field is a generative 

synthesis of pre-expressive, or pre-functional, signs into singular shapes. Negatively, this 

virtuality subtracts the limits that unify a text into an organic “whole”: as we mentioned 

above, the subtraction of signs that form a text into a unified, meaningful whole is 

immanent to the construction of the text itself, because the text is a singular delimitation 

of multiplicities that are by their nature unlimited.8 This virtuality that precedes any 

determinate forms is thus the genesis of a text, because it indicates the continuous 

becoming of a text that is necessarily composed of a multiplicity of expressive elements. 

Now, if this continuous, infinite virtuality is the genesis of a text, then it is clear that a 

finite set of forms that develop its shape is discontinuous with the textual genesis. – 

Continuity is immanent to the becoming of a text, but every actual text is necessarily 

articulated and limited. This means that each text is produced interior to a “regime,” or 

                                                 
8 In translation, the terms that make a text into a whole may be called, for convenience, a “language.”  
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set of statements that delimit the series of connections or associations that are possible in 

the actual reading of the text. This regime develops interior to a “machinic assemblage,” 

which is a set of interactions and presuppositions between bodies and signs that regulate 

sources of energy, economic relations, laws, and any other phenomena that enter into it. 

All meaning is produced interior to this machinic assemblage, and a text is machinic 

insofar as it articulates a finite set of interactions. As an aside, we can now more clearly 

see how the subtraction performed by the virtual genesis of a text actually occurs at the 

level of discontinuous elements; or, that every “whole” is derivative and discontinuous, 

not originary. 

The discontinuous aspect of a text is this machinic aspect: it splits off from the 

continuous, synthetic genesis of the text in order to develop a finite series of possible 

syntheses. Although the absolute aspect of the virtual syntheses remains unchanged, they 

develop a singular shape in conjunction with these discontinuous forms, contents, 

expressions, and substances. An unlimited series of multiple connections remains 

immanent to the text, but the forms that these connections take are limited by the 

discontinuity of their elements. Paradoxically, the discontinuous aspect of a text is what 

unifies it, insofar as particular signs generate a closed set of functions that can be 

actualized in finite durations of time. The primary, unifying function of any particular set 

of signs is called a “regime,” which regulates how signs can or may be perceived and 

connected, how they can interact with other signs and bodies, and how subjectivity is 

produced interior to this set. On the other hand, this unifying function gives clues as to 
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how a process of becoming will occur in the conjunction of elements with the virtual 

plane that opens the set. Thus, insofar as each regime develops interior to a temporal 

series whose original numerical fact is multiplicity, the systematic unification of the 

regime tends to decompose over a period of time. This is due to its immanent connection 

with the “plane of consistency.”  

Now, the singular shape of the text—the conjunction of continuity and 

discontinuity—is called the text's unity of composition: the discontinuous elements 

effectuate a machine that selects which virtual syntheses return to the actual reproduction 

of those discontinuous elements, which the virtual necessarily exceeds. This selective 

device is called a “writing machine.” It is akin to a schemata that synthesizes virtualities 

with their actual counterparts. This selective force immanent to the function of the text is 

the singular shape of the text: it is articulated, and thus follows rules according to 

different orders of magnitude (infinity), integrating particular elements into these orders, 

but it is also unlimited, conjoined with an unlimited field of virtual multiplicities: the text 

is an incomplete (finite), unlimited expressive series. It forces us to ask the question: how 

does the finite set of elements that comprise a text select syntheses over a duration of 

time? Deleuze and Guattari write that, not only does the limitless differentiation of the 

virtual plane exist immanent to all actualities, but it is necessarily effectuated in a 

particular shape by these actualities. This means three things. First, there is no totality of 

multiplicities: the original ontological—and thus expressive—fact is multiplicities, or n-1 

(1 representing the totalizing factor of any set). Second, and because of the first, the 
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selective machine effectuated by particular, discontinuous forms is a repetitive, 

differential synthesis of particular, yet unlimited, virtualities, which comprises the text's 

“unity of composition,” with emphasis on the active term “composition”: in other words, 

this singular limiting function called a “text” is irreducible to the forms that occur interior 

to. Third, there is no hierarchy between “actual,” “selective machine,” and “virtual,” 

because all are immanent to the virtual-real itself, and all are thus reducible to particular 

transformations. The text exists only as a multiplicity of potentials, which is an unlimited 

(without necessary limit) and infinite (without end) series of particulars that are 

continuously synthesized as a singular shape without ever attaining an end. 

Now, the translative writing machine is the function that bridges the 

discontinuous, machinic aspects of the text with the unconscious, virtual aspects of 

expressions that lie external to the actual form of the text. It continuously composes the 

text with elements of varying degrees of formalization. As we said above, translatability 

indicates a gap interior to the unity of a text, which causes the multiplicity of its 

particular translations. However, for Deleuze and Guattari, this gap is not merely the 

negativity of subtraction, but is the singular shape of the text, or the way its writing 

machine effectuates virtual syntheses. The cause of the text is thus not a difference of the 

whole with itself, but is a singular machine that selects the arrangement of multiplicitous, 

pre-expressive signs in conjunction with a complex connection, or even economy, of 

expressive forms. How does this conjunction occur? We noted above that the “unifying” 

terms that transform a text into a “whole” may be called a “language.” We can now see 
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that this translation machine makes a double gesture: it subtracts the unifying “language” 

(so-called “source language”) from itself, and, in a second movement, it composes and 

transforms another language (so-called “target language”) according to the virtual series 

and connections that it contains, which necessitates a secondary subtraction, namely of 

the particular meanings embedded in the other language.  

Now we can see that translatability is the textual machine's capacity to translate, 

which defines two aspects of the text: its historicity and its materiality. Insofar as the 

singular potentials that make up the textual machine are necessarily temporal and 

multiplicitous, they compose the historicity of the text's multiple transformations: as 

Walter Benjamin writes, translation is the destiny of a text, responsible for the “afterlife” 

of the text after the moment of its genesis, recording all of the particular transformations 

that the singular shape of the text goes through over time, the cause of which is the 

translative writing machine. The historicity of a text is nothing other than the continuous, 

necessarily unconscious synthesis of multiplicities effectuated by the writing machine. 

These particulars are unconscious because they occur “outside” the text, as historical 

forms that the text interacts with, and that enter into the text, even though they are also 

immanent to the text, insofar as it is composed of virtual multiplicities. The most intuitive 

way to think of this process is interior to translation: the languages “outside” the text are 

composed by its machine, which transforms particular aspects of these languages, but is 

also affected by potentialities that remain un-composed by the translative machine. This 

selective unity of composition over a period of time writes the “becoming” of that text. 
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This “becoming” indicates the point at which a virtual sign is connected with a 

determinate, machinic sign, thus transforming the determinacy of that sign into its other.  

Now, what synthesizes the multiplicities exterior to a text with the discontinuous 

elements that compose it is the translative machine. What we called the selective writing 

machine above is now shown to be the translative machine that each text contains: it 

selects how languages will be conjoined with one another at singular points of juncture. 

This is most easily seen by the fact that other languages are, in actuality, always exterior 

to a text, but that each text can bring a language into itself in order to reveal new 

multiplicities immanent to it. The language is a material given to the writing machine, 

which effectuates a virtual plane that synthesizes the forms of this language in a singular 

relation to the writing machine and its historical actualizations. At this level, we see a 

glimpse of how all text is produced: as we wrote earlier, the genesis of a text is a series of 

temporal syntheses that occur on the pre-expressive, virtual plane, and that each virtual 

synthesis is a singular shape of multiplicities. Now we see that, at the level of expression 

at least, all of these syntheses are effectuated by a singular translative writing machine 

that connects expressive potentialities and languages. At the deepest level, it selects how 

pre-expressive multiplicities are going to be connected, a process that is unconscious.  

Thus, with the notion of superlinearity, we see a reversal in the way exteriority 

and interiority in translation are conceived: translation is not the transfer of a text into 

another language, but rather the text's machinic composition of another language into a 

singular shape. All these languages are essentially multiplicities, and all these 
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compositions are immanent to the virtual plane of multiplicities effectuated by the text. In 

turn, we see that each text contains a virtual multiplicity of historical languages that it can 

transform: thus, the text anticipates future languages, rather than awaiting its 

incorporation into another language (see p. 56 on Venuti's conception of translation as 

being “primarily assimilation”). It is transformed into its “other,” and not just into 

something “different,” because in this differentiating “becoming” the entirety of the 

textual system necessarily alters. In other words, a text is not a world, but contains 

multiple worlds.     

We can now see why a textual system is called “superlinear”: the multiple 

continuities and discontinuities that cause it to function connect and disconnect at various 

points, and through this movement, the materials employed by the text are altered to the 

extent that the text is shown to contain multiple worlds, not just to be a world in itself. It 

is always n-1. The translative writing machine is in essence the virtual synthesis that 

produces all texts, demonstrating that, in the realm of expression, there are only singular 

writing machines, and that these machines are capable of transforming one another. Thus, 

each machine is a world that is the deciding point on how other worlds will be conjoined.  

Here, we see that the movement of translation is not merely the conjunction 

between the machinic assemblages articulated in a text and the virtual multiplicities that 

are immanent to them. Rather, translation is the becoming of the singular shape of the 

text and development of different worlds immanent to the composition of that text: 

remember, the unifying factor is always subtracted, which means that the unifying aspect 
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of a text is reducible to an unlimited series of unifying forms. For Deleuze and Guattari, 

this does not mean that the text takes a leap into another self-enclosed space, but rather 

that the multiplicities interior to the textual machine are transformed, and indicate a 

continuous engagement with the exterior of the text. At the level of the text, translation 

subtracts the unifying “one” from the text—all its historical interpretations, the regimes 

that enforce these interpretations, etc...—by altering the particular points that allow that 

“one” to function. There is no more intuitive way to define the text's historicity than to 

say that it is the text's translatability itself: the very singularity of the text's writing 

machine indicates that the infinite incompleteness of its shape is its “future,” which is the 

series the potential connections it can enter into with other machines. 

Thus, the real exterior of the singular writing machine is the different worlds into 

which it transforms, and which it paradoxically effectuates. However, the material that 

spurs this transformation is the other language, which is given to this machine. In turn, 

we see that in the realm of human expression, translation is the indefinite/infinite process 

of transformation underlying all textual functions. It does not appear in any given act of 

reading or writing, but is the difference that constitutes both of these practices. This 

difference is irreducible to the set of continuities/discontinuities that make up any textual 

system, but is the necessary limit of all textual systems. As a limit, it is the intensive 

potential for a text to transform: in saying this, we imply that the richest text is also the 

most translatable.  As it is impossible for a text to undo this difference, or this 

fundamental moment of indeterminability upon which the text develops its functions, we 
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can say that it is the cause of the totality of these functions, which are in turn 

symptomatic of this primary difference. Or, we can also say that translation is the truth of 

all human expression.  

 It is now necessary to demonstrate some practical consequences. If it seems like a 

paradox that literal translation is the most adequate way of doing it, we must nonetheless 

maintain that this is true. It requires the translator to reflect upon each word in the text, 

and to do so in a systematic way such that the words appear as the formative elements of 

a text. If a translator goes off sentences, she risks obscuring the syntax and the overall 

connection of the words to the entirety of the text, thus effectively excising the sentence 

from the text. Rather, the translator must first perform a systematic reading of the text, 

investigating the ways that it develops machines, and the way that the words interior to 

these machines transform. Then the translative machine that operates in the text becomes 

revealed, and can be allowed to transform the discrete, discontinuous elements of the 

other language: this is the meaning of all theories of translation, like Goethe's and 

Benjamin's, that posit the necessity of allowing the foreign language to transform one's 

own language: the text transforms the language, not the language the text. In this 

movement, the translator experiences the coexistence of her necessarily finite perspective 

with the virtual infinite of the text, whereby the translator's finite perspective becomes a 

necessary moment of the textual system. But, because she is working interior to a series 

of universal-historical multiplicities, she does not require the experience of anxiety in 

order to connect the text to the virtual plane of consistencies. Rather, she must translate as 
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literally as possible, word for word, allowing the systematic diagram of the text to 

translate the other language into itself, thus looking away from “meaning” and “sense” in 

the target language. The demand of literality is to reveal the target language as a material 

that is worked upon or “machined” by the text, which allows the target language to 

appear as something that the text strives towards immanent to its own functioning, rather 

than as something that subsumes the latter. But it is also to reveal the historicity of the 

text, which does not occur by idiosyncratic injections of cultural items, but occurs 

unconsciously in the transformation of the text, a transformation that all texts, in being 

split by temporality, strive towards. Literality allows the text to open up to the 

unconscious temporal syntheses that are immanent to the text, and which must not be 

obtruded by “meaning” or “significance.” The veritable becoming of the text can only be 

viewed retroactively, as a formation that was necessary for the text.  

 The surface of each word is permeated by the virtual historicity of the text. If 

every act of translation and transmission makes up the history of a word, then the 

translator is always reflecting on and problematizing the way in which this history has 

been constructed. This problematization aims towards the subtraction of the unifying 

function of this history, opening the text up the experience of its own historicity. The 

translator is thus always also a comparatist, because she must always grapple with the 

way the text has entered into relation with other texts, and on the other hand, she must be 

able to decide which interpretations and connections obscure the virtuality of the text. 

Her act is thus the prediction of future acts of reading, but the universal subject of 
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translation can only be conceived of as this subtraction, and is thus a negative effect of 

translation. In reflecting upon the word, the history of the languages is thus brought into 

the translation in the shape of the new translation's capacity to open the text to novel 

connections and to virtualities that were previously unconscious. It is important to note 

that, because the shape of the text's virtuality is composed of multiplicities, nothing is 

“impossible,” but is merely unconscious. By enacting the transformability of words as 

immanent to her practice, the translator experiences herself not only as the negative effect 

of translative subtraction, but also as a subject of transformation that moves to a different 

rhythm of the textual transformation while nonetheless witnessing it. This is why 

translation is often compared to revelation, and shows that translation is an authentic 

form of becoming.  

The translator's practice also demonstrates the genesis of sense and non-sense by 

forming relations between historically conditioned signs, and out of these relations, 

producing new shapes of virtual signs. Literal translation demonstrates the immanence of 

non-sense to the production of sense: phenomenologically, the convergence of languages 

that is translation produces a great quantity of “non-sense,” but this “non-sense” is in turn 

immanent to the translative process itself, or is the sign of its actual occurrence. The 

reflexivity of literal translation thus uncovers the historical complexity of the surface of 

words, while producing novel connections in their historical continuity. Insofar as 

translation produces novelty by connecting the virtual continuity of the text with the 

particular, discontinuous forms that it takes, we can say that it is the absolute anticipation 
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of all virtual syntheses of particular signs, insofar as all discontinuous forms are 

perceived as subject to unconscious transformation.   

 Allow us to juxtapose this theory with a contemporary one in order to demonstrate 

the monstrous effects that can be produced by simply conceiving of continuity and 

discontinuity in an inadequate way. Translation is continuous variation, not 

foreignization. The theme of every text is variation, and translation is aspect of the text 

that articulates the virtual processes immanent to it. The materials that translation places 

in variation are expressive variables. These variables are the complex signs produced by 

continuous synthetic difference, which is a not a conjunction of historically determined 

self-identical forms, but a conjunction of historical processes (signs) in the anticipation of 

others. 

 Lawrence Venuti's concept of “foreignizing translation” is exemplary in 

contemporary translation studies. The problems of Venuti's methodology lie in his 

grounding conception of translation. Venuti conceives of translation as a juxtaposition of 

forms, which, because of his dedication to cultural relativism, means that the translation 

always composes with an aggregate of available contingent forms and materials (cf. 

Venuti 1998: 18, 26). However, because these forms are only conceivable as self-identical 

monads connected to particular cultural-historical situations, the difference or alienation 

produced by Venuti's translation does not contain the site of variability that we posited as 

necessary for the function of translation. Thus, it is at its ground eccentric: it posits 

“foreign” relations of domestic words that, in the end, only reveal the state of disuse of 
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some forms of the domestic language as well as the translatedness of the text at hand, 

without revealing the temporal differences that compose those forms. Foreignizing 

translation does not produce a reflexive, necessary alteration of those forms it employs: 

for instance, the interjection of a contemporary cultural icon into the translation of a 19th 

century text shocks the reader into reflecting on her own historical situatedness, while 

also forcing her to reflect on the translated nature of the text, but it does not produce a 

necessary connection or criticism between the historical forms of the current moment and 

those of the text, rather leaving this possible connection completely indeterminate (cf. 

Venuti 1998: 17). Thus, if it shocks the reader out of the “fluent” act of reading, it 

prepares for her to return back to this style of reading as well. It thus remains pastiche, 

because it does not have an adequate concept of the historicity immanent to the process 

and act of translation itself, and thus relies on a false, self-identical interpretative 

reflection. 

 From our discussion above, it is now clear why Venuti encounters these 

difficulties: first, Venuti does not conceive of the fact that different worlds are contained 

in the text itself, and furthermore does not view the idea of a world in a critical manner, 

forcing him to deterministic notion of the materials of translation. Second, and this 

follows, he does not conceive of the historicity of the text as a virtual synthesis, but 

conceives of it in its mere historicality, whereby the materials transform it are only 

conceived of as actually existing. Third, and most importantly, he still conceives 

translation as bringing the foreign text into the target language, rather than actually 
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allowing the translative machine to transform the other language into itself. Although he 

claims to justify his project with the desire to “foreignize” the target language, he can 

only do this in an idiosyncratic way that fetishizes the whole notion of transforming the 

target language: this is because he conceives of the text as exterior to a language into 

which it must be imported, rather than the other language as exterior to a text that must 

“machine” it, or enter into a process of becoming with it.  

 The entire justification of Lawrence Venuti's “foreignizing” project can thus rest 

on an original/derivative binary that remains unaffected by the differential act of 

translation itself, because it does not conceive of the specific temporality of translative 

writing. Even if it actively attempts to overturn the priority of two self-identical texts or 

languages that makes up the empirical form of this binary, it does not include a margin of 

transformation in its conception, and thus must rely on the notion that a text is necessarily 

a closed system, and not a dynamic one. Because the text remains closed, the language 

does as well: this systematic closure is a necessary conclusion drawn when one does not 

conceive of the virtuality of translation, but only conceives of it as a supplement to 

established languages.  

 Thus, the justification for Venuti's remaining profoundly grounded on the 

judgment of a presumed present literary community is immanent to the conceptual 

omissions of his theory. Without the notion of the virtual historicity of a text, it is simply 

impossible to escape the endless determinations made by the history of textual 

interpretation: one desires to transform this history while remaining firmly grounded in it, 
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rather than treating it as a material to be processed through other textual machines. For 

example, in Scandals of Translation, Venuti writes that translation is primarily an 

assimilation of texts to a pre-formed literary taste (Venuti 1998: 9). The point of 

“foreignizing” translation is to interrupt the expectations of this taste on the surface of the 

text by “assimilating” in such a way that the performative work of translation appears as 

the “strange” or “foreign” specter haunting the text, alienating the reader from the 

“fluency” of customary rhetorical usage. But because it is grounded in the established 

categories of judgment, its attempts to escape these remains essentially conditioned by 

them: The specter is not a real specter, but is a synthetic composition of available (thus 

discontinuous) historical forms. Because foreignizing translation is grounded in the 

presumption that the reader is familiar with a distinct set of cultural norms of both 

reading and literary knowledge, the spectrality of translation is actually a product of a 

performance that is attempting to re-insert itself into that norm's recognition. It says: look 

at me! It is thus the degree to which it appears to the norm as recognizable or not that 

becomes the ground of judging the foreignizing translation, not the translation that 

becomes the ground for critically judging the inefficacy of the norms.  

 The foreignizing translation should shock the reader into a critical reflection on 

the fact that this text is not an original, but also that it was translated in this time period 

during these particular cultural-historical situations. But, because it presupposes the 

identity of the original without thinking of its compositional unity, it always also 

presupposes a self-identical target language into which the original must arrive. If it calls 
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attention to the act of translation itself, it nonetheless does not call attention to translation 

as an integral necessity of literary production, but rather admits it as a supplementary 

appearance in the act of reading itself. It thus prepares the arrival of a text in such a way 

that it will interrupt the reading of the self-identical target language; but because it does 

not challenge this hierarchical arrangement of texts and languages, it remains firmly 

within the sphere wherein texts must be subsumed into languages, like particulars under a 

universal. Thus, in its very performance, the “foreignizing” translation is evanescent, and 

its readership is aware of it. Venuti thus writes that the shock of the experience of reading 

a “foreignized” translation is subject to being immediately forgotten in lieu of a safe 

retreat back to canonical forms of explanation and meaning (Venuti 1995: 306), but that 

the experience is enough to appreciate, even negatively, the work of the translator. 

 The mode of our literal translation also exposes the truth of “transparent” 

translation methods that endorse “naturalness of expression” in order to bring other 

languages into the presumed cultural context of the target-language reader. Eugene Nida's 

proposition that the Bible should be translated into a contemporary, colloquial dialect 

implicitly recognizes the historicality of its own concept by denying its historicity (cf. 

Venuti 1995: 21, 117-8). It hardly even deserves the name translation, because it denies 

the historicity of the text to such a degree that it almost reduces it to pure meaning, 

effectively trivializing wonderful literary texts. However, it also shows the truth of 

techniques like Venuti's foreignizing translation, which displays the active work of 

translation on the surface of the text by employing archaisms and unfamiliar elements 
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from the target language. Ultimately, this technique is only an abstract negation of Nida’s 

“transparent” technique: instead of employing language that is comfortable to the 

presumed culturally contingent readership, Venuti employs language that is 

uncomfortable. By presuming that he is translating for a particular culturally located 

reader, the partial contents of whose thoughts he is aware of by virtue of being in the 

same culturally contingent situation as that reader, he enters the text with a tool from the 

outside, closing off the possibility of the text's engagement with other worlds, just like 

Nida enters the text with a tool from the outside: one with “foreigness,” one with 

“comprehensibility;” but both remain on the same grounds with regard to their 

conception of the reader, and both remain the same in their necessary presupposition of a 

single linguistic world, which is why Venuti’s critique of Nida and similar translation 

projects must fail (cf. Venuti 1995: ch. 1).  

The rigid contemporaneity of Venuti's technique of foreignizing translation is 

dangerous, because it presumes knowledge of the reader, and thus brings this conscious 

knowledge into the new translation. It thus nullifies the thought of future virtual 

connections that are immanent to the text, which cannot appear in the “foreignizing” 

translation, because this future is already overloaded with present determinations. Rather 

than a hyperbolic exertion that reflects on the nowhere productive of a constellation of 

linguistic materials, Venuti resolves to maintain the otherness of the source text by using 

archaic phrases and unfamiliar forms that are already available in the target language, 

thus conceiving of the text as a collage of differences that are grounded on pre-
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determined cultural contents. If all texts are an aggregate of historical forms, then 

otherness itself is actually erased. The moment of freedom in translation is then reduced 

to a minimum: the only real, determinate indeterminacy in this method is the appearance 

of the performance of translation itself, which is frighteningly narcissistic. Moreover, the 

presumption of a tactic universally valid for translations into English subrupts the space 

of freedom created by the concept of literal translation. Instead of reflecting on how signs 

are produced in translation, Venuti employs ready-made forms that have their own 

particular histories in order to highlight the historical situatedness of the reader, while 

implicitly effacing both in the shock effect produced by the experience of the foreignizing 

moment: in bringing forth the substances of historicality itself, the particular moments 

and movement of this historicality become lost. This is because history is not conceived 

of as virtual, but as a line composed of discrete, actual determinations. Venuti thus 

produces a sense of pastiche that reveals the “foreign” long enough to show how its 

ensuing process of reification will occur, and is incapable of making a judgment about the 

degree of catastrophe that the translation produces.  

We see that this notion of discontinuity, unlike that posited above, is based in a 

defective conception of continuity. For Venuti, continuity is simple the dominant 

interpretation of a text and the dominant conception of the meaning of a word. Thus, 

discontinuity can mean anything that deviates from the dominant line. However, both are 

still lacking a conception of virtuality and difference that could provide grounds for the 

variations that occur interior to their movements. Rather than potential multiple worlds 
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outside and internal to the text contributing to the development of its necessarily 

discontinuous forms, what is outside the text for Venuti is a manifold of cultural forms, 

which he seeks to criticize by exposing reification in the text itself. However, he does this 

by presuming a necessarily “relative” degree of continuity shared by a posited 

community of readers, into which a relative degree of discontinuity can be injected. 

Rather than continuity being conceived of as an absolute, it is transformed into another 

relation, namely that with the reader, whose expectations are then written into the 

foreignizing translation in the form of their negation. Venuti thus immediately cancels the 

critical bent of his project in engaging it. Affirming Frederic Jameson's definition of the 

text as “a synchronic unity of structurally contradictory or heterogenous elements, 

generic patterns and discourses” (qtd. in Venuti 1998: 10), Venuti goes on to interpret this 

sentence as demanding a practice of critical pastiche, whereby different parts of language 

are juxtaposed to highlight their cultural-historical contingency. Thus, the selection of 

non-canonical works translated with archaic expressions becomes a method of producing 

difference in language, and acknowledgment of the fact that the text is a translated text. 

However, Venuti does not take into account the thrust of Jameson's critique of 

postmodernity, which favors a self-reflexive critical approach to writing that is not 

exhausted in culturally relativistic pastiche (Venuti 1995: 148-9, Venuti 1998: 9-11). 

Further, Venuti misunderstands Deleuze and Guattari's concept of variation by not 

reflecting on virtually intensive aspect of this concept, thinking of variation as a simple 

conjunction of ready-made—albeit unexpected—extensive forms.  
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We find that Venuti botches the concept of discontinuity. Discontinuity is a 

production, which must be recognized as such. It is only by conceiving of the continuity 

of translation's moments that we realize the historical potential of translation, and only 

then do we realize the concept of discontinuity. However, Venuti takes discontinuity for 

granted, rather than conceiving of it as integral to the movement of the translator's work 

itself: in seeking to “reproduce the discontinuity” of a poet's work in his translation, he 

implies that continuity is identical to the dominant, “fluent” modes of syntax and 

meaning, rather than as the condition of possibility of translative production that must 

itself be reconceived. He therefore reifies discontinuity into an instrument that can be 

employed to shock readers into reflection on their historical situatedness as readers 

reading a translated text (Venuti 1995: 290, 299, 306). This reflection, however, must 

remain false, because it is produced by a mechanism that plays into the same production 

of gratifying effects that it attempts to criticize. It is not, for instance, a critical adaptation 

of Bertolt Brecht's “Alienation Effect” for translation, because it does not run through all 

of the possible words before deciding on one: its rehearsal process is too hasty, and it 

therefore knows nothing of the constellations that possibilize its efforts (Brecht 1964: 

138-9). Rather, it conceives of the avant-garde as showing the translation to be just an 

illusion hiding the real world behind: this is just a translation, this is just a stage play, 

don't forget it. But in doing this, it loses the evaluative criteria that the concepts 

continuity/discontinuity provide. Discontinuity is merely a necessary aspect of 

articulating multiple temporalities, not an aberrant phenomenon that is immediately 
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forgotten or repressed (cf. Venuti 1995: 182). Venuti's conception of discontinuity thus 

plays into the same circuit he wishes to avoid: its condition of possibility is the type of 

translation that it criticizes, namely the one that conforms to historical prescription, thus 

nullfying its critical potential. 

However, in a sense, we agree with Venuti's solution to this problem: we must 

choose texts to translate that will have a strong effect on our language, as well as literary 

canons and common sense. But we must conceive of how this effect occurs and how a 

judgment about this effect can be made. For instance, this does not mean that “translation 

is essentially ethnocentric” and “appropriational” (Venuti 1998: 13, original emphasis): if 

qualitative differences make up the text and the translation, then translation should take 

its motivation from these qualitative differences and make them into its project, rather 

than first conceiving of itself as an instrument of a predetermined macrological struggle 

of known self-identical forms. Venuti conceives of translation as essentially ethnocentric 

and appropriational because he thinks of discontinuity as something employed on the text 

from the outside, rather than thinking of the multiple, continuous discontinuities that are 

going to be effectuated by a translation. Translation can always already be the subversion 

of the ethnocentric aspect of language, because translation itself is what qualifies the 

linguistic relations that make ethnocentric regimes possible—it just depends on who gets 

a hold of it. Thus, postcolonial translators like Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak and David 

Damrosch ground their translation projects by conceiving of them immanent to the 

historical-political conditions in which the specific texts are produced, and do not bother 
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to think of themselves as “primarily ethnocentric,” because they are always already 

combating ethnocentrism in their translative practice geared towards disseminating 

multiple, small, futuring differences. Translation should be concerned with how to make 

a catastrophic variation, how to measure the effects of this catastrophic variation, and to 

learn how the historical relations that reproduce ethnocentrism are subject to interruption 

by translation. It is the dangerous element of translation spoken of above that also has the 

capacity to erase historical forms: translation can make the ethnocentric reading of a text 

impossible, just as well as it can prime it. A language can only be defined by its capacity 

to translate and be translated.  

 

III. Birth in Barefoot February 

The question of how writing in the Romanian dictatorship could alter perception, 

as well as exercise a political function, leads immediately to the question of the 

experience of the individual, who in principle avoids expressing statements about a 

universal experience lest she fall back into the same type of statement that aim at the 

erasure of the individual as such. Thinking the universal experience is only ever the way 

of thought of the dominant politic, which is inescapable on its own terms. This negative 

relation to the universal occurs, for Herta Müller, internal to two dominant ways of life, 

as well as internal to the repressed as well as persistently repressive histories of both. On 

one hand, the individual in village life should sacrifice herself to the whole, wherein the 

history of the village itself is necessarily forgotten in lieu of a contemporary affirmation 
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of its timeless historical values through nostalgia. This forgetting thus reproduces the 

same thought structures that existed before the Nazi-era as well as led into it. Like Müller 

writes in “Everywhere Where One Has Seen Death” (p. 145), she feels betrayed by the 

collective forgetting of Romanian history as well as German history, as her father was an 

officer in the Waffen-SS. The persistent, contemporary making present of traditional 

customs therefore designates the erasure of the past of the individual’s historical 

experience, as well as the historicality of society’s experience, neither of which should 

require such an experience at all. On the other hand, there is the contemporary Romanian 

dictatorship, which attempts to erase the individual in all aspects of political life, 

beginning at birth with the attempt to transform the Romanian woman into a “birth-

machine.” The words “play along,” which are the cadence of Müller’s story “Dictator or 

Dog” (p. 120) express the mode of thought of a universal system of delusion. It is the 

tendency of the mythological teleology of the Romanian National-Communist Nation to 

show that the past has always led to this state of living, and therefore that the past is 

subject to contemporary alteration and deletion. Thus, the individual is the negative site 

of the preservation of a past that is denied by the dominant universality. This negative site 

must therefore exit this universality that negates it, and work on the grounding factors of 

the production of the ghostly, non-individual individual that finds itself in its own 

systematic repression and negation.  

 The theme of this chapter is thus the portrayal of the birth of the individual in a 

selection of stories from Barefoot February. Birth cannot occur any other than 
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individually, and is thus the possibility of another beginning not immediately dominated 

by the State. Like Adorno wrote already in the introduction to Minima Moralia: 

“Whoever wishes to experience the truth of immediate life must investigate its alienated 

form, the objective powers, which determine individual existence into its innermost 

recesses” (12, my translation). The official political line of the Ceauşescu regime was one 

of anti-natality, which attempted to master the birth of the individual in order to create a 

nation of the children of the dictator, the father of the Romanian people. In order to strive 

against the impossibility of the being of the individual with the possibility of another 

beginning not dominated by the State—a beginning that preserves the difference of the 

individual by writing—the possibility of retrieving birth by investigating its conditions in 

writing will be questioned. 

 We begin with the story “My Fingers” (p. 126), which documents the Ur-pain of 

the child at the hand of the mother, who customarily brings the child into the ethical order 

of the masculine dominated society. The beginning of the story designates the moment 

when the child begins to enter this order, leaving the mother’s breast and desiring to 

walk. First it is important to note the description of the mother’s body, whose breasts are 

sucked in as if from the inside, as if the bearing body turns back into itself in the presence 

of the child, not appearing in its idealized state to the child. The scene is thus not 

described as originally unitary, but rather the unity between mother and child is 

demonstrated to always already be fractured by the pain of the mother. This image can be 

set over against the propagandistic image of a healthy mother who bears a child without 
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question for the Volk. We can thus read this image as a retreat into the body from the 

social duty that interrupts its immediate relation to the child, and therefore against a 

custom that makes it impossible for the mother to have a relation to the child without 

immediate political meaning, a condition which we will investigate in the third section of 

this chapter. Thus, a separation enters the originary mother-child relationship from the 

side of customs as well as laws, which complicate the loving relation as well forbid an 

escape from this complication by the mother and child that might be seen as possible 

from the perspective of their particular relationship. This originary separation expands 

throughout the rest of the story: the distance between mother and child becomes larger, 

but the mother remains always in the immediate view of the child.  

 As the child is locked into a room, the reader is reminded of the historical scene of 

the relation between prisoner and keeper, which remains historical without occurring at a 

specific location. The child crawls around furniture, but insofar as the only light enters 

through the keyhole, the image of furniture becomes the generic possibility of any type of 

installation. It is significant that the child knows nothing of the locale, except that it was 

placed in this space by its mother, because it shows that the scene of the separation of 

mother and child, as well as the first disappearance of the mother, remains internal to 

their immediate relation, whereby all contents that separate them come from the mother 

herself. The only exterior thing that separates them is exteriority itself—nothing—which 

is permeated by light, darkness, furniture, and finally the blue eye, which is paradoxically 

seen by the child through the keyhole. This space thus has no determination except for 
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the separation of mother and child. Thus, on the one hand, a determinate origin exterior to 

this separation is lacking, and on the other, this separation occurs because of the necessity 

that the child enter the ethical order.  

 Insofar as Müller’s writing attempts to retrieve the first formulation of the 

sensibility of the child, or the originary imprints of the ethical order on life, this scene 

may be read as the designation of the absence of the father at the moment of raising. 

Müller’s writing works strategically against this absence by showing that masculine 

customs do not appear first as determinate, fast rules, but rather as an indeterminate 

determinacy passed over in the separation between child and mother. This indeterminacy, 

although designated by the separation that occurs because of the father, allows the power 

of a central determinacy of the masculine order to fall into an infinite possibility for 

determination, or an abyss. The enforcement of the order of masculine custom can thus 

appear as originally contingent; in other words, its ground is the same nothing that 

appeared as the site of the original separation between child and mother.  

 This re-writing of the child’s entry into masculine custom has two consequences 

that we can remark here. First, in relation to birth, it shows that birth occurs at a site, 

which is only contingently dominated by the father. Second, in relation to historical-

political relations, it shows that the elements of history and politics do not belong to a 

particular country or custom from which the child would receive its original sense of the 

world, but rather that the child is born into an indeterminate site, where the child is 

brought into world history on the grounds of a separation from the mother that is 
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determined by nothing.  

 This scene thus cannot be led into a simpler psychological clarification, as Lyn 

Marven interprets it in her study “Body and Narrative in Contemporary Literature Written 

in German” (76). She writes the following: 

Splitting with the self and the alienation of aspects of identity leads inexorably 

towards the body’s separation into individual parts… In ‘My Fingers,’ the child 

narrator’s mother binds her hands because she insists on walking on them. Once 

the child has surrendered to convention, her disembodied fingers are implicated 

in violence exactly like the mother’s (77) 

whereby the child is said to have suffered an original trauma, which is defined by Marven 

as a complex separation between inside and outside. Because this interpretation does not 

question the radical political meaning of this original psychological scene, it is used to 

justify the interpretation of Müller’s writing as a “private” affair, which evokes “unreal 

conceptions of the body… that have no real effect” (55), thus essentially placing the 

writer into the closet where the critic is able to analyze her. We are thus against the “only 

literary, non-political” interpretation of this literature, an interpretation that tends to close 

off the particular, positive lines of flight by upsetting them with the application of 

indiscriminate, universally valid psychological descriptions. 

 The Banat-German society is inscribed with two histories, which are repressed 

severely by both sides. The past appears in social rituals, such as in “The Song of 

Marching” (p. 121) as well as in the landscape, such as “Everywhere Where One Has 

Seen Death” (p.145), where the progressing erasure of the Banat Germans’ complicity in 
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the Holocaust is shown. It also appears in the form of the strong masculine customs of the 

village, which enforce the fundamental social mores of this history. The past of the 

Banat-Germans thus does not exist as past, but as validated in present customs, which are 

taken from a past whose history is simultaneously repressed. This repression thus appears 

as the making present of the repressed past, which is on the one hand filtered through the 

same masculine customs, and on the other is retrieved by the writer.  

 Because the child enters society through the separation from the mother at a site 

determined by nothing, we now observe how the particular history of the Banat region 

determines familial relations as well as the consciousness of the women of the war 

generation. If the child first experienced the ethical order on contingent grounds, then the 

past of the repressed history of the Banat as well as Romania receives an opening, which 

on the hand is given as the explanation of the contingency of this current repression, and 

on the other as the clarification of the grounds of a past that perhaps only belongs to the 

mother and child; that is, another beginning is given, and with it the possibility of an 

other history. We will thus interpret “The Song of Marching,” which demonstrates the 

subjection of the mothers to masculine dominated custom. When our thesis is valid, then 

the re-writing of birth as well as the original spurs of perception designate a rupture in the 

masculine order as well as in history.  

 The writing that re-thinks the beginnings of history receives insight into the 

contemporary effects of history. Thus “the sliver” in the body of the soldier father can be 

seen, even when nothing of his experience as soldier is spoken. The father hides the sliver 
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in everyday life: One is not allowed to see it but knows it is there. This act of hiding 

makes possible the everydayness of life, which is shown, however, to be a nostalgic 

celebration of the time of the war. In making present the customs of the war era through 

hiding their trace, as well as the celebration of the glory of the war, the specificity of the 

past is repressed in exchange for its abstraction. Its abstraction then makes it appear not 

as past, but as contemporary. The present is thus untrue, but continues to enact the values 

taken from the abstraction of its past. In this present, the wives of the soldiers remain 

dependent on the living soldiers. When one dies, then his wife suffers greatly and leaves 

the social group. When the table is emptied of men, all the wives suffer collectively, but 

can still hear the voices of their husbands on a tape, whereby their voices simulate the 

voices of the deceased men. But for them, as they say, “he will always be the same for 

me”; the identity and power of the men is thus eternally preserved in their memory and in 

the song that their voices carry.  

 Paradoxically, this scene demonstrates the emptiness of the masculine dominance, 

although this dominance is also demonstrated as an insurmountable, haunting force. The 

woman can possibly listen to the song on the cassette tape an infinite number of times. 

And when each husband is the same for each wife forever, and the song is always the 

same, then each husband was always already dead, and has therefore always exercised his 

power from beyond death. Thus, although the husband represses the past, insofar as he 

enforces its customs in the present, thus making the wives into the objects of history, the 

story shows that the husband’s power only ever originated from this repression. Without 
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it he is impotent, insofar as he actually lives in a past that is played as not having past. If 

his voice only lives on in the tape and in the simulation of his song through the mouth of 

his wife, then the continued exercise of his power can be seen as contingent upon the 

continued repression of the past. And if this repression is exercised through the 

domination of the senses, then the end of this story, like many of Müller’s, demonstrates 

the freeing of a sense from the historical content that repressed its capacities. – The 

humming at the close of the story is “borderless,” designating that the voices of the 

fathers have entered into the indeterminacy of the materiality of the voice, opening the 

material history that is dependent upon the specific determinacy of this material voice. 

The sound of these voices is freed from their content, whereby the voice steps out of the 

necessary connection to the song. Thus, if the wives do not escape the magic of the 

husbands’ voices, it is implied that the continued life of the song of marching as well as 

the celebration of its glory is artificial and contingent, whereby the escape from these 

voices and an opening of the past is made possible.  

 Thus, writing’s goal is to alter historical conditions for the subject. If the woman 

in the masculine order is made into the object of history, whose repression is always 

made present through the enforcement of traditional mores, then the critique of this 

historical repression as well as the contemporary masculine mores that repress it opens 

the possibility for the female writer to transform herself into the subject of history, 

whereby she can experience this past as a past, and thus demonstrate the singular 

beginnings of this past in writing. From this perspective she can alter the material and 
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perceptual relations in which she lives, thus escaping the systematic delusion of the 

immediate present. This alteration occurs at the most immediate site of experience, the 

body. Thus, we will conclude by observing the other side of this repressed history, which 

is expressed in the politics of the Romanian State.  

 The girl is thus born into a society lost in a history repressed by itself. The 

mother’s love contains this; but in contemporary history this repression is not only 

enforced by the masculine customs of the village, but also by the socialist State. The State 

forces women to objectify themselves, to turn their bodies into “birth-machines” for the 

propagation of the socialist State in order to serve nationalist ends. This is exemplified by 

Ceauşescu’s statement that “the fetus is socialist property of the whole society” (qtd. in 

Marven: 2005, 20). The body is thus owned by the State as well as excluded from society 

by moral discourse. Thus, as noted in the first chapter, the body is transformed into 

another moment of the production of the nationalist-communist State industrial 

apparatus. 

 We have already examined how the Romanian State forbid abortion as well as 

how it attempted to control the birth of children, who would ultimately become children 

of the Nation. The State justified this policy with a nationalist politics, which required a 

large number of Romanian children in order to fulfill the ends of the Nation. Thus, in 

order to create another beginning, the writer in national-communism must question and 

write through the conditions of birth as well as life and death. She is then capable of 

retrieving the truth out of the universal masking of life in national-communism.  
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 In “Dew on the Depot” (p. 125), Müller articulates the interweaving of the State 

apparatus with birth as well as with the repression of young women. It demonstrates the 

impossibility of giving birth without interruption by the State, an impossibility that 

announces the end of life that lived as born. There is no life that is not immediately born 

into the birth laws, and therefore no life not immediately birthed by the birth laws. Thus, 

Müller writes in “So that you are never torn into the heart of the world” that the heart of 

the world is the abortion that the devours the flesh of life, enclosing birth in a circle that 

makes the mother desire that her child would never enter this circle, thus making birth 

impossible.  

 Thus, in “Dew on the Depot” the story of the circle of birth and death as 

conditioned by the State is told. The lines at the first section of the narrative: “Hibiscus 

with the deep heart. She brings the child to the world,” compare with those at the end: 

“And when the child’s head grows in my belly. Hibiscus with the deep heart, how do I 

carry her to the end. How do I put out her eyes.” Hibiscus is the name of the child who is 

born as the girl who gives birth to the girl who is never born, a life that has no beginning, 

but is rather effectuated by the State itself. Hibiscus is thus, immediately at birth, not the 

beginning of a life, but is rather brought into the non-life of the law of the State, an entry 

expressed in the interspersing of nature images progressively taken over by the train and 

transformed into the face of the individual, as we will see.  

 The writer demonstrates that life cannot begin in the State, because it is always 

already born only for the State, the law, and the dictator, not for the beginning of life 
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itself. That birth is immediately conditioned by a policy that forbids the beginning of life 

for itself as such, because life should only be produced for the State, then writing must 

investigate these conditions under which there is life.  

 The connection between the State, as well as interrogation, and the mother’s body 

is clarified with the lines: “Women don’t want the loud mouths in their bellies. Don’t 

want to suckle four children behind the law. Doctors interrogated them,” and following 

these, the question: “And the law, who shook on it. There are four children in there.” If 

children are in the law, then the abortion of a child is immediately shaking on the law, 

wherein children born according the statistical birth goals of the State live. These lines 

also reveal that the law is immediately the body of mothers, or that the laws proceedings 

effectively occur as the birth of a child. The loud mouths are thus not only to be 

interpreted as those of children inside the bellies of mothers, but also as the presence of 

the legal discourse internal the body of the mother itself.9 Insofar as the law is identified 

with the mother’s belly, birth is not the beginning of the life of a child, but is rather 

immediately the reproduction of the Romanian Nation. The mother suckles her child 

behind the law because the entire life course, from birth on, should be regulated by the 

State. With that, the singularity of motherhood is erased.  

 The writing re-writes the conditions of this life, insofar as it reveals that the 

discourse of the interrogations allows the continuation of the State’s enforcement of its 
                                                 
9    It is thus not enough to clarify this scene, with psychological justifications, as showing “the self as 

grammatical object,” or that “the state policy of outlawing abortion underlies the women’s distanced 
relation to their own bodies,” because the text-immanent investigation of the political production of this 
phenomenon is thereby ignored, and is thus taken for granted. 
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birth laws. In this, writing also reveals that in return this discourse naturalizes these 

conditions and thus this life. At the beginning of “Dew on the Depot,” the narrator 

describes how all discourse that is restful enough with itself to sleep has interrogated a 

woman who sought an abortion. And in the last paragraphs, the narrator demonstrates 

how this situation is inescapable, insofar as she has a discussion with sleep. When he who 

can sleep has interrogated a woman, then everyone, who sleeps, must interrogate a 

woman. The narrator warns sleep away, saying: “Let my sheets be, I say to sleep. They 

are not clay.” If the sleep of man is the interrogation of women, and it is implied that 

sleep seeks clay, with which God created man, then it is also implied that the 

interrogation, in its immediacy, gives birth to the child, not the mother. The narrator does 

not want sleep to return, and asks, “how do I carry her to the end.” But insofar as sleep 

does return, Müller shows that the narrator herself must interrogate herself, and that she 

thus could not have a mother who was also not immediately the law of the State—the 

interrogation. Thus, the story ends with the identification of the narrator with the 

movements of her clothes and with things of nature: she is only these clothes, because she 

was never born as anything more than the natural phenomenon and the materials 

produced by the State.  

 Like in “So that You Are Never Torn into the Heart of the World” (p. 128), the 

birth of the child is immediately interwoven with natural phenomena: in this story, every 

sensation is reminiscent of surveillance, which produces the desire to abort as well as 

forbids the completion of this desire. In this story, the child in the womb is described: 
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“My belly was a tote. Full of hot clumps like bursted roses. A child grew in my belly. 

There the scent was already the stink that’s supposed to come into you,” whereby the 

roses from the funeral of the child are staged as immediately being the unborn child. The 

belly is thus already the coffin that carries the dead. In “Dew on the Depots” natural 

phenomena are identified with the experiences of the women, phenomena which lose 

their immediacy from the beginning of the story at the end, where they are immediately 

identified with the naturalness of life produced by the State, whereby the narrator is 

shown to only experience herself as her clothes, dust and glass and make-up.  

 The last paragraph is thus important, and is a summary of the entire distortion of 

birth that occurred at the behest of the Romanian State, as well as Müller’s critical re-

writing of this history. The erasure of the private, immediate, unpolitical life is 

documented, thereby the conclusion of life that, from the beginning, as born by the 

dictator and the mother of the Nation, is already not born. Insofar as the narrator says she 

does not know herself, there is no “myself,” because “myself” was never born, but 

produced. If sleep is only possible by interrogating the bearers of the non-birthed, and 

interrogation is now what gives birth in and to the law, then sleep is the experience of 

interrogation that reminds one of never having been born, which is an impossible 

reflection. The narrator’s dress hangs itself because the I does not wear its dress, but the 

dress is rather the natural entity that is me, she who gives birth to the material, factory 

produced life whose goal is to reproduce the grounds of its material conditions. She “has 

not thrown herself away” because she is already thrown in the desert of naturalness 
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produced by the State, which has no beginning and thus no end, insofar as birth as a 

beginning has been destroyed. Finally, her tears are no longer tears, but are the 

evanescent dew on the depots. Thus, the content of the tears is the life that no longer 

lives. The eye is therefore the only life that escapes, demonstrating that the 

transformation of sensibility is the only escape from the domination of life by the all-

pervasive repression of history that results in the State. The entire story is illuminated by 

the tear that is the dew on the depots, bringing the impossibility of birth in the Romanian 

State out of its melancholy naturalness and into the reality of the still nascent capacity to 

cry.  
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II. Barefoot February 

Barefoot February [5]10 

 Now is the time right after the death of a friend. 

 The long trip was a rail line, the iron of the departments. The compartment rode. 

The window chased images. Only the jawbone was mauled. Only the gaze frostbitten 

from the cold of interrogations. Only the letters and poems naked and laughed at.  

 The arrival was the winter. The country was foreign and the friends unknown. The 

trees trimmed, cold February.  

 Above it was a window.  

 I was not there. Only in the nights I feel what you call nearness and in the days 

what you take with like distance. And gradually I lean on the street-high window. And 

ask, how is a bird supposed to have this hardness.  

 Barefoot February, I don't know. The toes hang deeper than the covey. I press the 

window shut. 

 A day can cross over the street. 

 No water and no fire and no rope. The thin white sprouts of thoughts. One doesn't 

need to place hands on them.  

 The toes bend lightly. The world is deep.  

 The world lies upon the death of a friend. What passes like days becomes no life.  

                                                 
10    All page numbers in brackets refer to page numbers of the 1987 Rotbuch Verlag edition, which served 

as the source for this translation. 
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 The earth lies. I walk upon it.  

 That the days fold. That I am older.   

 

Big Black Axle [6-23] 

 

 The well is not a window and not a mirror. Who looks too long into the well looks 

too often. Grandfather's face grew from below, up next to mine. Between his lips stood 

water.  

 Through the well one sees how the big black axle beneath the village turns the 

years. Who has ever been sick up into the eyes, and with one eye in death, has seen it. 

Grandfather's face was green and heavy.  

 The dead turn the axle around like a horse mill, so that we too die soon. Then we 

help turn the axle. And the more dead, the emptier the village becomes, the faster the time 

goes.  

 The well's edge was like a hose made of green mice. Grandfather sighed lightly. A 

frog sprung into his cheeks. And his cheeks sprung in thin circles over my face. And took 

his face and his brow and his lips along with the sigh. And took my face along onto the 

edge.  

 Grandfather's coat sleeve rested on my hand. Behind the trees stood the flat 

midday. And in the trees was a shaking and no wind. And over the pavement were the 

midday bells. Like they were made out of stone.  
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 Mother stood in the door frame and had steam in her hair and called for dinner. 

And father came through the yard's gate with a long shadow over the sand and laid a 

hammer beneath the tree. I walked after my shadow onto the paving stones and lifted my 

shoe out of the shadows of my legs.  

 Grandfather shoved me with his coat sleeve through the half open kitchen door. 

The sleeve was long and dark like a pant's leg. On the base of the plate, through the green 

veins of parsley, I wanted to see the black axle that turns the years beneath the village. A 

soggy parsley leaf stuck between mother's lips and chin. And sipping she said: “The 

hounds are barking like mad today in the village.” Father fished the drowned ant at the 

edge of his plate with his pointer finger. And mother looked away onto his fingertip and 

said like to herself: “It's a peppercorn.” And father was already sipping a soup-eye and 

said softly: “The Gypsies are in the village. They're gathering bacon, and flour, and 

eggs.” Mother twitched her right eye. “And children,” she said. And father silenced.  

 Grandfather bowed his face and climbed with long dark pants covered legs, with a 

naked foot that held a spoon, out, into the base of the plate. “The Gypsies are Egyptians,” 

he said. “They must wander thirty years. Then they come to rest.” “Then they help turn 

the axle,” I said and didn't look at him. And father pushed the empty plate away from 

himself and clicked with his tongue in his hollow molar: “Tonight they play theater.” And 

mother set father's empty plate on top of my plate's base. 

 Grandfather sweat around his throat. The inside of his collar was damp and filthy.  

 Behind the glass of the window like beneath the surface of the water mirror stood 
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the neighbor woman's face. Leni had two wrinkles on her brow. The one wrinkle I knew. 

It was like a string. 

 Since spring Leni's father helped turn the big black axle under the village. 

Grandfather had visited him, like Mother later said, on his last Sunday, before the midday 

bells.  

 There were white apricot trees over the yard and cabbage butterflies fluttered 

through the air. And Grandfather went without a jacket, although it was Sunday. 

Grandfather went in a white shirt. “So that I don't arrive so black,” he said.  

 Under the white apricot trees I asked grandfather if the neighbor was sick up into 

his eyes, if he sees the axle beneath the well. Grandfather nodded silent.  

 Then I wanted to see the eye. Two steps behind his Sunday shoes I asked: “Take 

me with.” Grandfather stopped: “Leni had a child Tuesday night. If you want to see him, 

then take her some flowers.” 

 I looked around myself on ahead past my coat. In the garden lettuce greened 

hesitantly and onion leaves grew like hoses out of the earth. The Easter roses had brown 

buds over their leaves covered with skin like knuckles. “I won't come along, it's still not 

blooming.” I said it and only looked at his hand.  

 Grandfather lifted his hand over his head and pulled down the lowest branch of 

the apricot tree.  I broke off two branches. They fluttered snow onto my clothes along the 

way. “I'll give one to the sick man,” I said. Grandfather looked over the fence. “If you 

give him flowers, you send him into the grave.” “Is he death sick,” I asked in the grass. I 
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went a half step behind Grandfather's Sunday shoes. Horseradish bloomed around their 

soles. It reeked so bitter and was no gift. 

 “You don't say death sick, you say very ill, when you go to the sick.” Grandfather 

said: “Remember that,” with half-shut eyes. 

 The neighbor lay like sleeping. His mouth was covered with a blanket, so white 

and stony from starch like the ceiling. The brow of the sick was saturated with water. The 

death was moist.  

 Grandfather sat on a chair in front of the bed. He pulled his Sunday shoes beneath 

the chair and asked, as if his voice were sick too: “How's it going.” And asking the terse 

question Grandfather shut his eyes. 

 The sick one opened his eyes big and gray. I didn't see the well. “Life, Gregor, is a 

great filth, no more,” the sick one said so loud that it was screamed. “And when you're 

young, you're dumb as straw.” He looked at Leni with gray eyes. She pressed both hands 

upon her mouth so that the apricot branches snowed onto her cheeks. “Stop it,” she 

screamed. Her face was young and withered. And my twigs were bare over her hands. 

Then Leni took her hand from her mouth, the hand with the twigs. “The doctor told him, 

he shouldn't contemplate and shouldn't speak,” she said. And without noticing she took 

the second hand, she took the empty hand from her mouth too.  

 Grandfather put his shoe beneath his knee. Without looking at Leni, he asked: 

“How's the child.” Leni said: “Good. It's growing.” “It's growing, it's growing like a 

worm,” said the sick one, “and when it's grown big, it'll ask you who its father is. And 
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you'll stand before him like a cow.” Grandfather stuck his hand into his pant's pockets: “It 

will grow big without a father too,” he said to his Sunday shoes. “And if it will ask, then I 

will say: your father was a whore-monger and a drunk,” said Leni. Grandfather lifted his 

face. With both eyes he looked into Leni's eyes. “Every human has faults,” he said, “and 

every human, who has faults, must make faults.” 

 Leni looked at the sick one, and looked with her cheek and ear towards me, and 

said: “You know, the stork brought me a little boy, a little Franz.” Leni had a wrinkle on 

her brow. It was like a string. “He's still looking for his father,” Leni put her hand on my 

neck. 

 Grandfather lifted himself from the stool. It creaked loudly. The sick one stretched 

a foot from out away from the bed, as if he were stretching it out through the ceiling. The 

hollow of his foot was so deep that under it I saw his eye sockets.  

 In the next room over little Franz screamed. It was no whine, only a scream, big 

as the wall.  

 Now Leni stood behind the glass of the window. Between both wrinkles on her 

brow skin was suspended over a year.  

 Leni said behind the glass of the window: “Since last night my red hen's been 

missing.” Mother opened the window. Her hair flew onto the street. The window shutters 

stood over mother's shoulders like two mirrors. Mother said: “The Gypsies are in the 

village.” 

 Grandfather shoved the empty plate away: “Since this morning, not since last 
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night,” he said. Leni looked into the window mirror and smiled, so that the corners of her 

mouth distorted her cheeks. “The young, the gaunt one, the one with the low cut dress, is 

playing Genoveva,” she said. And mother had no time to breathe and flustered: “Who 

knows where she stole it.” She rubbed on the window sill with her elbows. And Leni 

looked over mother's shoulder into the window mirror and said like in a dream: “The 

dress, who knows. But she must have fleas.” Mother turned her face to father and said 

laughing: “Up top hui down under pfui.” Father bit his pointer finger. And Leni giggled: 

“She wanted bacon. I chased her off.”  

 Leni went and a cloud stood in the window mirror. Mother stood at the table. “The 

stork is still searching for a father for little Franz,” I said and looked onto the street.  

 And father went under the tree, after the hammer. And grandfather went with 

gleaming scythe into the clover, after the summer. I saw how the stems bent before his 

feet, as if they were too heavy and much too tired.  

 I read in my book: then the queen's heart turned itself around in her body out of 

hatred.  

 Mother carried the blue bucket into the stall. 

 Mother left a shadow behind herself.  

 The queen summoned the hunter. You shall kill her, she said to him. 

 Mother came with a chain out of the stall.  

 But the hunter had a soft heart. He brought the queen the heart of a young deer.  

 The chain clattered in mother's hand. Mother coiled it next to her round calves.  
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 The heart bled.  

 Mother dropped the chain next to her naked foot: “It's broken,” she said. “Take it 

to the smith. Here's some money.”  

 The queen had the heart boiled in salt and ate it.  

 I held the ten Lei bill in the one hand and in the other I held the chain. And mother 

asked: “Do you have a handkerchief. Hold your eyes shut and don't look into the glowing 

coals.” 

 Mother's mouth stood behind me in the street gate and called: “Return quickly, 

soon it will be evening, and then comes the cow.”  

 The hounds barked at me going by. The sun had a long beard. The beard fluttered 

and grabbed onto the cornstalks to pull the sun down beneath the village. It was a beard 

of glowing coals. And glowing coals were under the smith's bellows.  

 Grandfather had been a soldier in the war with the smith. “The first war, that was 

a world war,” he'd said. “And we, the young men, were in the world.”  

 The gardens were high. Shadows grew. The gardens were not made out of earth. 

They were only made out of corn.   

 “He didn't lose his eye in the war,” Grandfather had said. “In wars one dies, and 

when one dies, then one dies completely.” His mustache quivered. “Not beneath the 

village, no, far from here, yes far from here, far off in the world. Who knows where they 

turn the big black axle now. He lost his eye in the smithery.” Grandfather had once said: 

“As a ripe man.”  
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 Hot coals sprayed into the smith's eye. It burned. His eye was thick and blue like 

an onion. And as the smith could no longer carry the onion-eye, because it would have 

consumed his entire head, and his mind, he stuck it open with a needle. The onion eye ran 

the entire day, black and red, and green, and blue. And all the people were astonished that 

an eye, an eyesight has so many colors. The smith lie in bed in the run-off of the eyesight 

and all the people visited him until his eye was run out. Then his eye socket was empty.  

 A tractor drove on the street. It clattered under the houses and pulled an acre of 

dust along behind it. The driver is named Ionel. Even in summer he wore the knit cap 

with the thick tassel. On his hand shined the thick ring. “It's not made of gold,” Mother 

had said, “you can see that.” And to Aunt she said: “Leni is dumb as straw, letting herself 

in with the tractor driver. He drinks his money and doesn't give a damn about Leni.” And 

Uncle polished his shoes, spit on them and rubbed them firmly with a rag: “A Walach is a 

Walach, nothing more to say.” And he swayed his bald head. And the aunt lifted her 

shoulders lightly and whispered: “That Leni doesn't think of her father. He's still sick to 

death.”  

 The moon was first the shadow of a moon, was new and not yet risen. Its light 

stood wide like in thoughts there on the sky. And in the sun the hot coals still shimmered.  

 A year ago on Easter Sunday Grandfather sat with the smith and a bottle of wine 

in the tavern. I stood at his elbow on the table's edge because I was supposed to go with 

him to church. The smith drank a bottle of clear liquor and said: “War prisonerhood” and 

“Heroes' cemetery.” And Grandfather said through the red drops of wine on the rim of the 
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glass “Strategy” and “Mostar,” he said, “Wilhelm lies in Mostar.”  

 On the path through the village the smith sang La Paloma. His hand danced in the 

air and his eye danced with. Only his empty eye socket couldn't turn itself. Grandfather 

smiled, and sweat, and silenced in his happiness. And you saw in his eyes that they were 

looking back into other years. They amassed themselves, because they were already in 

the earth. And his legs approached stiffly and moved slowly.  

 Ionel threw his acre over the village, over the roofs and drove behind the church 

into the woods.  

 The cantoress went in front of me. Her dress fluttered with blue flower bouquets. 

One time she collapsed next to the pastor at a burial in the middle of singing. Then her 

mouth stood open and foamed white: it was horseradish that dropped into her collar at the 

throat. Then Grandfather unbuttoned his black coat and said into my ear: “She has the 

collapses. It'll pass soon.”  

 I saw the mill three times. Twice it stood on its head, once in a puddle and once in 

the clouds. A red cloud was the queen. She had glowing coals in her dress and looked 

through her gray hair at my chain.  

 Behind me went steps. They echoed under the pavement and came behind my 

heels from out of the sidewalk. I didn't look around myself. The steps weren't so frequent 

and were larger than mine. My chain coiled next to pant legs as the agronomist passed 

me. I murmured something, like a greeting, something, that he, with huge white ears 

going in shiny shoes, overheard.  
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 The agronomist had on a light gray suit with a dark gray pattern. It was a 

herringbone pattern, and it was light on the shoulders and dark on the spine. The 

agronomist walked towards me behind the cantoress with black vertebrae in his 

herringbone. His path was knee high above the earth, was not on the pavement. His path 

was on the calves of the cantoress, pale and oval was his path, and a bit too narrow at the 

heels. And he fell down too, at the heels, and no longer went after this fluttering dress. 

And the wider deeper path remained open to him, in front of me, on the pavement.  

 On the other side of the street went the postman. The brim of his hat was like a 

roof. I saw the roots of his face, I saw his mustache. His mouth I did not see.  

 My chain clattered in my soles. I didn't go to the smith. I went up toward the 

embankment. Because I heard a song behind the embankment. And the song was down 

inside the embankment, it was long and high, so that it had to flow into the village, the 

song. And the song was tender and sad, like rain in the summer upon the earth.  

 The song came out of a violin. And the strings were like wires suspended over the 

village on telegraph poles. And a man's voice sang so deep like it was coming out of the 

earth. It sang of horses and of hunger on the great roads.  

 On the embankment, next to the rails where black trains rode, grew grass. The 

grass quivered from the wake of the trains already long passed in the valley. And from the 

trains the grass quivered, the trains that never rode into the night,  that first came into the 

village the next day.  

 In the grass that always quivered and rode a while with the trains grazed the 
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horses. One of the horses had red bands in its mane. The horses had bony faces. “They 

must wander thirty years. Then they come to rest.” The horses of the gypsies are also 

gypsies.  

 Behind the embankment stood two Gypsy wagons with round, taut canvases. On 

the wheels hung dusty lanterns with drowned black wicks.  

 Next to the wagon was an open circle of people. Those in the last row had pant 

legs, and calves, and backs, and heads. And those in the row before last had shoulders, 

and throats, and heads. And those in the first row had hair tips and hat brims, and head 

cloths. In front of the people was a weaved wall, a stage cloth. And in front of the stage 

cloth was the stage. And upon the stage stood the hunter. He had on a green pull-over. He 

said: “My duke,” and held a great red heart in his hand.  

 The cantoress held up her chin too high. Her mouth stood open. She shifted her 

lips and gripped into her hair. When the voice of the duke was loudest, a tooth twinkled 

in her mouth.  

 The singer came onto the stage. He forced his chin into the violin and played and 

sang: “You black gypsy, come play something to me.” My aunt had moist eyes and 

pressed her finger onto her mouth. My uncle blew a big gray smoke bird into her hair. His 

jawbones moved. 

 I laid my chain in the grass so that it wouldn't clatter through the song and sat 

down next to the open circle, next to the stage cloth. The agronomist stuck his hand into 

his coat pocket and I saw his hand like the belly of a fish beneath the cloth. The 
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agronomist looked over the singer's violin past the face of the saleswoman at the throat of 

the cantoress. Her calves were covered by the pant legs of the postman.  

 Genoveva looked at her face in the water mirror of a round tin basin. The basin 

was woven with green poplar branches and was a lake in the woods.  

 Genoveva closed her eyes. She slid her wedding ring from her finger, looked at 

her child and let the ring fall into the water. She sat a while, bowed over the lake and 

cried.  

 Leni stood in the second row near my mother's seamstress. She wore a pea green 

dress with a white collar. Each time she sewed the darns on mother's dresses too deep. So 

mother's dresses were all withered, and beneath the dresses her breasts were withered. 

Leni looked into Genoveva's deep breast-cut, Leni was, since her father started turning 

the big black axle, enclosed in black mourning clothes. She plucked the buttons of her 

mourning and whispered something into the seamstress's ear. And the corner of her eye 

flowed past the breast-cut towards Ionel's face. Her silken head cloth had a black tip. The 

tip sprang up as it stroked the pointed white collar. The seamstress puckered her mouth. 

Ionel teetered with the tassel of his big cap in front of the smith's brow.  

 The duke bowed his face over the lake and let his hands sink into the water. The 

smith moistened his lips at the bottleneck. The postman's cap tilted onto his face. The 

brim devoured his brow. The mustache devoured his mouth.  

 The duke held a fish in his hand and slit open the pale belly with a small knife. 

The knife had a white grip. The duchess's wedding ring was in the belly of the fish.  
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 I heard cows walking behind the embankment. Their mooing was long drawn out 

by the evening and was tired from grazing. My chain lie next to a large shoe. The letter-

carrier threw a cigarette butt next to it. It glowed like an eye.  

 The singer came before the stage cloth. He pressed his chin unto the violin. He 

played and spoke: “The red heart was not the heart of our duchess. It was the heart of a 

dog.” 

 The letter-carrier ripped the cap off his head and waved it in the air. His brow 

licked his hair up to the back of his head. I waved my handkerchief and watched, 

following its wind and its white wings.  

 The singer sang a song of beautiful women. His mouth softened on the violin. The 

smith held the bottle to his lips and closed his colorful eyesight, not yet run out. He 

smiled and swallowed. Ionel's tassel stood in the sound of soft sung love in the smith's 

empty eye socket and was a wool eye. The smith raised his hand and called: “Meister, 

sing us La Paloma.” The singer strummed until he found the song on his lips and in his 

fingers. My uncle swayed his bald head and clapped. And my aunt tore at his sleeve with 

bent fingers and hissed: “You fool.”  

 The cantoress hummed into herself. The agronomist danced with his knee. Ionel 

danced with his finger. The smith sang along loud and hoarse. On Leni's cheek was a tear. 

The seamstress ripped herself away from the black morning stone and Leni's tears, was 

pea green and in the joy of her white pointed collar she called: “Bravo.”  

 The duke went over the stage. Behind him walked three servants, and behind the 
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servants walked a horse. The servants were shorter than the prince and older, and the 

horse had red bands in its mane.  

 Ionel looked at the horse's legs. His tassle stroked the smith's mouth. Leni chewed 

on the silken tip of her head cloth.  

 “Your honor,” said the oldest servant, “the hunter has confirmed that Genoveva 

lives.” The shortest servant ran and pointed at the thicket with his hand. The seamstress 

whispered something in Leni's ear.  

 “Is it a dream, or is it reality,” called the duke. Genoveva raised herself from out 

of the thicket. Her hair was long and black. Her hair glided on black ends into the night. 

Her dress was light and wasn't withered.  

 She ran up to the duke. Behind her ran her child. He held a big butterfly in his 

hand. It quivered from running and was colorful. As the child stopped behind Genoveva, 

the duke called: “My Genoveva” and Genoveva called: “My Siegfried.” They embraced 

one another and the butterfly didn't quiver. The butterfly was dead and was made of 

paper.  

 The letter-carrier bit himself at the roots of his face. He had lips and he had teeth. 

And his teeth had incisions. The cantoress laughed. Her teeth were white, were 

horseradish and were foam. A blue flower bouquet hung on her shoulder and fell over her 

arm.  

 The horse with the red bands ate grass upon the stage. Siegfried raised the child to 

the heavens. The naked feet dangled before his mouth. Siegfried's mouth stood open. 
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“My son,” he said, and his mouth was large, as if he would breath in the naked toes of his 

child. And Siegfried said to the servants: “Now we celebrate, now we laugh, my people, 

and dance.” He lifted Genoveva and the child into the saddle. The horse stamped in the 

grass with its hooves. I knew that it had eaten from the grass up on the embankment that 

always quivered and always rode a while with the trains. “It must soon wander from this 

grass,” I thought.  

  Genoveva waved with her hand and the child waved with the dead butterfly. Ionel 

waved with his thick ring, the letter-carrier waved with his brimmed cap, the smith waved 

with the empty bottle. Leni was enclosed in black and did not wave. The seamstress 

called: “Bravo.” The agronomist waved with the herringbone sleeve and my uncle called: 

“German Gypsies are Germans.”  

 My chain was black like the grass. I didn't see it. With its ends it had glided into 

the night. I stepped after it with my foot and heard it. I swung my handkerchief.  

 The singer came onto the stage and waved with the violin. He sang with a broken 

voice and the belly of his violin was deep like the nights and hummed beneath me: 

“Destiny is sometimes so tough/ and you think you've had enough,/ comes a light from 

out of the rough.”  

 The cantoress cried into her crumpled handkerchief. A girl stepped up next to the 

singer. She carried a burning lantern. She had a big wilted rose in her hair. And she had 

naked shoulders, light shining through them and made of glass. The agronomist glided 

over the glass of the shoulders with his eyes and his herringbone forced him up next to 
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me, nearer to the stage.  

 The singer sang a song of little food and little money. The girl's arms were 

transparent from smooth skin and clattered from the wild bracelets that slid up to her 

elbows and fell back down over her hands. The bracelets snapped dazzling and were 

whole again in the flame of the lantern, and were lit through hot by the light.  

 The girl held a black hat in her hand and went from face to face, from hand to 

hand.  

 My uncle in the last row had a flaming face and dropped a handful of coins into 

the hat. A crumpled bill fell out of the hand of the cantoress. The lantern glowed through 

her throat and swept it off, until the money was sunk into the hat, out and away out of the 

night.  

 The girl had on a white bodice. It was oval and scant like eye-whites so that in the 

shimmer of the lantern you saw the round brown eyes of her breasts swimming inside. 

The letter-carrier held his hand over his hat. His mustache quivered and his eyes laid 

sepal leaves around the little withered rose that the girl wore in her navel.  

 The agronomist's hand jingled as if the herringbone were barren. The girl's thighs 

glided up until under her arms, they shook her hips and separated the fringes of her skirt. 

And the herringbone of the agronomist stood in twittering gray and his eyes pressed with 

the eyes of Ionel onto the thin silken triangle that was between the girl's thighs.  

 Leni's eyes were big and hard and white in the corners like gravestones. Ionel 

waved with the ring over the black hat. His lips were moist and his Adam's apple rose 
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into his gums.  

 The silken triangle drowned my eyes. I dropped my money past the wild bracelets 

into the hat. My hand sprung up in terror when I saw the long black hairs around the 

white triangle next to my fingers.  

 Leni linked her arms with the seamstress. She went with her up onto the 

embankment. They walked like empty clothes. Leni looked around herself twice. Ionel 

whistled his dead waltzed song and looked at the girl with the silken triangle from 

behind. The cantoress was already above on the embankment, and her dress illumined a 

little and disappeared. The agronomist stuck his hands into his coat pockets. The girl 

carried the hat behind the stage cloth. Ionel walked to his tractor whistling.  

 The embankment was black and high and the grass was black and deep. My chain 

did not lie next to my shoe. I bent over. So much earth was in front of my face, and I 

turned in circles. The grass was damp and my hands were cold. And my chain was 

drowned, had slithered away to the invisible hidden snakes, had wandered, thirty years 

away from me, in the wandering of the gypsies. 

 And my chain, and the smith, and my mother, and my money.  

 The stage cloth bulged in the wind. The gypsies' fire was red and wasn't like my 

face, like my eyes, like my mouth speaking to itself. And the smoke of the fire was thick. 

It covered the eyes of the gypsies, the temples of the gypsies, and their hands. The smoke 

of the fire devoured their hair, tousled it and pulled it like gray dough. I sat down in the 

smoke. It did not devour me, flew into the air in fine plumes and stratus layers, in white 
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suits and black shoes. And let me stay. And sent me home.  

 The singer fed the horses. The horse with the red bands in its manes looked into 

the moon.  

 I went up towards the embankment as if chased out. The moon was empty. A 

woman sat in front of the embankment. Her blouse was blacker than the night and her 

skirts were spread out. From beneath her skirts came a noise. She plucked grass with a 

white hand and sighed loudly like she was sighing for death. A black man stood on the 

embankment and looked up to the sky. “Now we'd have long been home,” he said. And 

his voice was the voice of my uncle.  

 It stank like rotting flesh. My aunt lifted her skirts. A bright spot was beneath her 

blouse. The spot was wide, and more even than two moons. My aunt wiped her backside 

with a clump of grass. My uncle walked back and forth on the embankment. He stopped 

short and: “Child of man,” he called, “stinks like the plague.” 

 The sky reeked of shit. The embankment stood black behind me and tore the sky 

down, and it shoved the sky ahead of itself onto the rails like a black train.  

 The pond was small and held out the mirror. It could not reflect so much shit and 

so much night. So it remained blind and starry in the sack of the moon.  

 Before the mill stood a stork. Its wings were decayed by darkness, its leg was 

infected from the pond.  

 But its throat was completely white. “When it flies, it dies in the air, and 

everything that it does is a lament,” I thought. And walking I saw my chain everywhere 
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made out of the dark air and screamed: “Stick your beak into the shit. Go into the mud 

and find a father for little Franz.” 

 On the streets stood thick trees. They bloomed in spring. And when the summer 

came, they had red leaves and no fruit. And they had no name, the red trees. They rustled 

softly. And my chain was not in them.  

 And behind the fence barked the heart of a dog. And above in the red trees froze 

the heart of a fawn.  

 And at the smith's the window was dark, because the smith already slept, and 

because the glowing coals already slept. And many windows were bright and didn't sleep.  

 The well wheel stood still. The well slept and its chain slept. A cloud wandered in 

the big shit. In the sleep of the sky it moved back and forth, and had wild white 

horseradish on its shoe, and fluttered at the throat. And fluttered at the throat with Leni's 

red chicken.  

 And above the red chicken cried a face: “Where is your chain, and where is your 

money.” The window of our house was full of hot coals. 

 The village was empty. Gregor, the village was empty. I listened at the window. 

The radio silenced. And mother screamed. And father silenced.  

 Grandfather slept. Gregor slept a dream and saw in his dream how a frog jumps 

into my cheek.  

 The big black axle turns.   
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Over the heads of the wine grapes [24-25] 

 

away Karl wanted to leave this land.  

The wind blew into the field fence. The leaves went over. The field came into the 

yard. 

When the storms had passed over, the trees smoked.  

The nut tree stayed cool. Nuts fell nights onto the roof and beat into the shingles. 

The pin-cushion apple rolled nights onto the white grammophone. It smoked like 

women's skin of unhappiness. Iltis choked the hen rashly.  

In the morning between green shells lie the brows of the nuts naked on the 

pavement.  

The zinnias gave a different look every summer. Karl saw them go to other 

flowers at night.  

The potatoes bloomed with bundles of veils. The rows were counted off. Late in 

the summer the wagon stopped before the house. The horses ate grass. A man loaded up 

the potatoes and delivered them to the State.  

The hen's eggs were itemized on the list of the goods cooperative.  

The beets had green ears. In autumn they must be delivered to the sugar factory.  

The plum trees were written down. They belonged to the municipality.  

The spider-veins with the brittle mustaches belonged to the handicrafts 

cooperative.  
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Three years ago Karl wanted to ride into the mountains. When he came home out 

of the village, his father had hung himself in the barn. Karl saw his father's shoes 

standing before the well. Shortly before his death the hanged still thought he would 

drown himself.  

Two years ago Karl wanted to ride to the sea. The letter-carrier threw a newspaper 

over his gate everyday. He did not bring Karl's pension.  

In the last year the taxes were so high that Karl's pension wasn't enough. Twenty 

years of screw-blanking were not enough for a vacation.  

Last year the garden belonged to the people's council.  

Then came the man from the volunteer worker's unit. Then came the electricity 

bill. Then came the man from the funeral home.  

Karl's savings book was empty like the snow, and the money was in wood for the 

winter.  

As the snow melted, the gypsy called into the yard. He wanted to exchange 

cookware for old feathers. He took Karl's eyeglasses with.  

Karl wanted to leave this land. He wrote a petition to the offices.  

In the summer Karl's brother came and brought eight thousand Marks. And the 

government of affluence paid the poor offices double so much for Karl.  

In the late autumn the land surveyors came from the city. They transformed the 

house into money at about twice his salary. Karl counted over. Karl's lungs drove rage 

into his heart. 
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Karl took the money for the house and for it he got a winter coat. 

Karl took the ax from out of the barn. In the yard the snow fell falteringly. In his 

winter coat Karl hacked out the roots of the wine grapes. Karl hacked until deep into the 

night.  

Karl hacked himself in faltering snow out of the wine grapes and away.  

Over the heads of the wine grapes Karl left this land.  

 

Thrush Night [26-32] 

Who believes me that it's because of the thrush that Martin died. 

 I noticed no count of years. As it began, what I'll tell you, the wind had fallen with 

red clouds over the leaves around the tops of the hills behind the village. The morning 

was a jar of glass and the village a pile of stones upon its ground, so small and black, like 

a beetle burrowing into the dung of the earth. Only a thrush flew over the jar. Its head was 

red, because it was coming from the hill and carrying along clouds. Under its wing was 

our house, was our yard, was our village, were covered with a big shadow and were 

imperceptible. I carried wood in my apron. The wood almost tore open my belly beneath 

the apron from walking. Jakob came down the attic stairs with a brown striped wooden 

suitcase. The suitcase clatsched. Jakob left the attic door standing wide open. Behind his 

back was a black hole. It reeked like flour-dust and dead mice. I stopped with my wood 

next to the attic stairs. I said: Jakob, tell him again, he shouldn't go. Jakob silenced and 

carried the suitcase up in front of me. He held the door open and I went with my wood 
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past his hand into the room. Jakob set the suitcase on the table. I dropped my wood into a 

basket that stood near the oven. Jakob took empty wasp nests out of the suitcase. On his 

fingers hung spiderwebs and dead flies. Martin stood in front of the mirror. He combed 

his hair. Jakob said: Martin, mother said, that I should tell you again, you shouldn't go. 

Jakob looked into the suitcase. Martin looked into the mirror. The part of his hair ran like 

a string from his brow back up the scalp. His face was red, like the head of the thrush, 

like the clouds over the hill. Martin led himself with the comb through his hair. He looked 

at his face in the mirror and screamed: if I want to go, then let me go. Everyone in the 

village who counts has to go. His eyes shined deep in the glass. Jakob set five big chicken 

eggs on the table. He said: give him hardboiled eggs for on the way. With the spoon I let 

the eggs sink into the pot, into the hot water. I cried and the eggs turned in the pot. Martin 

wrapped pork-bacon in butterpaper and a loaf of bread and thick onions in old 

newspapers and laid it all in the wooden suitcase between the clothes. Jakob held another 

shirt out to Martin and said: take along your sheep wool socks for the winter. I held the 

apron over my face and said loud, so that it was near to screamed: Martin, clear out your 

suitcase and stay here. Of the thrush I said no word. The eggs turned over in the pot. The 

glow shimmered through the oven plate. It was red. 

 Jakob and Martin went up in front of me. Between their steps hung the brown 

striped suitcase. I don't know who carried it, probably Jakob. Because at that time it was 

like that with us in the village, that the fathers, when the sons went into the war, carried 

the suitcases up until the train station, up until the train, up on until the edge of the war. 
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By those who had gone before Martin I had seen it. I saw through the windowpane the 

fathers walking with their suitcases, and saw the sons walking with empty hands. And I 

saw their steps, close up to the edge of the pavement and almost in the grass. Every time, 

as I stood alone in the room, I saw them walking and thought every time: how good, that 

Martin doesn't notice how many go. But the thrush flew from house to house. It flew 

through the village, it flew through the year.  

 I walked behind Martin and Jakob. They went quick and between me and the 

grass blew them over from the street. They went mute and I approached lightly, so that 

with the jackets that I carried staggering I wouldn't interrupt the even steps that they 

walked. The tips of the hills swam through the foliage. The morning was already large. 

The jar was a bowl with a wide transparent brim. The water stood cool over the village. I 

sought its brim walking, and it came to me that my mother, as I was still a child, said: The 

water is an evil mirror, it vibrates and it makes us old. She bowed her face over the 

washing table and her topknot hung into the washbasin as she said it. And while I thought 

that, I saw both of the wide backs going in front of me. I heard, through the water over 

the village, the thrush sing. I sought after it with both eyes, with my temples, with my 

brow. It wasn't in the water over the village. And what it sang was loud, and was no song. 

On Martin's back the coat quivered. And when I could no longer hold this quivering in 

my eyes, it came to me that years ago I had heard this song come out of Martin's winter 

coat, out of Martin's back.  

 We stood on the hill behind the village, in the naked forest, in snow. The path was 
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blown over. The horses did not want to pull the wagon any more. We went along a yellow 

strip. It was the river. As we arrived above on the hill a pack of wolves came howling 

towards us. It was so large and black that the snow colored itself gray, that the trees 

became thicker, that twilight came in the wood. We lit a fire with a bundle of straw to 

drive off the wolves. The fire burned weak. The smoke was black and around the smoke 

dissolved the snow. The horses clattered with the harnesses. The wagon creaked. Jakob 

beat wild circles through the air with the leather whip and screamed. I cried. Only Martin 

stood with big eyes behind a sloe bush that was bigger than he and bigger than my black 

umbrella that he played with. The pack was already up on the point of the hill. Both 

wolves that led the pack through the snow were so near that we saw their eyes shine and 

the white steam climb out from their teeth. Martin tautened the black umbrella open and 

ran to the fire. Both wolves saw the opened black umbrella and stopped. Jakob tore the 

umbrella out of Martin's hand and went with small uncertain steps up toward the wolves. 

I ran to the wagon and took Jakob's umbrella. I went with the opened umbrella with still 

smaller steps next to Jakob. The wolves turned their backs towards us. They ran howling 

through the snow that they had run over over the river into the valley. We climbed into 

the wagon with the opened umbrellas. We rode back into the village. I lit the storm 

lantern after we had ridden a while. It swung with its weak light between the wheels. 

Martin lay behind the seat with his face on a bundle of straw and slept. He curled up. As I 

laid a blanket over his foot, his back quivered. I heard a song through the back of his 

winter coat. It was very loud and was no song. As we rode on the edge of the village 
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around the mill, it began to snow with big tousled flakes. In the yard I blew out the storm 

lantern and Jakob shook the snow from our big black umbrellas. I lifted Martin out of the 

wagon and carried him sleeping into his room. He didn't sense that I carried him. I laid 

him still in the jacket in his bed. In the morning, as I came into his room, Martin lay 

awake in bed. He asked if we were at aunt Leni's. I said: No. I pulled him out of his 

winter jacket. His socks were moist from snow. As I pulled them from his feet, he cried 

and blocked my way. Jakob wrote that morning, as the snow whished underneath the roof 

trusses and fell into the snow of the yard, a letter to his sister. He wrote more with his 

face than with his hand. I saw his long pointer finger as he read the letter for the third 

time always louder and with his finger going over every line that he'd written. He read 

that we would come in spring, that the snow blocked the way, that the neighbor had been 

almost devoured by wolves while getting wood in the forest. Jakob folded the letter. I 

thought on the song that Martin's back had sung through the winter coat on the way into 

the village. Jakob put the letter in the envelope and said: That will be the end of Leni, 

she'll die in the winter, because she's deaf, nobody visits her, and when she's dead, 

nobody from the village will find her.  

 At the train station stood four fathers, and four sons, and four suitcases. Martin 

was the fifth. As the train rode away, they waved with both hands. They waved and they 

sang. The singing became soft and lost all its sound. Only the hands still waved, next to 

the train, in the smoke.  

 We seldom spoke about Martin. When we did, it was only a short sentence about 
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where he now might be satisfactorily sleeping, and what he might now be likingly eating, 

and if he is now delightfully freezing. And one night, in winter, Jakob went through the 

dark room and laid his blanket on the stool. Glowing coals still shimmered in the 

masonry stove. I saw Jakob return to bed without a blanket. I heard how he sighed and 

didn't sleep. Then I set myself up in my bed and said: On that day, as Martin left, the 

thrush was so big that it covered the yard. It sang so loud. It made the world mad with its 

war. It's been flying months and doesn't stop. On the way to the train station, between you 

and me, Martin's back sang a song. Jakob turned his face towards me and screamed: 

What are you talking about the war and the world, you have seen nothing of the world. I 

cried still, so that it was a silence. Jakob silenced and his eyes shined. 

 When spring came we were in the garden and the yard. Jakob sat daily in the 

clover garden on a tree stump in the sun. Often he turned a sickle in his hand and shut his 

eyes. 

 Once, when it was already summer and hot, he sat so long with closed eyes on the 

tree stump that I thought: He must have fallen asleep, I'll go wake him. I went through the 

garden gate and through the clover over to the tree stump. When I was ready to lay my 

hand on his shoulder, he opened his eyes and screamed: since when have you been 

standing there. He had not slept. He had, because he was deaf, not heard my steps. 

 The autumn was warm. The leaves glowed upon the hill. The postman handed 

Jakob a field postcard over the fence. Jakob went with it into the room. He set himself at 

the empty table and read. He read the card three times aloud and always louder, because 
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he no longer heard his voice while reading. I sat down next to him at the table. I saw the 

bed. I saw Martin's white sheep wool socks lying on the sheets. They were damp from 

blood. As I was about to pull them from Martin's feet, he blocked my way. 

 Leni was dead thirteen years. Since that thrush night Jakob never covered himself 

again. When the winter came, he even stayed in bed during the day. He began to 

disintegrate and spat foam. He died in this winter, when the snow was made of earth and, 

when it touched our village, immediately melted. The village was so dirty and so black in 

this winter that it burrowed like a beetle into the dung of the earth.  

 I have seen nothing of this world, that's why I understand nothing. I think only so 

for myself that, when I see the foliage over the hill, our village has remained so small in 

the big jar. And none seek it out and none find it. And for the world it was only an 

offering in the war. 

 The clouds swim every morning through the foliage. They are a bloodband over 

the hill. 

 Who believes me, that it's because of the thrush that Martin died.  

 

On this day [33-34] 

 On this day—it was a schoolday, Inge came home from school and soaped up her 

chalky hands—on this day, as the chalk, like on all days, didn't come off her hands, as the 

soap foam swelled in countless bubbles thick on her fingers like an ulcer, and triturated 

and washed away, without touching the skin; on this day, as the kitchen was a debris pile 
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of plates and knives, cans, and pots, and bowls, and glasses, that clirred from out of 

themselves and reeked sour; on this day, as the room was rumpled from loud bent over, 

clumped, unfashionable, worn out work clothes; on this day, as books and scraps of paper 

lay strewn and opened on the furniture, as Inge did something that she already always had 

wanted to do and until now had never done because she didn't know what it was.  

 Inge took the dishes out of the kitchen and set them in the hallway. Dishes is 

neuter, said Inge to herself. She took the bottles out of the pantry and put them in the 

library. Bottle is feminine. She took her handkerchief and put it in the refrigerator. 

Handkerchief is feminine. She placed her shoes on the table. Shoe is masculine. She 

clipped the flowers from over the edge of the pot and tossed them into the toiletbowl and 

flushed. Flower is feminine. She bit a clump of earth from out of the flowerpot. Earth is 

feminine. She applied her green eyeshadow over her lips. She applied her blue 

eyeshadow over her cheeks. Inge tore open the door. She sat down on the tile in the 

hallway next to the dishes. She sat on the tile and stared into nothing. Nothing is neutral, 

said Inge to herself.  

 As Inge's friend came over on the evening of this day—at that time he still 

came—, he stood motionless and bent in the open door.  

 She has madness, he said loud to himself. He did not say become. Inge looked at 

his mouth. How he spoke it. And his face stood round around the mouth, which was in 

the middle.  
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 Inge sat before him and buried her hands under the dishes.  

 Friend is masculine, said Inge through the empty door.  

 

The Minor Utopia of Death [35-43] 

Whenever I went over the field path my body was empty. 

The wind brings an earth's breath over the grave.  

Whenever I went over the field path, my skirts fluttered from walking. Over the 

fields was no wind, says Grandmother. I went through the green canal of plants. It 

whirred in my ears and my brow was heavy, because I was so poor, before the great fields 

of my husband, because I bent my hands and on my fingers felt only the bones, because I 

stuck to these bones when I walked.  

Grandmother’s gravestone has a picture of her. 

My wedding-skirt was black and my blouse had black ribbons. And the altar was 

big and cold, says Grandmother. The offering fell out of cramped hands and clinked in 

the plate. There I already wore the slick gold as a ring around my clueless finger.  Three 

weeks had to pass before I turned sixteen. Grandfather stood near me with moist steel in 

his gaze and stared into the full church, as if looking over his field. 

Behind the graves the fields are flat and wide. 

As the wedding parade went over the streets it was no person parade. 
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Grandfather’s stable boy wore a suit far too small. His wrists were naked, says 

Grandmother. He beat thick percussion behind me with short and bursting sleeves. 

Grandfather went next to me and yet was three steps ahead. We went arm-in-arm. Even 

then my outstretched arm wouldn’t reach his stride. His coat was black, his back was so 

broad that I thought to myself: he covers me up completely, he devours both my breasts 

and my neck. He devours both my cheeks when he touches me. 

Grandmother sent her ants with a dead earthworm to the neighbor’s grave. 

The music flew over the village away towards the graveyard. The swallows 

weren’t at home in the air. They follow the heavens high up, says Grandmother, in 

imperceptible clouds that no longer belong to the village. I carried the lily-bouquet in 

front of my belly and saw the aphids pale green and hesitating crawling through the 

blossoms. Lily-scent stuck to my chin, like late in evening when the sun sees no more and 

the faces are only eyes that glisten. That know that the heavy flower-scent drives into the 

coffins to the dead. I pulled the wedding procession behind me. Grandfather spoke long 

sentences about arpents, ares, and acres. The drumbeat of the stable boy broke the voices. 

I saw the air between the trees shaking. We went into the big farmhouse that pressed its 

window into the side-street, because it was a corner-house. In the terror of the shining 

windows I saw my face go from one pane to the next.  

In storkweed behind the chapel water glistens and distorts the light. 

Walking I said the word: home, to myself, until an aphid swaying and stunned 
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from the drumbeat fell from my finger and was no longer to be seen before the big 

farmhouse, says Grandmother. My shadow wafted next to me. When I gave it my shoes, 

it walked upon the earth, was long and black and colored the grass, the green fur. 

Over the chapel grows a tower and around the cross that finds no end in the air 

churned corroding clouds.  

As we were sitting in the shadows of the veranda between the wood of the wine 

grapes around the long table, a gaunt woman set a soup bowl before me. She took the lily 

bouquet from of my hand, says Grandmother. Her face was like a wicker-basket. When 

she bent it out before me, she said: Give me the bouquet, it’s already wilted. It shows how 

tired your eyes are. She had no eyes and her mouth was narrow. When she already 

wanted to go away from me and through the shadow flecks, she bowed rashly, as if her 

neck was broken, the wicker basket toward me again and spoke into my ear: Your 

temples are like stones. You are not joyous. I stared upon my finger with the smooth gold 

and said so softly to not notice that I have lips: I would like to die. The gaunt 

sleepwalking woman fanned the vapor before her swept-away mouth with the lily-

bouquet and said under her thick hair: me too. Then she went into the shadow flecks with 

the bouquet and let the lily-scent into my black dress. 

The gravestone-picture is hot. 

The priest ate a whole chicken and horseradish in thick cream. Grandfather said: 

Reverend, there is still pork. The priest ate a pig’s heart with knife and fork, with red 
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cherries and sauce of sugar and blood, says Grandmother. And as he drank wine a hot fart 

rose through his robe, crept around the chair whereupon I sat, and stank like gall. 

Grandfather said: Reverend, there’s still schnapps. 

The gravestone picture has a round brow. 

The people spoke loud with full mouths. I saw the chewed meat mush stick to the 

tongues. The stable boy dragged a bale of grass over the farmyard’s edge into the horse 

stall. The women sat stiff upon hard chairs and chewed dough snakes and icing. The spit 

was gray on their mouth's corners like street-dust. In front of the barn sat men between 

bottles and sang through the hallow and twilight soldier songs, says Grandmother. The 

hens went winding through the yard. They had pumped up feathers. Their cluckers were 

shredded and on this day the roosters didn’t crow. They opened their beaks like in a 

dream. In noiseless and raw fog of baldness they gulped the twilight. The combs hung 

around their eyes. 

The gravestone picture has a white hand. 

When Grandfather slept next to me the first night, I heard through the darkness of 

the yard his horses breathing, says Grandmother. They breathed like he did. A horse had 

snuck with white nuzzle beneath his shirt into his breast. The horse was shy and my 

hands had fear of its body. I spun the braid thrice around my neck so that it lay around my 

skin like a snake, laid the knot-end behind my ear and said: snake, seek yourself a vein 

and drink. My blood is awake, you won’t slumber when the day breaks the window. 
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Grandfather woke up as it still dawned. He climbed onto me. I felt under my belly a hard 

field. Grandfather pursued over his earth and he tilled me. When he panted ceasing, I 

knew: now he spreads out his cucumber seeds. The damask covered me and shined matte. 

On the window cross the first dead flies buzzed themselves to death. The roosters crowed 

through the fog and the day was awake. Grandfather yawned and put on a chair full of 

clothes. He stared into the tick of the golden pocket watch and went in the gray morning 

into the shadows of the register, into the records, into the exact numbers of his servants. 

Silent and desiring harvest he watched over his field upon the paper. 

The gravestone picture has a gnarled ear. 

At midday Grandfather counted the hens. Three were missing. They got lost and 

never came back again. One I found lying dead behind the barn after three long hot days, 

says Grandmother. Out of its beak crept ants. Between the thighs under the plume of its 

tail the colon was pressed out. The muscle around the anus was shredded. I thought of the 

three-day old cucumber seeds in my belly. I leaned against the barn. 

The gravestone picture has a black mouth. 

A summer long and a wilted autumn long my belly grew. I went and went and saw 

the earth not. I looked at myself on dead afternoons in the room before the mirror, says 

Grandmother. I let my fingertips glide along my blue veins and draw circles on my 

nipples. Before the mirror came to me what is written on the highest beam in the church 

in the cold ceiling’s vault: come all of you to who are weary and burdened unto me as I 
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shall revive you. I plucked a rose bouquet behind the well and went in the shadow of my 

belly through the empty village. The church door stood open. The writing was high, the 

shimmer didn’t reach down to me. In front of the church stood a ladder under the lime 

tree. The priest stood in the shadow above on the highest rung like a grown rooster. When 

he saw me, he stretched out his arms in the air, as if he wanted to flutter over the church 

garden. He said: Oh, the young lady. Where to. I said: To the cemetery, reverend. The 

priest smiled: young lady, the dead don’t need our care. reverend, our prayer, I stuttered. 

The priest stared long at my stomach: They don’t hear it. The dead have no souls, young 

lady, he said softly. I looked at the empty ladder rungs: reverend, you sin, when you 

speak so, I said. I held the rose bouquet before my belly. The priest said: only the clouds 

come into heaven, young lady. 

When in one night in the new year the snow burned like glowing coals and 

candles in all colors upon my body, the stable boy ran out of his shallow sleep in the stall, 

half in dream and bedecked with straw, through the streets of this night and through the 

dog’s breath. The dogs caught up with him and showed their wet teeth. The stable boy 

stopped before a house on the village edge. With his fists he knocked on the wood of the 

window frames and screamed with cold lips through the frosty ice flowers of the window 

panes. From the gutter of the house icicles fell onto his shoulders and onto his shoes. The 

old midwife lifted her fat conjoined flesh out of the feather-vapor of the bed and walked 

with disheveled hair and with puffed-out cheeks behind the shaking oil lamp to the 

window cross. When she saw the face of the stable boy between the ice flowers, she 
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cried: I'm coming. 

The gravestone picture has a gray chin.  

She came in her black shawl. Behind the snarl of the fringes ran the dogs in 

barking fog through the snow. The dogpack stopped before the house door whining. I 

pressed my lips silently together during the birth, because the howl of the hounds was my 

pain and flew out away far into the night, over the snowfall of the place. The midwife 

was moving long knitting needles and bent scissors. My gaze was weak and stayed 

hanging on the fringes of her black shawl. When the midwife pulled the child from my 

thighs, her thin hands were bloody. I looked at the child and I saw the fine-wrought 

lonelinesses of all those who lived in small and cramped houses. In blue vein arabesques 

flowed the lonelinesses over my child’s face. On its cranium throbbed the loneliness of 

the young maid's suicide, on the temples twitched the loneliness of bread baking of my 

half-lame aunt, over the cheeks crept the loneliness of the button-stitching of my deaf 

grandmother and about the lips shimmered the loneliness of the endless potato peeling of 

my shy mother. 

The gravestone picture has a narrow nose. 

On the chin of the child beamed a hot, living spot. It was the loneliness of my 

body in birth. And where the beam reached me and seared me and cooled me the spot was 

the child’s own loneliness, who, although breathing, didn’t find the world. The old 

midwife washed the knitting needle and bent scissors in soap suds and blue alcohol. She 
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put them in a wicker-basket according to size. She looked into a needle-eye with the 

algae of her gaze and pulled the white wick through my skin. I saw the burst sphincter of 

the dead hen. The stable boy brought a bucket with boiling water. As he set the bucket on 

the table’s edge he looked with a weak wet gaze at my blood-smeared thighs. The 

midwife stuck the needle into her black cloth. As she was already half on her way and 

still draping a cloth over her wicker basket, she said: Your child is strong and healthy, but 

the snow is deep this year. And because your child was born into this snow, and at night, 

and in the first raw days of a new year, it will be sad in   its bones and will go solemnly 

through life. In the winter it will freeze and in the summer it won’t belong and will sleep 

long. And it will dream that the heat cries. And more than all people that there are will it 

love the people that are no more, the earth that one carries in one's  brain when one buries 

in thoughts, it will love the earth that lies underneath the earth. 

The gravestone picture has a silent breath. 

The child that I had given birth to in this stolid winter night was a girl. 

Grandfather went loudly talking to himself, spite distorted over the ice in the field, says 

Grandmother. He hated the farmhands who brought feed for his animals. He ate no more 

and hated them, because they were men and had sons at home. Grandfather said: your 

child to me, said: baptize spoon-stem, baptize her, how you like and without me. 

The gravestone picture has a deep voice. 

Grandfather died one day still very young and without saying to me how it is 
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when one feels death behind the ribs. He fell into a summer day, fell onto his face. He 

gave his weight over to the earth and stopped hating and stopped looking. He left his 

great field in the lurch. The records grew moldy, the numbers devoured dust, the 

calculations calcified. The earth obediently drove the harvests into the barns. The 

farmhands defiled their hands and didn't speak with me. Their sons ate fresh bread and 

became big. And my daughter wasn’t called spoon-stem, but she was shy and anxious 

like the white nuzzle of the hidden horse out of grandfather’s breast. She sang no songs 

evenings on the benches. She only looked and listened how the others sang. The son of 

the stable boy often stood next to her. He had shy eyes from poverty and from labor a soft 

voice. I said to my daughter: He is shy and soft like a human. He has no horse with white 

nuzzle in his breast. He won't till you.  

The gravestone picture has a silhouette. 

Behind the house bloomed the mullein. It was branched and wound finger-thin 

like the destroyed hand of the world. It was not yellow like the sun, says Grandmother. A 

summer long I wanted a flowerbed, one that's not a piece of field, but one that’s already a 

grave before the door of the house. I planted baby's breath with root supports. And 

always, when it rained, it swam through the yard like a decayed fish and stank and stuck 

itself like a coffin sheet on my calves. The baby's breath grew through only one summer. 

The autumn decomposed it, the winter buried it in snowdrift. When spring came, wheat 

grew on the bed, was already a field before the door of the house, stubbornly pushed odd 
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kernels into the heads. The earth was damned and deformed from use and from avarice. 

Grandmother’s gravestone grows. The moss alters its skin like a disease. 

Grandmother goes barefoot at the end of the world with tucked-in head and heavy hair. In 

each hand she holds the deathshoe. The heels are warped from water. Upon her grave is 

earth like a field and like in meadows the flowers repeat themselves year after year. The 

white lilies bloom, decay, dispatch their scent out under my chin, into my mouth, into my 

teeth with the white gravestone porcelain. 

The clouds press themselves in sand dunes around the tower, are black from my 

cemetery angst and white from lily-water. 

Grandmother’s cheeks redden in the evening on the summer wall. In the sloe-

wood her spine grows through a leaf, grows her minor utopia of death from out of the 

safety of the blind earth. 

The gravestone picture has no face. 

The summer turns. The chickweed blooms. 

Grandmother has no gravestone picture. 

Grandmother has a cloud and a grave.  

 

Dictator or dog [44] 

 Where is your headband, girl. 
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 Don't let your hair fall. Don't lose it. When you are terrified, cover your eyes shut. 

You will need it. 

 Your arm number, boy. Show your sleeve here.  

 Your pulse beats at your wrist. Your arm begins at your temple. He breathes. Was 

he already tired. 

 With these shoes. No. Oh, if I were your mother. 

 The parquet is new. It is a shingle roof. When something falls on your heel, my 

child, then hold your temples back. 

 Show your fingernails. A scandal. Has your sister no eyes. 

 Your hands already have the grip. The dirt will stay when you have grown through 

the year.  

 Where were you yesterday. Yes, my love. Has your brother no mouth. 

 The others and your empty place. As if you were dead half a day. Did you play, in 

fever or in front of the house, in the sand, at a calling. Dictator or dog.  

 Man, say something. 

 Pay attention: participate, that's from parti and cip. An example: All participate. 

You'll shepherd the sheep if you don't learn that. 

 Your happiness. 

 Now lift up the chalk.  

 

The Song of Marching [45-47] 
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 Always, when Sunday, like Father said, came onto the sky, Father found this 

sliver in his soup. Father, as a German war hero, had three of them in his lungs. They 

wandered. Father was anxious that one day they would wander into his heart. Then it's 

over, said Father. 

 One time the sliver came into Father's face, and Father didn't shave for many 

days. 

 Father set, when I looked at it, his spoon over the splinter, or buried it under a 

noodle or under a vegetable. During washing the sliver clanked loudly in his dish.  

 One time we were visiting Father's sister and a clear soup was set before us. 

Father found the sliver in his dish again. Because he couldn't bury it under a noodle or 

under a piece of vegetable, Father swallowed the sliver. All had eaten their plates empty 

and complimented my aunt's soup.  

 After the meal the women danced with one another. My short thin mother danced 

sweating with my fat aunt. My father's sister laughed, and the whole time her cheeks 

quivered.  

 The men had stayed at the table and sang German soldier's songs. When the 

women danced by, the men smacked them on their fat hopping asses. The women 

laughed loud, took even more hopping steps in the dance and moved their arms up and 

down. Father beat the meter on the table with his big hand: And my bride the noble pride, 

she is just like me. 

 As twilight came, Father stood up and sang standing and with quivering lips and 
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red eyes the song of marching. My aunts swayed their small heads and had moist eyes.  

 At the third stanza Father keeled over. 

 Since then we were at Father's sister's every year to visit and a clear soup was set 

before us. After the meal the women danced with one another. Each time my mother sat 

pale and freezing in a corner. Her eyes became wet, and she sniffled lukewarm tears, 

which pressed through her nose every time back up again into her brow. She crumpled 

her handkerchief in her frozen hand, sobbed that my father was for her unforgettable, was 

for her still always the same. My father's sister sank onto a stool too and cried long 

sentences. And her cheeks quivered in the drowned words.  

 The men, who had stayed at the table, sang soldier's songs. Each time, when 

twilight came, they raised themselves. They stood around the table. From their red eyes 

lay a deep red shimmer on the tablecloth between their big hands. They stared into this 

red shimmer and sang with quivering lips the song of marching.  

 Every year one keeled over at the third stanza and died.  

 Last year we were at Father's sister's to visit again and a clear soup was set before 

us. After the meal the women stood up, and the table was empty. Each aunt sat down pale 

and freezing in a corner and cried, and pressed a handkerchief over the lukewarm tears, 

over the face, and sobbed, that her husband was for her unforgettable and always still the 

same.  

 As the twilight came, the women raised themselves from out of the corners and 

set themselves around the table. And through the gap of the half-shut cabinet door 
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sounded the song of marching from a cassette tape. My aunts stood there mute and 

motionless. At the second stanza my short thin mother hummed along. A light shadow 

moved in the corner of her mouth. At the third stanza Father's fat sister sang along with. 

Upon her cheeks quivered the song and her brow was pale. At the fourth stanza my fattest 

aunt sang along with. She breathed loud into the song and upon her breasts shimmered 

the buttons over the thin gold edges like medals.  

 When the song was over, Father's sister stood before the cabinet. Her hands were 

heavy from the twilight and with her mute fingertips she pressed the cabinet door shut.  

 The humming hung long in the room's air. The humming was already monotone 

and tired. And borderless in the twilight.  

 

If I could wear myself [48-49] 

What should I put on when the snow falls in a white suit. The edge of the clouds 

is pale. Nearness and farness ceases there. How should we touch ourselves.  

Perhaps this city is not elsewhere. Not here. Not there. 

My ankle holds itself fast to the street. And beneath the sole there is a shoe. The 

eyes have corners. And the streets. The houses edges. Laid out and slanted, diagonal 

towards my eyes like roofs lies the snow.  

Why does the girl with red-tinged hair, calves reined in black net, take the route 

over the bridge. How the street breaks groundless behind her heels. The river is old. The 
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water is drowned.  

What does the young man show with his hands. Why does the green strand flutter 

at his temple. He speaks to himself. Is no longer alone with himself.  

The pawner holds a cigarette behind smoke. He blows forth a bit of cheek out of 

his face. His mouth has both corners. It ceases where they begin. His gaze stays still. I 

swim past on dark, thick, hanged dresses.  

What should I put on around foreign money. I've said that I'm a memory to 

myself, which cannot wear itself for money. I can hold money with one hand and touch 

the material with the other. I can dip my fingertips into the buttonhole, even when the 

button doesn't belong to me.  

In the windowpane I can see my ears.  

I would've almost wished myself the jewelry that moves along my neck and 

around my throat.  

What is that for a country that tears at the fingers when one lifts her suitcase. That 

one sees between her eyes, far over the brow like outside over a field. That becomes a 

language from far off, and a coloring in one's own language once one has left.  

What is that for an object, which, when one has left it, becomes like a bullet. 

And if I could talk, whisper, say, scream. And if I could call, wave, silence, look. 

If I could wear myself, what would change beneath my ankles and not be once again the 
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same shoe for my body.  

The vegetable handler whistled a song. Oranges are made of soft pores. His 

cheeks a face. The scale quickly decided on a weight. Now he calculates in his head. The 

change shines as if I could pay.  

The evening will be with me behind the table under the lamp. The wall is wide. 

Three nuns walk in an oil painting through the mirror.  

I'll sit at the short edge of the table, because I don't risk it to turn my hands over at 

the long edge. I'll walk through the room. Distribute the tears with my fingertips under an 

eye. As if there were no ground.  

In the mirror the oranges will stand.  

How will I eat the oranges from the scale, when next to my right hand, upright, lies the 

knife. 

 

The Dew on the Depots [75-76] 

 The one was a student. The other weaved mesh. The third already had two 

children. Whoever can sleep, interrogated them. Firs grow in front of white stones, aren't 

allowed to move. 

 How I love the wild red leaves. Always underway into the dried fields.  

 The fourth showed the neighbor women. Sits in prison. 

 Women don't want the loud mouths in their bellies. Don't want to suckle four 
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children behind the law. Doctors interrogated them. Coffin and earth upon that. 

 The fifth is still a high schooler. Lives in the country. Comes to school on the 

morning train. The shrub blows. Grows next to the cabinet. So much foliage on the skin. 

The train worker showed her his member behind the freight train. As she went over it 

with her hand, a child's head grew on it. Blue-veined with a brow made of porcelain. The 

shrub bloomed on the embankment. 

 Hibiscus with the deep heart. She brings the child to the world. 

 In the hospitals long protocols. Sallow lamps. 

 Beneath the compartment crawls the river. Fog in the barges. Oars alone in cold 

water. 

 Whoever interrogates, asks.  

 Who betrayed the fatherland. Who silenced at the doctors. Who didn't give the 

president his child. And the law, who shook on it. There are four children in there.  

 How the neighborhoods run together smoothly. Dew on the depots. When the train 

screams, it is day. 

 The dictator is an old man. For twenty years over the land. In the morning in a bad 

mood and smooth shaven. The father of all the dead. 

 There sleep sits next to me. There my knee is so pointy, so cold. Don't hold it, the 

latch of my door. And let my sheet be, I say to sleep. It is not clay. The clothes become 

yellow in the closet from disuse.  

 Who will be the sixth. Who will be the next. 
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 And when the child's head grows in my belly. Hibiscus with the deep heart, how 

do I carry her to the end. How do I put out her eyes. 

 Come no more, I say to sleep. Do you want to hear the cracking, when at nights 

my dress hangs itself on the stool.  

 I have not thrown myself away. Have never known myself. Have only put make-

up on in the morning. Eyeshadow like dust and glass. Have not looked at myself. But 

should it glisten around my eye, the dew on the depots.  

 

My Fingers [77-79] 

 As I drank no more of the sticky yellow mother's milk—the nipples were as large 

as my eyes, and shriveled, like sucked in from the inside—, I wanted to learn to walk. I 

wanted to walk on my hands and with my feet I grabbed after a toy.  

 Mother shut me into small, dark, furniture filled spaces. A strip of light quivered 

in the corner. It pressed through the keyhole. From time to time mother looked through 

the keyhole with a cold blue eye to see what I was doing, and covered the thin strip of 

light with her pupil. I saw the cold blue eye and walked further on my hands over edges 

of furniture.  

 Mother walked through a door full of light into the room and carried me between 

her hands out into the yard. She pressed my breath between her breasts. I felt warm rotten 

breath come out of her mouth. Mother set me in the grass. It grew green and pointy here, 

but not wild.  
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 Mother wrapped both my hands in thick cotton cloths. My hands were round and 

helpless like a yarnball. Mother set herself behind the yard and watched all day with her 

wide unruly face through the chainlink. In the chainlink hung her face and fingertip-thin 

wind, which drove her gaze onto me. I stood in the net of her cold blue eyes between the 

cheekbones of her unruly face.  

 After a few days I walked on my legs and carried the steps anxiously in my balled 

up hands out in front of me. I learned to walk on the tips of my toes. But into my soles 

grew pointy grass. I set the soles of my feet in the grass too. And mother's eyes became 

round and soft as my soles sank into the grass.  

 When mother knew for herself that for weeks I'd only walked on my feet she 

unwrapped the endlessly long cotton cloths from my hands and burned them. They were 

dirty and they stunk too. I smelled it first as the fire devoured them.  

 They burned fast and quickly filled the yard with dark green smoke, because the 

grass burned too and a season that was lush and ragged. The smoke stood in green 

billows around the yard. They were a wall. They cooled off in a few nights. And as the 

green embers had faded, the chainlink stood still more fixedly, more peaceful and blacker 

than before. 

 My hands were white and soggy. My thumbs had rotted away and burned in the 

bundle of green smoke. They had cooled off and gone over the house.  

 My pointer finger didn't point. My middle finger wasn't in the middle. My ring 

finger wore no ring. My little finger was not little. My eyeless, my earless, my noseless, 
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my lipless fingers.  

 I gathered my fingers every evening, when the day zipped itself shut and 

destroyed nothing around itself but me. I laid my nails in the small case wherein a chain 

was once enclosed, which I bought, wore home, hung around my neck—thin as it was—

and let suck on my skin. My nails lie round and white like eyes in the case. At night they 

sprouted much green slime, which ran out of the case. 

 And mornings my nails stood out of the flesh of my hands again. 

 The day came up. I know what's happening to me. 

 And my pointer fingers are hitting fingers. And my middle fingers are tearing 

fingers. And my ring fingers are ripping fingers. And my little fingers are pulling fingers. 

 What shall become of my fingers standing out of the flesh of my hands. 

 

So that you're never torn into the heart of the world [80-81] 

 So that you never freeze. Such a cold bed and high was this city when for the first 

time I carried my suitcase into it. I stayed there where I had once gone through smoke 

like over train tracks. Where I've looked alone with myself hang the factories.  

        Ach, what do you know about, how rusty wire can be. How loud the song in the 

dawn fell into thick fog. How deep the paths were, between the machines.  

        When men stood naked at midday in the washroom, their backs were thin and 

bowed like warped buckets. The showers hissed. Over the territory of the factory 

twitched the crane. The cabin was a red cube. A woman sat inside it. When she stood with 
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me in the washroom, she said that she cried loudly above, over the factory.  

        You know, why, when after hours I walked through the streets, the long wall of the 

graveyard down the side street reconciled me. That you never count steps along the wall. 

        My belly was a tote. Full of hot clumps like bursted roses. A child grew in my belly. 

There the scent was already the stink that's supposed to come into you. 

        Then I went to the public pool. A thick woman in a white blouse was the masseuse. 

She shut me into the steambox. As the tile on the walls steamed she dropped salt out of 

her fists into the water. As I climbed into the tub, she held my hand. As my stomach 

crawled into my mouth, there was blood in the water too. 

        So that you never have to go through a park. The trees were already iced over. 

Behind the water-gray roots was the carnival. I talked alone and louder than with another. 

There the woman made of gypsum spun around the ferris wheel over the trees into the 

thin autumn. Like Lady Thatcher with the glacier hair. When this body no longer holds, 

earth falls out of its bosom. She will be so gray, I said, like sheep on the mountain. She 

will devour the pearls at her throat and the gold.  

        Because I heard steps I was still. Because the aspen blew I went quickly. So that the 

aspen never beat after you with their branches. 

        In all the trees of this land grows an old man. When he has leaves, it is summer. The 

autumn comes like the king's naked clothes. The pores are tired. When they hear the 

hymns they bloom so beautifully like it's their last time. When the people wish death to 

the old man, age spots grow. His life stays, because no bullet is to be found, in the trees. 
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None that flies. None that penetrates. None that hits. So that you never hear how wood 

beats on wood in the trees. And whoever finds the bullet loses his life.  

        Evenings it's dark in the city. The drapes aren't illumined. When the boards creak, I 

sense that I almost don't live. Flesh-devouring life that I have before me. And behind me, 

ach, what do you know. So that you're never torn into the heart of the world, I never 

birthed you.  

 

When I move my foot [82-84] 

The strawberries in the garden are fine-haired belly-pained fruit. They beg at my 

ankles for flesh. I stand still. When I move my foot, they fall off and fall into the earth, 

under the house. 

 Why do we go into this house, when it becomes dark outside. It is only of earth 

and is a grave. When we close the door frames and the window shutters, the rooms are 

black, and the air that we breath is loamy. We swallow it, we breath lightly, without 

moving our voice-boxes.  

 The light wants to be day bright, glows in the middle of the room on the table, on 

our hands that we lay around the plates. In the radio sits a man, who speaks, who doesn't 

belong to us, who doesn't see our food on the table and our hands, which we've adjusted 

to press food by the chunk into our mouths. The teeth bite and the gums swallow. 

 The radio speaks, as if the world were made of words, as if it were not lived, but 

spoken, as if behind the day, there was, the man, who speaks, and behind life long 
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sentences, not death. 

 The hands, which we have adjusted, hold needles, thread, yarn, small objects, 

about which nobody speaks, not in the radio and not on the edge where we live. 

 And sometimes we stretch out our arms transfigured, and sometimes we move the 

pale fingers of our hands. And we forget ourselves, because we are forgotten. 

 Sometimes our needle falls into the grass, sometimes our thread tears. Sometimes 

we want to grab over into the world. 

 Father goes Sundays through the sun and wears suspenders beneath his black coat. 

It makes his shoulders wide and his throat hard. It makes his hands thin and his wrists 

lank. And he makes his mouth tepid. 

 His hat is black and greets by itself. Greets silent, velvet. Nicks prudently: Guten 

Tag. 

 Mother sits in the door frame and searches for the needle-eye and fingers with her 

hand until the yarn frays. The needle is a thin, naked spit. 

 The cuckoo is already scrawny and old, stands under the sky on the roof and calls. 

Mother sticks the needle into her dress over her heart and hangs her hands away from 

herself empty, searches out his small gray head with her eyes and asks: Cuckoo, how long 

will I still live. 

 The cuckoo cries a year and another year. And every day shatters in his mouth. 

His beak closes and the year that he called is short and gray like his feathers. The year is 

small. 
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 The darkness drives father into the house. His hat covered the day from him. 

Father sways in wine and shits over the edge where we live.  

 The radio hums. The man, who doesn't belong to us, looks stolidly, how we 

silently grab around the spoon stems, how we noiselessly chew, in the music, 

symphonically foreign, how we shut our eyes and sink our heads. 

 Mother opens the bed in a row. They are so deep, that you must sink, when you 

see the sheets.  

 Father lies with bald head. The wine carries his eyes shut and is like sleep. 

 Mother carries the evenings into bed. They are so invisible and yet fill every year 

that the cuckoo threatens. 

 In father's and in mother's body runs the sand, is fine and warm. The pores chortle 

and the veins silence. 

 You will yet grow, says the moon. Your mother is an old child, it says. And says: 

Your father is so swaying and so heavy.  

 On the pavement the stars go up and my feet stand still and my hands don't talk. 

 I wait on another day, I say to the moon. From tomorrow on I'll ask the cuckoo, 

where I'm not forgotten and where it stays, the world. 

 Mother will say to me one day still and contemplative: Your father was too 

swaying and too heavy. 

 In the last year she'll seek the cuckoo and her fingers will grow through her 

cheeks. And she'll go quicker than my father. Because she is light and won't sense the 
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alarm. 

 In the radio the man, who speaks, won't see, that hands are missing on the table. 

And his sentences will stroke my eyes, and my ear. 

 And his sentences will shut out my sense. Because his long sentences don't reach 

out here, on this edge, where strawberries beg for flesh around my ankles and fall off, 

when I move my foot.  

 

Antlers [85-87] 

Day before yesterday I invited Seidl to have a beer, Ferdinand said. Seidl, I was 

astonished. 

He’s been my boss six weeks now, Ferdinand said. 

Ah, I said. Plays himself up. 

He’s got no time, Ferdinand said. Three times in the week he drives away for 

business, and he doesn’t come around Saturdays. Seidl called the waiter. He snapped with 

his fingers, Ferdinand said. The waiter came immediately and bowed and Seidl showed 

him five fingers and a thumb and a pointer. Seidl has a new car, Ferdinand said. The 

waiter brought Seidl seven beers. Seidl snatched two out of his hands. He set one in front 

of me and chugged down the second, Ferdinand said. The foam stuck around his mouth 

and Seidl didn’t wipe it off from one glass to the next. Seidl told me, he’d run over three 

chickens in the village middle of September. It was around midday. The village was 
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empty, like blown-out, Seidl said. The people were on the field. Only the dogs saw it and 

barked. Seidl drove out of the village and past the fields. He saw the people on the fields, 

but the people didn’t see him. Only a bunch of schoolchildren stood on the edge of the 

field, who waved and laughed. If they had known, they would have pelted him with 

rocks, Seidl said so himself. After the sixth glass Seidl snapped with his fingers again. 

The waiter only brought one beer. Seidl tore the glass out of his hand and screamed, 

what’s that supposed to mean. So I get looked down on by such a, by such a [86] poor 

sucker, by such an empty nothing, Seidl screamed. Now I’m really just starting to drink, 

Seidl said. The waiter brushed off the table cloth with a rag and did it as if he didn’t hear 

anything. But he stole a look at Seidl’s hand from beneath. He brought Seidl three beers. 

Seidl slammed another beer. He spun the eighth beer around in his hand, and instead of 

drinking, he told stories, Ferdinand said. Seidl ran over a sheep on a field end of October. 

Only the corn and our dear lord saw it. Unfortunately the sheep was shorn, but the meat 

tasted good, Seidl said. Seidl swallowed the eighth beer down, and his eyes gleamed 

sadly over the glass. Seidl pushed the ninth beer away from himself and poked the beer-

foam with his pointer-finger, and licked it off. Seidl had scooted real close up to my seat, 

Ferdinand said. Middle November before a bridge ran a tall black shadow in front of my 

car’s lights, Seidl said into my ear. The shadow had white shimmering antlers. 

A buck, I said to Seidl and laughed. 

A buck, I said to Ferdinand. 
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Seidl drove away fast. Only the moon saw it and the heavenly stars, Seidl said. 

Seidl smeared some beer-foam over his mouth with his pointer-finger. He slurped out the 

ninth beer, Ferdinand said. Seidl sat down on the corner of the table. He leered into his 

empty glass and poked his ear with his pointer-finger and smeared the earwax on the 

tablecloth and sighed. 

In the evening I went into the dark room. The window shimmered up from the 

street like water under a bridge. I set a burning candle on the window-sill. My body was a 

tall black shadow on the bridge. I lifted both arms over my head and spread my fingers. I 

moved my arms.  

My hands were white shimmering antlers in the windowpane. 

 

The Cold Jewelry of Life [88-89] 

 Always, when a house for the department is finished, the men dig up earth. The 

earth grows like a black saw over their heads. 

 Always, when I come nearer, I feel my own steps under my chin. I go through my 

mouth hollow. I go into my throat. 

 In the grave is a moist wind wherein the men stand. They stand deep. 

 High above stands a pointer finger. 

 A command in the cool yet, in the morning. 

 A command, because soon the sun scorches. 
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 And evenings through the bed, when the toes freeze, the covers grow into the 

morning. 

 Daily over the men a yellowed shrug. 

 That is more than a calling. 

 Always, when the house for the department is finished, the men build a porter. 

 In the moist wind they build a stool and a uniform. Softly woven strands out of 

earthworms. Hard heels out of roots. Out of groundwater the cold voice through the 

corridor with the question about the reason for the visit. 

 Always, when the house for the department is finished, I evade the saw of moist 

earth. 

 The porter warms the groundwater in his coat. Screaming he notices that my hair's 

part doesn't scare, because my hearing is an ear and not an obeying. 

 The corner of my mouth is heavy. 

 Always, when the house for the department is finished, it is my little and fractured 

right that makes my body visible. Silent it drives me up cold steps. 

 When they hit it, it becomes hard. 

 When they knead it, it becomes heavy. Doesn't bounce like a ball. 

 When they oversee it, it lies upon floorboards like a stone. 

 When I stand at the edge of the carpet, behind the thick door, before the pointer 

finger, the wind chases a tree from outside through the open window. Acacia, lime it 

could be. Or just the noise. 
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 Or just the silence. 

 What is spoken, that is said. And done away. 

 Evenings, when the toes freeze, the covers grow into the morning. Like how 

sweat changes when a bone is too heavy out of sleep and won't sink. When a finger stays 

above and swims. When a vertebrae goes forth out of the neck. Into the throat.  

 It still hangs at my throat, my little right. Hangs out from my throat. Over me the 

moist wind. Like between death and death. 

 Like between death and life. 

 It still glistens in me, the cold jewelry of life.  

 

Devouring Shoe [90] 

 To what end is there, my heart, a chased away terrain. 

  

 The old woman, frail and small. From head to foot in black summer dresses.  

 As if they were measured, his steps, on the same life, the man walks next to her. 

 A step from her, distanced, as if he walked, because of the black brim of his hat, 

into silencing, the path a bit into the wide. 

 Perhaps there's something still there, something lost, between them both. 

 Beginning with her, at her wind-displaced collar, and reaches out over the 

anticipation of his wide-striped shirt. 
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 Should the backs carry like the body's flesh that, what one does not still know. 

 Heels, become wild in the years. When did the small animal squeal in the shoe. 

 Paths crunch into the city. Fully strewn with gray pebbles. Now they are ground.  

 There are cliffs in there.  

 

 Reaching, to what end is there, my heart, far out over a chased away terrain.  

The Pocketwatch [91] 

 

 Around the city a ditch is built, a ditch for residing. There the earth is lifted out 

deep as a man. I looked in.  

 The villages lie deep in the field, and that is earth. From there I come, I come 

from there. 

 Grandfather was grandfarmer. His field was his frame around his image. Great he 

stood there in the middle. Under his nose swung his mustache. On his coat gleamed his 

golden pocketwatch. 

 The hands went around and around, he had so much earth in his coat, in his inner 

pocket. It hung heavy around his heart.  

 The earth, that he could no longer wear, he had in banks in the city. 

 As he saw from his frame, how great he was, he set his slaves around him at the 

table too. They did not speak. They only said Heavenly Father with him and ate rashly.  
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 As he felt himself so secure at his table, as nothing could happen, THEY took, he 

says, all ground and reason from him. 

 Life not. 

 The slaves are already long dead. The graves are so small, I say, are still just 

wheat, still just grass. So is for a slave, he said. He swallows his tongue.  

 Grandfather still stands always in his bald image. His mustache doesn't swing. He 

still buttons up his jacket out of habit.  

 There ticks the pocketwatch.  

 

Potter's Field [92] 

 

 Your tailor is made out of cloth. 

 Your dress hangs in the thicket. Aphid and wind. Your shoe is under mud. The 

water has its bed. Your silk stocking. The stitching ran. 

 Your back is your pillow. The sinew of your shoulder is bony.  

 Lungs Wings Spine Column El Bows Mouth Corner Lips Edge Brow Cavity. 

 The heart chamber. No path. No fence. Do you want to terrify the man who carries 

mortar to the foreigners' house. 

 Breast Basket. 

 The vale under sand. The true ribs and the false ribs. 
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 The big saw muscle. The trapezius muscle. 

 The hard gums and the soft gums. 

 Ear Conch Hair Root Hand Plate Knee Cap. 

 The lacrimal bone. The blind spot. 

 Sun fall in evening. Your tailor is made out of embers. 

 The rat freezes. 

 A freight train rides with yellow eyes through the night. 

  

 Did the wild fear of the world go astray in you.  

 

My Heart flies through my Cheeks [93-94] 

I know that today the shop is empty again. That the earring glistens again when 

the saleswoman sees the edgeless sidewalk through the pane. When she puts on make-up 

she leans on the empty aluminum pan. It stinks of heart and liver. And the blood on its 

handle is dry. I know that the saleswoman chews on her fingernails in a white blouse 

from ten in the morning on. And, that the fellow eaters on her cheeks are black. Round 

like poppy. 

In the pan I don't know myself. My throat is a stocking. My ear, the old brooch 

beneath my hair. My mouth, the moist flesh of a melon.  

An old woman grows inside my belly. And my eyes become thick when she 
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moves. Her hair blows in my lungs. And, when I listen, she walks on thin legs. 

Wide lies the park. And when the wind blows, the trees change. There aren’t 

many. But, because I always look at the trunks, I go in a circle. Then it becomes a forest. 

And empty.  

Around here, Herr Reagan, there are no Companeros. There’s only filth beneath 

our fingernails, and that’s of no use. And there are frescoes, workers made out of little 

stones, near the canal. And from the Donau to the sea no ships, Comrade President. 

And loud silence. 

Maybe a president who’s killed many will come soon to visit this country. 

Beloved Son of the People, then you all will harbor corpses in your brows. You yours and 

he his.  

When it snows slowly in Poland, they begin to pray. 

Snow-white land. And black is the Madonna. But they don’t want to work nothing, the 

Poles. They’re striking, say your people, Comrade President. 

Around here the men must work. Because the machines rust in their necks. The 

women cook. And the children play. The old men lament. The young widows and old 

mothers mourn. Around here nobody has time to strike, Comrade President.  

And when the radio whistles, the men count money. The women iron. The Putsch is far in 

the south. And the kidnapping is in the air in the west. The assassination failed again in 
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the north. Only the chauffeur is dead. And Raisa is the most beautiful woman in the east. 

And I did not register my left heart-chamber. That’s why it stands empty. I know, 

my heart, it is forbidden. My heart flies through my cheeks, Comrade President.  

 

Lizard [95] 

“The back is delivered naked to the wilderness.” - Elias Canetti 

 

 The leaves fanned in mad light, as if behind the backs of the leaves and fine veins 

death wouldn't bite black and silent into the stems.  

 The trees had a sound. 

 But this young woman, who walked over the asphalt under the trees, walked so, as 

if she believed she were walking into silence. 

 From her path you saw contemplation in her walk.  

 If the heels of her shoes hadn't been so hard, behind her heels, she would have 

walked naked with white calves through the light's reflection.  

 If she hadn't looked around herself sudden, unexpected, her hair wouldn't have 

fallen onto her brow. 

 If the man behind her in black coffin-closed pants hadn't seen her ear rising 

behind her hairline, he wouldn't have approached her back. 

 If she hadn't seen into his flesh cramp with her face between the nails of his big 
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hand, her desire wouldn't have crawled mornings still always from yesterday and 

evenings always already from tomorrow, like lizards under a stone, into her belly.  

 Then on a dark-green, narrow day, the coffin, empty and closed, without her, 

would have swam past her behind the backs of the leaves and the fine veins. 

 And wouldn't have touched her back.   

 

 

In Summer grows the wood [96-98] 

 

 This summer will not stop. Where does it go, when at midday it pulls a trail of 

slime like lazy wheels. 

 How long does the dew stand. Iris behind a fence. Doesn't belong to me. 

Disperses the tongues throughout the garden.  

 The old man sits in the leaves. As he believed he saw how a branch pained itself 

through blossoming he had already fallen asleep.  

 What is the walk in the dawn. It is no park. In summer grows the wood.  

 The newspapers are red. Between me and them lie my hands. I almost want to 

grab after myself to understand the sentences.  

 Who should I ask, when my mouth, and what it, spoke. Who knows where I 

disappear day and night. Residence is not a place. 
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 I silence where my hair ends. My fingernails grow, as if I were alive behind their 

edges. 

 It's like scissors when friends look at me and mean well. 

 Yet retained just for me, I have a word. It is not an object and not an utterance. 

And not worth the talk. Not to say with the lips. 

 It was afternoon. I wanted to laugh. Through the open window I wanted to ask the 

pane if my mouth had aged in this moment. In this one.  

 Tired I banished the tugging of my cheeks into my hands. 

 Is a city in the glass of the window grounds to say, I've lived here. A country never 

has enough space to mirror itself in the glass of the window.  

 Provisional, says the grass. It greens at the edges. How long, I ask, is a republic 

still an elbow on the arm of the president.  

 A cloud changes and moves. 

 The walk through the park in the dawn. Is that a worker. Is that a park.  

 And to the side, this woman. She had this child. Years ago he moved out of the 

plants into the city. Now he's already twenty years older. When he writes letters to the 

small peasant girl on the big fields, he intuits how one hacks oneself through life on 

skewed steps.  

 In the letters stands: you shouldn't toil so much. 

 When I buy flowers they lie on the table without roots. I seek out the most 

beautiful for myself, have with the earth that carries it nothing more to do.  
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 Only, when I lower my face, so hesitant like a cloth, to smell, I think on a garden. 

 I would have desired to offer my body a work that begins with the walk through 

the park in the dawn. And my head a calling. 

 Soon I'll hang out of the world. 

 I hear the elevator riding through the clock on the wall. When it claps, it rides 

empty. Sometimes friends come. They're sometimes a wish and sometimes a trouble. 

 The elevator doesn't stop. 

 What does time want. I sense it and know, that it won't become future for any of 

my friends. 

 Be silent, I say, when all are silent. 

 Look away, it isn't there, death. It is the fever behind my temples. 

 Let be, I say, when it strews years into me. Let be, when my tongue hacks. 

 Look away, I say. And dying is the last that we do.  

 Like this State dupes the hands. Do you see the traces between us. That is not we.  

 Be silent, I say. 

 I hear the elevator through the walls ride into the sky.  

 

Cold Irons [99] 

 A small gray man walks on the edge of the park. Above in the trees. 

 The small gray man has on two hard shoes like two cold irons. 
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 The small gray man takes a lazy coat, an empty dog and two bottles of milk for a 

walk. 

 The small gray man stops between the high trees. He listens. 

 The wind opens his cranium. 

 The wind closes his cranium. 

 The wind opens and closes his cranium. 

 

In a deep Summer [100] 

 

 At the edge of the wood walks a green man into the field. He has a shaven neck.  

 The green man has a green backpack. Out of the backpack stares a rabbit's head. 

The blood sticks black dried on both ears.  

 The green man wears a green hat. Over the brim is a silk band with an edelweiss 

and a feather in it.  

 The feather is from a wild hen.  

 It stands so still, as if the wild hen, in the underbrush or in the flat field, in a deep 

summer, no longer had the time to scream.  
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Everywhere, where one has seen death: A Summer Journey in the Maramureş [101-

121] 

 The wind drives a whole region over this little train station. It is a smooth cube 

made of concrete and white like chalk. "Iza" it's called, like the river valley, the wide, 

long, green entwined undergrowth. Four train tracks lie between stones. Behind the train 

station a mountain runs diagonal over their route, lures them like snakes into its wet, dark 

mouth. Like through a grave the train drives through this tunnel every day. The snakes 

crawl and the train's wheel shrieks pained, going into its knee, squealing shrill, like how 

iron cries in rust and darkness. The decay swallows the travelers. It tears through the open 

window, like a bat, at the curtain. They don't think about death. Their faces are mere 

engravings. They hold their eyes open senseless. Their tongues talk as if chafed. All the 

windows are waiting darkly, as if each compartment were, between the lights behind and 

before them, a moving reminiscence driven out from memory. 

 In front of the train station stands a mountain. Its slope is yellow clay and full of 

holes, as if one were looking into the center of a mountain breaking open and letting the 

earth trickle out. Green brambles with dark red berries grow around its rim and hold the 

clay together. Swallows twitter in a large flock as if bound fast to each other in the air. A 

gray dress, printed with black swallow-pattern. Their tones are too high, breaking up on 

themselves and the strong wind. The swallows flutter out of the dress. They let its empty 

cloth drag along the clay and into the red berries. The berries shake. None fall off. But the 
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swallows dip their white bellies into the slope, into the muddy, fist-deep nests. I don't see 

them any longer. Their beaks are too tired and their heads too small. 

 Behind the white cube the roofs crawl down to the street and are a village. Only 

the undergrowth belongs to the train station, and the convulsion the wind grabs into the 

trees with. And a few drunken men in white peasant's shirts, who, with schnapps, 

stumble. 

 From the village a path leads up to the train station. It's so narrow that you must 

plant one foot quickly after the other and always walk. Because, when you've stepped 

onto it, the grass covers your knees with brown panicles, the wild margarethas show their 

white teeth, the step is so steep that the fine meadow grass touches your brow.  

 The village only has one paved street and one can overlook it from the first to the 

last house like a picture postcard. And because it's Sunday on the picture postcard people 

are walking up and down the street. White ruffles flatter around the necks and arms of the 

girls. And around their hips green pleated skirts of cashmere with fire-red flowers. The 

ruffles are pressed onto their skins like foam. Foam, that crackles, but doesn't disappear. 

The men walk slowly swinging, not distorted by the wind. Like the wind, the schnapps 

holds, between both eyes, the burning, evenly strong whirl. The men wear fur vests 

folded lengthwise across their shoulders and across the right half of their backs. And 

across the left half of their breasts, on a white peasant's shirt, is the summer. And on the 

right half hangs the sheep's  pelt with wool already yellowed, a lost winter day with old 
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snow. 

 Like driven from out of the white ruffle-foam of the women and out of the left, 

summery half of the men's breasts comes a short, scrawny woman in black clothes up the 

path towards the white cube. Her steps are quicker than her breath. She beats her arms 

through the air and cries out. Behind her a fat man walks silent with a black hat. He walks 

slowly. He has no more air for walking behind her cry. And behind him walk silently 

three, same-aged women shrouded in the same black cloth. 

 The crying woman stands before the train tracks. Her face is wrinkled, her eyes 

wet and small. She cries death’s lament. The fat man approaches her, grabs cautiously 

with both hands into her terror. Her body holds still, only her tongue, her lips find no halt. 

The three black clothed, same-aged women whine in measure and silently, staring at the 

sobbing one, the oldest, as if they had been left back seven or fourteen years behind her 

seasons, behind the summers and the winters of the partitioned backs. As if in this 

difference in age were the reason to lament and the reason to silence. As if the fat man 

were an a commandment for their tears.  

 The lamenting woman doesn't come too close to the white train station cube. She 

positions herself on the last strip of grass, next to the rose hip bush, avoids the waiting 

people yet torments them with her cry. Through this distance she wants to damn with a 

cold breath the train tracks, the trains, the travelers, until the tunnel swallows them all.  

 Behind the train window her hand is so small, as if in the last moment, beneath 
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the first hunks of earth, she had escaped from the undertakers and the coffin. It's already 

becoming dark in the compartment, already the wheel screams. Already I talk with 

myself to be there in the darkness. My eyes stay open, becoming rigid and cold. I sense 

the bat.  

 The wind rips light hay from the wooden racks upon the meadows.  

 Lightning bolts throw their scythes into the grasses. The thunder rolls over the 

train. The trees don't drip healthy and green. Drowned in their mirrors, drowned in the 

rain are their leaves.  

 On the path's edge sit two chickens. They shiver. Their legs are full of mud and 

the skin of their toes is washed pale by water. The claws are pointed and dark like thorns. 

I think of the flesh-red sandals that I saw in the little display window of a shoe store in 

the city. The toe-caps were slanted down steep by the high heels. Before them lay a card 

that read "Turkey leather sandals." I heard the hammers pounding in the gray room of the 

cobbler's. Nails on wood. In a bag I saw shining fasteners, and wooden lasts like feet 

were set next to one another on the table. The cobbler bites his lip and sweats, and 

breathes. Now I see the half-wild turkey in the burdock. Its head is dark and doesn't know 

what's happening to it. His feathers are dark. Only the blade of the knife in the moment of 

slaughter can be flesh red. 

 And the rock from the mineral exhibition in old-town can also be flesh red. In 

glass cases reddish lungs and hearts, ossified, coiled intestines. Gray petrified brain and 
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pink the amnesia therein, with glimmer. Cold glisten the black needles, grown together 

into clumps. They permit no other colors. Devour themselves. And next to the wall the 

white lagoon out of rigid drops. It tears at my eyes and covers me. Out of cryolite, a bed 

for a child, for a dead face that resembles nobody. No one may lie in there, and no one die 

in there.  

 And under the sky, enclosed in high, walled fences, I see the Jewish cemetery. 

Gray stones in meadow grass on the side of the street. Two men mow the reddish brown 

panicles like hair. Humans like grass. Wild margarethas with white teeth, blue bells and 

leaves like arrows. How is this cycle of small, dark red cherries here in the cemetery 

trees. Large crows sit on the branches and spit out bloody kernels. How do the cherries 

taste, how does this hay taste. From where are the black bilberries that I buy from a 

farmer woman with dark blue hands. I eat. My teeth are black and my mouth bitter. There 

stands the big black stone, the monument for 38,000 Jews from the Muramaresch, who 

were deported to Auschwitz in May 1944 and gassed. There I stand before the white, 

tentacled candleholder that can't flicker. My fingers are black from the bilberries. And, if 

I had to die now, my hair would be no brush, my bones no flour. My death would be 

German like the death of my father. He was in the SS, returned to the village after the 

war, got married and begat me. Then he carried the candlelight up the Christmas tree 

twenty more times. Twenty times he lived into the new year. Ten years before his death 

the poet Paul Celan leapt into the water with the Jewish pain of Bukovina. The death of 

my father was the death of a sickness. 
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 No tour-guide refers to this monument. I am humiliated by my German father and 

once more defamed and betrayed by the silence of Romanian history.  

 A man with two water jugs walks over the railway bridge in Oberwischau. His 

shirt is damp. His face is small and older than he is. He speaks German, Zipser German. 

His father was, like everyone here, in the SS. Which of the streets of this city was once 

the Jewish quarter. And later the Jewish ghetto. Three blond girls sit on benches. They're 

wearing old-fashioned dresses too heavy for the season and thin necklaces with crosses. 

They speak German. Even when they laugh, even they're silent. The trees of this small, 

bleak park sense the late summer. Yellow leaves fall onto the benches, into the paths. Two 

blond girls walk by wearing white bobby socks for the stroll into the town evening. The 

Zipser girls remained German: they walk arm-in-arm, they whisper and giggle. They look 

with always blue eyes at the soldiers. 

 >>See, die Deitsche waren gute Leute, bevor der Hitler ist gekommen. (...) Als der 

Hitler gekommen, all became different: sudden then a big hate's there.<< (Pain unto 

death. A life-report of Baila Rosenberg-Friedmann from Oberwischau - in >>Neue 

Literatur<< Nr. 7, 1984, P. 45.) The Jewish cemetery is far above on the hill. Four Jewish 

families still live strewn in Oberwischau. In 1942 5,000 Jews lived here, 1946 32 

survivors returned from the deportation. The delirium, printed in numbers, on white 

paper. 

 At the top of the entryway into the village Moisei stand twelve high, white stone 

pillars in a circle. The monument is called "The Martyrs of Moisei" for the 29 victims 
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who escaped the work camp at Oberwischau and were shot on October 14, 1944 by the 

Horthy's adherents. Twelve cryolite beds, coffins and humans the same. Geometric, 

distorted are their eyes, and cheeks, and mouths in scream,  incised into the stone. In the 

air over the Tannenallee death is allowed to hush itself. Below, the stones are given over 

to the tourists. Women's and men's names, hearts and arrows are smeared on the stones. 

And the urgent wish of a chance visitor: "I wanna fuck you." 

 Maybe the grass breaks in the sun. The water of the Wischau always sounds the 

same tone. Women sit at the river and wash their laundry. It foams white like the ruffles 

of the blouses around their hands. The hanging bridge swings mellow. I am weighted. I 

hold myself fast onto the thin landing. I see the red berries on the shore and sense myself 

not. Through the white blooming potato field walks a child with a cassette recorder. 

Romanian folk music laments over the poison green leaves. The child looks over to me, 

doesn't stop, walks in the rhythm of the song. The potato plants conceal the cassette 

recorder. I see the walking child with closed mouth and hear from out of the plants the 

song of lament, as if the child's steps were singing. The child walk deep into the meadow. 

The song hangs in the grass. The hill swallowed the child.  

 A lizard sits in the middle of the path. It hears me and slithers so quickly as if it 

would leave its skin in front of me. It crawls into the crevasse, into the earth. Chunks of 

earth slide out behind it. What am I seeking here, my foot is heavy. I am death for the 

lizard. The sun burns, I am no blade of grass, am no bush. I am a stone, walking stone. 

An accident in the grasses. I am burdened to the point of being smothered. The wild 
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margarethas bloom, and I am my own weariness. What am I seeking in the meadow. 

 What am I seeking in the meadow made of wood in Săpînţa, which is called “The 

Cheerful Cemetery.” The graves go by, I stand still. The grave mounds are flat. Grown 

over with flowers and small, as if the dead had shrunken, pressed back once more by the 

rigidity of the coffin into the water of memory, into the time when one learns to walk and 

speak. Into the cryolite bed made for a child. 

 The wooden crosses are a penetrating blue, the incised adornments painted garish 

bright with wooden flowers and deep outlined, poison-green leaves. The similarity of 

these crosses, of their size, of their color, of their form is unusual for those dying in bed, 

for singular, broken-off years of life. So are soldiers’ cemeteries with their collective 

death, far from home, in many identical uniforms. “The Cheerful Graveyard” is sold to 

the visitors with an admission fee as an artwork by Ion Stan Patraş from Săpînţa. It was 

“founded” by him in 1935, it says on the entry gate and on the postcards, on which one 

can't see the church. “Founded,” as if nobody had died in the years before then, as if in 

this village death were the decision of a mad-humored artist, who brought himself into 

his own artwork in 1980. Because Ion Stan Patraş died in 1980. He was buried before the 

church entrance, in the cemetery’s center beneath the largest, self-carved cross. He 

sculpted his self-portrait into the cross. His eyebrows are too thick and black, too thick is 

his throat in this image. Did his hands shake as he was painting the flat wooden cheeks 

with the color of pale skin. Like all the crosses stands on his the folk saying about the 

transformation of the dead: Many “State Leaders” of many countries have visited him and 
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all were welcomed.  

 The church is closed off, God is shut in. Over the graves fans the wind. Death 

holds its place in this cemetery with the rhyme: “I’m stronger than you/ Just look at me 

Christ./ For I am ugly death/ I carry all off into the ea’th,” standing on the big wooden 

cross before the cemetery fence. Above it is painted the laughing, pitch black man, death 

and devil. He has two silver horns, silver ribs and a silver scythe.  

 Scythes slash through the grass. The wild margarethas fall over, the brown 

panicles lay over one another. It smells of hay. Women and men stand barefoot in black 

rubber boots behind the scythes. Foresters walk with ax in hand, alone, diagonally into 

the hills, into the wood of the forests. Tractors throw dust over rutted paths. In the 

courtyards hang violet, green, red strands of wool like wigs to dry in the sun. The women 

dye the sheep’s wool with herbs, with flowers and leaves. Their hands have the color of 

the plants, weaving and withering like the hills overgrown with color. The looms are 

made of wood. They stand in the rear courtyards. The white, long-haired wool blankets 

are snow upon the fences, are heavy and silent, like the loneliness of the hands, of the 

wool, of the wood.  I could buy it, this loneliness. I could lay a white blanket in my room, 

walk barefoot through the wool. I could cover myself and close my eyes like sleep. I 

could lie endlessly in the cryolite bed, so long that I know nothing more of myself. 

 How often are the men upon the meadow and in the forest, the women in the 

potato haulms and at the looms, the children alone beneath the fruit trees and on the 
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hanging bridge. Singular and precise they practice every moment that their bodies can 

bear. And when their blood suddenly stops, death reaches them unsuspecting in one of 

these grips, steps, looks, that one calls labor. How often do they rehearse death, until it 

enters, until it’s called accident. 

 The short lifetime of the dead is illuminated in the sayings and on the portraits of 

the crosses. Most of those lying in the “Cheerful Cemetery” died from ages 20 to 50 in 

labor accidents in the forest or on the tractor, in traffic accidents with train or automobile, 

from alcoholism. Added to that are the illnesses of the young women and infant mortality. 

On the roofs stand the small, wooden crosses, before the houses stand the large, blue 

crosses. Jesus has the angular, sad face of the icons, is powerless and despite its 

religiosity allows everything to happen with the life in this region.  

 The village between two towns is called Totendorf. Clay huts without fences, so 

that the doorways are already streets. Gypsy women in long flower skirts sit in the grass. 

Here all cooking and eating, all smoking, crying and laughing goes on in the open. 

Horses graze and naked children run around the house. Here is the ghetto of the gypsies. 

Totendorf is, like all villages here, a street side made of wooden houses. 

 I see the drunken man lying between the river and the tracks. He rolls around in 

the grass and will stay overnight here. It’s evening, the clouds are red. Dragonflies fly 

downstream. They’re black, bringing darkness. Maybe they all spend the night in the 

same tree. The red clouds disperse in the water. The hanging bridge creaks, because 
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nobody walks upon it. I hear the whistling. I hear the wheels cry. An evening train comes. 

One car, two, and a third rustles in the willow tree. The train is short. If the drunkard now 

lay sleeping upon the tracks, each wheel would suffice for his death. 

 The air is thick and warm, the room’s window is open. In the yard of the shelters, 

leaning on the wooden wall of the pig-pen, the last drunkards sing “Black Chamois.” The 

pigs dig up the earth. I hear them biting and struggling with the stones. In the middle of 

the yard on the bare concrete sits a man on a chair. He holds a girl with a white foaming 

blouse on his thighs. He grabs her beneath the skirt. She giggles. Now she sits on the 

stool silent. He moans like while mowing, when the hill is steep and the grass too high. 

The moon turns. A black dragonfly sits in the moon, gazes with a lifeless look, laces up 

its glassy wings. Holds itself onto life. Devours stars and leaves. This man and this 

woman have, when it becomes day and they feel nothing more of each other, conceived a 

child in drunkenness, who, always, when it wants to sleep, senses the black, stony 

dragonfly in the moon. 

 It’s a holiday: holy Elijah. People swing on the hanging bridge, walk over the 

path. Small and under-age they carry honey, and flour, and bread through the meadows 

into the cloister. The monks sing the icons to sleep and bless the honey, the flour, the 

bread, and the hair of the kneeling women with gray smoke. 

 I see minced dill stuck to the cheese. The dough is baked in oil. The oil sticks, the 

cake is cold. I bite. I swallow and know, that behind the wall of pastries flaps a black flag 
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on a house, and behind the fence in the yard flaps the white coffin cloth. Behind the desk 

stands an old man. I pressed money into his hand. He watches how I eat. His gaze presses 

on my larynx. A lizard is going to come, I taste it in the dough. It’ll set itself on his 

cheeks, on his decomposing face like sick skin. On the wall hangs a sign: “We serve not 

without money/ Not the noblest man in the world/ If one gives then he rejoices/ Ask him 

about it and he’s plain dumb.” 

 This woman aged fifty years, lying now behind the wall, in the yard beneath the 

coffin cloth. Her hands are folded. Soon she’ll be carried to the lizards underneath the 

hill. The grass will devour, the white margarethas will be turning rich and white. Before 

the coffin stand three daughters. They wail laments of death in rhymes: “Mother mine, 

please don’t go/ Then does it pain my heart so.” They cry as often and as loud as the 

ceremony demands, letting the head-shakes and hear-tearings and hand-wringings writhe 

through their bodies until the moment when the ceremony demands silence. Suddenly 

they stop lamenting, break off the pain, as if the dark water were receding in their eyes. 

Women and men sit in a square on long benches around the coffin. Like at the folk 

festivals. Choreography of spectators. They tell stories of mowing in grass, of felling in 

forests. Between the benches buckets of water are being pulled along past the covered 

knees. The white pot is passed from hand to hand. With moist eyes and puckered mouth 

each drinks as much as the other from the same vessel. Six buckets of water, eight 

buckets, ten. I count and miscount, lose the number on my tongue. I know they’ll drink 

all the buckets empty. They’ll drink a well of water. They’ll carry a well of water through 
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the streets, so that walking is heavy and sad, in cortegé behind the dead. 

 The coffin bearers have white handkerchiefs hanging on their coats. A child walks 

in front of the coffin. It carries a wooden cross. Before its face hangs a ring-cake. Woven, 

like a wreath made of dough, it hangs on the cross, before the eyes of the child, on a 

black band.  

 Eating and drinking. And death. On the trees flutter leaves. Through the edge of 

my teeth I sense the opaque magnet of death standing in my breath and everywhere, in 

every body. The coffin is open. The ridge of the nose higher than the hands beneath the 

veil. The cryolite bed sways there on the shoulders. The body lies flat. Only the tips of 

the dead's shoes are upright. In the yard, where the grass is smothered from the coffin, the 

tables are being set. White bed-sheets are tablecloths on the long, raw wood. Large bowls 

with bread and meat, bottles with schnaps and beer wait for the funeral meal after the 

burial. 

 How will they fill their bellies once again. When the dragonfly flies into the 

moon, their eyes will glisten from drunkenness, as if it were ground water, the dark water 

from out of the graves. While they snatch up food and drink, the groundlessness, the 

dregs of their life collapses. The moon is glaring, the grass is black. A few nights will 

pass. The moon will grow. Or it will fall. Soon the magnet of death will again take for 

itself one of the many sitting here. I see the white bedsheets move from one house into 

the other. 
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 I see the white bed-sheets move into the dresses of the brides. Snow-land is 

around their legs; water-foam, driven away by the end of the coffin cloth, is the veil over 

their hair. How many photo shops are in the cities. Unknown wedding couples in pre-War 

display windows, set in finger-wide gaps behind the glass. Bride’s shoes in the grass, a 

tree hangs its deepest branch into the picture. So the white is already captured from above 

and below. The black suit of every groom covers, in shadowy embrace, the bridal white 

that belongs to him. The white cryolite bed with its black pillow stands in the grass. And 

onto the back falls the sky. How old is this marriage beneath the fir tree. How often has 

this young man gone down into the mines since then, into the pit outside the city. And 

how much stone have his lungs already inhaled. And this woman, how has she rubbed off 

her hands with pumice stone every night because the machine oil eats into her pores. And 

there she goes on payday with her salary envelope, passing by the display window of the 

shoe store. The flesh red turkey sandals went through her head, the narrow shoe tips 

pressed on her for one step like a wish. But at the next step she already knew that fall is 

coming, that her husband needs new underwear, that her child needs a winter-coat. 

 For the fortieth time I see the pink summer blouses in the graduation photo 

displayed in the pharmacy window. Forty nurses nod their curly-haired heads. They smile 

into the city. One doesn’t see their hands. The long vaccination needle stands upright on 

the photo. Dark blue, painted in oil, it is a splinter from the wooden meadow of the 

“Cheerful Cemetery.” Under the needle stands: “Auf Wiedersehen 1995.” Ten-year 

reunion in the sign of a vaccination needle, at the long table of the faded nurses. Their 
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hair will be thin, their fingers swollen. When they laugh, the first wrinkles will appear at 

the corners of their eyes, covered in pink make-up, the tips reaching around to their 

temples like a needle. Ten years, from out of the white bed-sheets. And one will see, 

when they dance the tango, how a white trail rolls itself out behind their high-heeled 

shoes. And how the white is besmirched thick with blood. Like sick men, sick women 

with a fear of death in their gazes hold out bribe money to not to die so early.  

 The sun is too red and the asphalt malleable. Block housing without shadows. 

Women walking. Behind them the stigmata of high-heeled shoes remain in the asphalt. 

Brown legs. And their calves burn. Where should I look when the turkey with the lifeless 

feathers has no place in heaven. 

 A man with naked torso climbs out of the lorry, a chauffeur. He goes a bit by foot. 

A dark blue dagger is tattooed on his breast. Beneath the dagger’s tip two drops of blood. 

With suicide on his skin he walks beneath the trees. I see him drive over the hairpin 

bends, alone, from kilometer stone to kilometer stone with a dagger. Will he rehearse an 

accident on the long way. The dagger is moist. It sweats. He sweats. It breathes. He 

breathes. Black fuzzy hair grows around its grip. The dagger is so blue like the vaccine 

needle, just like the bilberries that don’t know where their bitter taste grew. The dagger is 

like the “Cheerful Cemetery.” 

 Hydrangea bloom gray in the street dust. No scent, and pale violet, and already 

suffocated. Shadow addicted. Only rustling. Summer-short, now soon at the end. Over the 
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edge of the city, over the tips of the hills, drive black trucks. Black strollers, crammed one 

behind the other. Filled with black pillows. The tip of the hill is a blade through the sky. 

The trucks take my eyes along. Beneath the hill is a path of coal and a path of salt. A 

hollowed out stone is under the hill. A cryolite bed. 

 Black like the trucks, pressed close one behind the other, hang the carpets on the 

walls of the churches. The gifts of the dead. They’re brought to the church in coffins. 

Clouds of consecration smoke, sad icons, make prayer into suffering. The black carpet 

with cyclamen-red roses and green leaves is ten meters long, hanging along the landing 

of the gallery. Ten meters of sadness, weaved by hand, by an old woman. I see the hill 

from the inside, the path of the lizards, the road of the trucks on the carpet. The flowers 

are too large, as if swollen. The leaves are too round, as if inflated. The flowers and  

leaves are hasty. Snow-laden winter, maddening hot summer, they shoot forth. The old 

woman breathed quickly. She sensed that death was coming beneath the edges of her 

fingernails. Eats away at the fingers.  

 Monuments, cemeteries, churches. Himmler was in Oberwischau twice, visited 

the Jewish ghetto personally and proofed the list of dead. Accidents, sicknesses. The 

meadows sway. “The Cheerful Cemetery” in Săpînţa is a cynical cemetery. I sense the 

time. It is no year. Is wood, and meadow, and mine shaft. What does the dragonfly seek in 

the moon, the lizard in the cheek, the turkey in the rain.  

 Does the word “Peace” that’s engraved onto the beam over the gate of the party-
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committee of Moisei mean the “Peace” of the church: “The Peace be with you.” Or does 

it mean the Peace through hammer and sickle. Slogans in the yard and on the walls, little 

belfries on the roof. The clock on the tip of the tower illumines the metal. The stairs are 

white, the doors closed. The windows are bright and empty. The sleep of the stones is 

magnificent. The river silences, suffers its stream of oily water trickling over the reddish 

rock. Has no look, no mirror image for the palace of the functionaries.  

 The fields ride with the train. Corn flaps with its narrow, kinked leaves. Tobacco 

fields, velvety green with pink funneling buds. Hemp that falls heavily with its own 

weight into blackness. Sunflower fields. Where do they look to at this stage, shortly after 

departure. All the buds turn their heads in the same direction, towards the sun. As if there 

were, beneath the earth, the field wide, a magnet. Or above in the sky, large like a 

landscape, a dictator.  

 In my compartment sits a summery functionary in a light colored suit. Next to him 

sits his fat, moody wife and his twenty-year old daughter, over wound from years long 

flirting without result. With tired, pouty face she looks out onto the corridor and sucks, 

between bent fingers artfully drawn away from her lips, on a long, foreign cigarette. The 

functionary wife drinks water from a bottle with puckered mouth. She swallows 

inconspicuously, catches a drop with her fingernails. Now her stomach growls.  

 Behind the sunflowers, between the earthy magnet and the sunflower-people 

dictator, lies a spa. The summery functionary disembarked, tripped on the gravel path in 
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his bright pants with both high-heeled women. He looked after the train a long time, as if 

he knew how meaningless his position was, how powerful the magnet of death in the 

earth, how near the pointer finger of the dictator over his head. His wife calls, shows him 

the biggest suitcase. In the compartment, shortly before disembarking, his face 

unconsciously mimicked the rigid shadow, the long, steep path ascending in the 

hierarchy. He hasn’t taken over a high position from his superiors, only the grinding of 

molars between short sentences. In the town's park, where the benches are crammed up 

next to one another, he’ll hear the public opinion, remind himself about the night class 

lecture where he learned that the consciousness of social development is lagging. He’ll 

read the newspaper daily, so that he doesn’t lose the red thread of his office. He’ll forbid 

his daughter, between the lines, to go into the forest. Evenings his wife will say to him 

that the sunflower fields are reeking up into the room. He’ll silence himself. Behind the 

curtain he’ll see a small cloud and the nearby pointer-finger of the dictator.  

 The teacher woman bought a foreign ballpoint pen from a gypsy who walks from 

one compartment to another, who holds electronic wristwatches, Yugoslavian chewing-

gum and peppermint bonbons. She holds up the pen and shows the schoolchildren the 

woman wearing black clothes who stands inside of it. She turns it upside down. The dress 

runs down, the woman gets naked. The teacher laughs, turns the pen. “Comrade,” asks a 

schoolchild, “where does the black dress disappear to.” 

 Girls and boys walk in groups through the city. The belfry clock of the party 
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committee marks midday. It doesn’t ring. The girls and boys wear western clothes: Jeans 

with rivets, zippers, buttons and T-shirts printed with “Coca-cola,” “Elvis,” “Manhattan,” 

“Kiss me.” In this sand gray city between display windows that show year-old fish 

conserves, gray noodle packages and dusty marmelade glasses. Passports are rare. The 

border is a strip of barbwire watched over by soldiers and dogs. Everyone who goes 

through this midday has heard about escape attempts, about those of the same age, who 

were shot, shredded by dogs, beaten to death. There are no cemeteries, no monuments for 

them. Then I must wonder, like the child in the compartment asking about the black 

dress: where do the bodies that try to escape disappear to. 

 There swims the dead turkey in the summer clothes. The black breath of bilberries 

lies upon its skin. Behind the faces grows the slow metamorphosis: the aging between 

office and free-time, imprisoned in this land. Here Manhattan, like the dagger tattoo, is an 

escape attempt, a measure of death on the skin. Here the white “Kiss me” printed t-shirt is 

a cryolite bed. 

 Antennae forests on the block housing units. They finger. The evening twilights. 

The light turns gray. The sun has a spot of blood. The roofs of the new housing 

development melt together into a dead, borderless place. The place is set full with black 

music stands. The walls of the block housing units are like the night. The windows hang 

in blue television light. Around 22 o’clock the fatherland goes to sleep: the taverns have 

closing hours. The Romanian television station has cut-off hours. The windows shimmer 
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until midnight. With these antennae in this area you get Hungarian and Soviet television 

programs.  

 The train station is a terminal station. The tracks stop before the Soviet border. A 

man lies on the lawn near the rose shrubs. His hat is pressed under the grass by the back 

of his head. A cassette player lies upon his belly and plays a song of lament. In the park 

sits an old man. He has a liquor bottle in his hand, drinks and stares at his shoes. Next to 

him on the bench stands a cassette player. He sings about how man drinks away his last 

money out of sorrow. In the train compartment sit two boys. Eating green apples and 

looking out the window. The hills fly. Big yellow flowers run out from the speed. Next to 

the boys the cassette recorder sings the lament of the poor man not allowed to love the 

rich girl. On the sidewalks of the cities swims music. Cassette players are a type of purse 

for the men in this area. Between the cities, along the forest’s edge two men in shorts 

walk. Their backpacks are higher than their heads. Their steps are even. They go on past 

the tin signs: “Whoever has forest in the future, will have gold,” says one. And the other, 

behind the bend: “Fell no tree before you haven’t planted seven more.” Between both 

men, on the hands turned towards one another, hangs a tape apparatus.  

 Two guitarist’s with artist’s beards stand on the restaurant’s stage. The drummer 

sweats. Both female voices sing in English. In their pinafore dresses and white high-

heeled sandals they prance in measure. The older woman is in late pregnancy, sways her 

belly self-consciously to the song. Another child grows singing without premonition, on 
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the law that dictates re-population on a plan. Each woman four births. 

 The midday turns over in the clouds. Behind the new boulevard lies the 

construction rubble of the suburbs. Walls of houses, big snapped nut trees in dust. A herd 

of half-naked children runs barefoot over the hunks of stone. The children play war. Cry 

like distraught poultry that’s run too far away from home. Run diagonal over the street to 

the truck-stop. 

 Over all farmers, men in vests, women with cashmere skirts over seeded with 

flowers. Their striped, handwoven shoulderbags sit on the floor in the summer gardens of 

the restaurants. Are stuffed full with bread. The women blow beer foam from the glasses. 

It flies like the pointed ruffles of the white blouses. They drink the glasses empty in a 

single draught. 

 In the cars peasant women sit at the steering-wheel. Five or seven faces, men and 

children, sit pressed together in the car. In the truck-stops stand the waiting ones. 

Mountains of striped shoulderbags full with bread. Children stand, and sit, and lie 

between the packs. Crying, sleeping, eating yellow, dripping pears drawing buzzing flies.  

 At the train station of Unterwischau is announced over the loud-speaker that bread 

has arrived. In the grocery store behind the train station the farmers help unload. The 

loaves are passed like bricks at a construction site from hand to hand into the store. The 

train station employees run around the bread. The railway workers ride their bicycles 

from distant depots to the store.  
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 The meat shops are empty. Onions and shrivelled squash reek in the vegetable 

markets. Many children have never seen chocolate. I see the large hasty steps of the bread 

merchants. The loaves are flat and cracked like their faces. I hear the steps and hear the 

great silence of the nation in those loaves.  

 Men, and women, and children sit around the table. They eat bread, and bread, 

and bread. To be able to work in the forest and in the mine, the men eat bread. To be able 

to rinse clothes in the river or to stand at the assembly line, the women eat bread. To be 

able to swing on the hanging bridge or run over the rubble, the children eat bread. To 

grow, to become large and to work. And to be able to eat bread later, the children eat 

bread. 

 And when they’ve eaten bread three times, a day has passed. It will be winter. The 

firewood chips wait in bundles in the housing project districts, on the balconies. On the 

ground floor are empty rooms. It’s evening. There above the back steps walk chickens 

and sheep go to sleep in the housing blocks. I see the turkey's dark feathers in the 

undergrowth. When their flesh has grown beneath the feathers, beneath the wool, the 

hunger is a knife with flesh red blade. 

Only the drunken woman doesn't buy bread. She dances with the bottle between 

the tracks. The bottle turns with her. The liquor is clear and has a burning point. The sun 

hangs angled on the hill. The old woman dances her intoxication away. Her legs are thin, 

her shoes torn up. Now her hair flies. Soon her throat flies away from her. Soon her 
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temples will fall onto her heart. Soon her skin will flow underneath the grass, into the 

hill. 

 I tear myself away from this place. I become senseless. I ride “home.” Like the 

shimmer of a surface is that word. Is nothing but another common sense. My own, that so 

often breaks me.  

 This place didn’t sense me. It hurt me. But everywhere, where one has seen death, 

one is a little at home.  

 

Staying to Go [122]    für Richard 

Where is this place. Furthermore over the morning the day to me is so few like 

never. 

 Where do I talk, with whom, except with my, with your, humility-black mouth. 

 I wear this year yet to its end, the branch and the leaf. And I ask: how old is this 

tree, this autumn half in life. 

 I still wear the water in my gaze, still the staying to go. 

 Here we stand, beloved, at the next, at the farthest tree and in autumn. And we 

know: I have a word still, still a small, a tearing saw in myself. I have still to talk for the 

water in my gaze. 

 So that I can still lift my gaze, I have to say, who makes our lips so heavy, who 

makes our word so small and so few like never. 
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 So that I can still wear my lips, I have to show my, your, humility-black mouth. 

The mole with pale claws.  

  

My Minor German, My Fight [123-124] 

Flying birches through the train. How much will the white stems attribute to me. 

What will they trust me to do. How much. Does the shimmer remain preserved. 

 How long yet, the illusion. 

 How long yet, the license.  

 Cafeteria and asphalt. And hair salons and shimmer naked trees. Who cuts. The 

fingernails fall out of the scissors into the cookies. The eyelash is one from us both. 

Recognize it on his eye I can not. It lies in the wash basin. Shocks in the water. 

 Evening wind in the morning in the stairways. Abandoned paper and raw. The 

knots already rustle in my throat. Should the day trust itself in the wheels, so naked step 

into the city. With the birches in its neck over the S-Bahn station its ribs are doubled.  

 Arrived like not there. On the sand like on the shore. And slower than anywhere 

the insight falters for me. My language train and my minor German. The clouds wear the 

gray mantel. How thin the platform's edge is, the rail from one temple to the other. How 

hollow cheeked you beat in me. And when I want to silence, then you act so, as if the 

asphalt would give itself for forest green shoots of corn fields in my head.   

 My minor German, now you're being contacted. Now the threads become string 
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for you. I become rid of you, now you remain preserved for me. 

 My fight. My Ausländer consciousness.  

 Yorkstraße and lying over the yards, where the silent plants pair up for mourning. 

And Priesterweg, where the wake thins. Marie as old woman's voice in the towns. 

 Have the shadows of never grown leaves stolen into me. Behind the leaves the sun 

has to be standing.  

 How the birches split up, when the rail flies. How much will they attribute to me, 

the white stems. How much. How little.    
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Appendix 1: Examples from Translator's Introduction 

In order to demonstrate the two styles of translation outlined in the first part of this 

chapter, I'd like to analyze a few moments of my own translation work in order to show 

their limits, capacities, and modes. The intersections of these styles will be demonstrated, 

with the hope that they are shown not to be contradictory, but rather different in their 

process and in their capacity to interpret. Because, following Brecht, I think that the 

process of reflexion or rehearsal appears in the actual translation itself, the examples also 

conflate the interpretative limits of either style with their process of actually translating. 

Because they are process oriented concepts, the demonstrations laid out remain 

exemplary, and are surely not exhaustive.  

 The first example is not specific to this translation, but expresses a possibly 

universal preference in translation of German to English: should I translate the German 

“man” as “one” or “you”? Before relating this problem to a context, it is worth discussing 

what is at stake in this translation. The German “man” is the universal “third person” 

pronoun, or, following Benveniste, the exemplary pronoun of the “subjective 

impersonal.” In German, the word is not ambiguous concerning its universal reference: if 

“man” does that in this situation, everybody in this situation does that, whereby any 

variations from that impersonal norm will become immediately clear. The word is not 

definitively colloquial or literary.  In English, “you” and “one” are distinct words that 
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come to share the function of the subjective impersonal pronoun, which otherwise 

remains abstract in their other uses. In turn, this means that the function itself is abstract 

from the perspective of the available English vocabulary, a function that might be evoked 

through a multitude of means. Although this assertion might seem speculative, or merely 

logical, it shows that when we discuss this translative decision, we discuss the direct 

application of a grammatical function, and thereby contest its various uses. We have to 

ask: what does this function do in our experience of English, and what can it do? Does it 

really serve the same function as the first and second person—the denotation of a 

discursive entity, co-dependent on its interlocutor—or does it do something different?  

 It should be clear by now that in asking this question, we are already performing a 

literal translation. We are seeking to conceive of the totality of expressions that can be 

conceived of and produced in a single word. The line of reasoning employed by literal 

translation for going through this process is that, in order to adequately account for the 

potentials contained within the word for defining, predicating, or de-predicating words 

that stand next to it, we must reflect on all the processes that enter into the production of 

this word's sense. In doing that, we interrupt its standard value and are able to make a 

strategic use of it. We are thus not only reflecting on the difference between “you” and 

“one” in relation to “man” as a philological investigation, but are performing this 

philological investigation immanent to a complex of particulars—the text—that situate us 

philologists. 

 The justification for deciding on this word in foreignizing translation begins from 
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the other end. It first asks: “What is the standard value of this word or function?” If the 

word “you” connotes a discursive relation between co-dependent interlocutors in English, 

and if the word “one,” as in “one does it this way here,” appears as official, stiff, 

dictionary language, the foreignizing translation then examines the context in which it 

works. Its primary moment is associational, wherefrom it looks back to historical forms 

that possibly interrupt this immediate contemporary association. In order to decide on the 

evocation of the “foreign,” it then asks how the word-to-be-translated appears in the 

original: Is it translating a colloquial phrase from German? Is it translating the speech of 

the grandfather in “Big Black Axle”? If so, how will translating this word  affect the 

characterization of the grandfather? Will he appear pedantic in English, or relaxed and 

generous? Is it a matter of imitating a certain attitude—maybe tired, overburdened with 

experience—from German, or interrupting this attitude in English?  

 In order to negotiate this position, the foreignizing translator chooses the term 

which is most universally unfamiliar in English. Thus, in immediate discourse between 

two people that does not concern a universal claim, the common “you” would be 

supplanted by the foreignizing translation to “one,” applying the rhetorically strange term 

in order to highlight the translatedness of the whole. Even if all the other words in the 

sentence seem more or less intuitive, the tactical positioning of the “one” interrupts the 

fluidity of the reading experience. The reader might say, “Damn translationese!”, then 

continue on, or she be forced to meditate more rigorously on what the grandfather might 

be saying, whereas otherwise she might have read the sentence intuitively. Even though 
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she might present the character to herself in an entirely different way depending on this 

one word, she will have been forced to pause and think, which is the goal of foreignizing 

translation; it wants to denaturalize all the sentences in an explicit, strategic manner. The 

extant intonations of character in the English translation might be remain unclear to the 

foreignizing translator, but she will be aware that the reader has been forced to make a 

momentary pause in what otherwise might be a “fluent” experience.   

 In comparison, we see how the two styles overlap, and the moments that are 

excluded—that remain unconscious—for either one. For literal translation, the effect on 

the reader remains determinately indeterminate. Because it presumes that the reader is an 

irrecoverable, singularly contingent site of application, it cannot make a claim as to how a 

translation might affect a reader. All it can do is measure the degrees of affectation 

themselves. If it reflects on each variation of “you” and “one” in English, it might decide 

on grounds of exclusion of a particular sense, or on grounds of a determinate 

interpretation: the grandfather should say “one,” because he is the site where knowledge 

of regional life gathers, showing his statements regarding the sick man to have a 

mediated, observational tone that might be interrupted by the colloquial “you.” For 

foreign translation, the gamut of grammatical, associational, and intensive considerations 

remain unconscious, as they are placed in service of the end of “foreignization.” It does 

not reflect on these, because it is aware that, as translation, these senses are contingent on 

their “being in-translation.” If they only maintain their sense insofar as they are 

persistently translated a particular way, the translator can create explicit variation by 
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moving against the standard value of each word. This act is thus critical in its immediacy. 

It presumes that, because it has a determinate effect on the reader, it also has a 

determinate effect on the range of meanings that could possibly turn up in reflection on 

that word. Thus, the critical point of reflection is on the range of meanings that reader in 

this socio-historical culture would come up with in reading this word.  

 My preference for literal translation rests on this final point. Because foreignizing 

translation presumes a certain knowledge of the reader, its critical function is limited to a 

sphere of meaning defined by its contemporaneity. Highlighting that the translation 

occurs as a highlighting in this culture, and may occur otherwise in another. Its effects on 

literary history and canon are also limited to this extent, showing that the past is another 

manifestation of the present, or is a present past, because only this particular canonicity is 

affected. On the other hand, if we translate “man” as “one,” we must be aware of the 

range of implications this has in the totality of this work, which is in turn affected by the 

totality of linguistic functions in English. If we translate “man” differently in this story, 

which sort of affects will that give rise to on the grounds of our reflections? Which sort of 

affects won't it give rise to? These questions are considerations of a range of appearances, 

which are then manifested in a contingent moment upon which they are capable of 

reflecting; on the other hand, it is a contingent moment that produces a range of 

unpredictable effects, and must be conceived of us such.  

 The second example is the consistent translation of the German “zittern” as “to 

quiver” in “Big Black Axle.” A butterfly, a moustache, and a particular yard of grass all 
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“quiver” in this story, whereby the contextual specificity of this rarely used word seems 

to be lost, turning it into a common action that a multitude of entities are capable of 

performing. It is de-contextualizing the English verb through a German verb that is 

perfectly contextually specific, which in turn transforms the word into a formal motif. 

This is a clear example of the foreignizing approach, and could find its theoretical roots 

in Schleiermacher's essay: the English language becomes German in this mode, and the 

concern about whether “zittern” is a common verb or not disappears. It is not the tone of 

the verb “zittern” that we attempt to reach, but rather the unusual intonation of the word 

“quiver” taken into English, whereby it contains as part of its meaning the foreigness of 

the German “zittern” left as a trace. English becomes musical. There is no etymological 

connection to be forged, showing the two often etymologically related languages to 

diverge on this point, displaying their radical difference from one another. This in turn 

interrupts the historical unity of both languages, demonstrating that, at this particular 

moment—and what is language but a composition of particulars—they are essentially 

translations of one another. Where the connection between languages comes into 

question, the foreignizing approach is capable of showing them to be in-translation, 

whereby its presumption of an original and derivative dissolves in its favor. The literal 

approach only adds its categories of judgment here, but the quality of this translation 

continues to be a dynamic one at a level that produces an experience of multiple 

quantities of expressive force. In this example, the foreignizing approach finds its home: 

not only in showing the text to be a translation, but in showing that the languages are 
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essentially translations of one another. This is why it is difficult to understand why Venuti 

claims that translation is essentially “ethnocentric” and “appropriation,” since his own 

approach has the capacity to prove otherwise.  

 The third example is the translation of “mitmachen” as “participate” in “Dictator 

or Dog.” This translative decision is an attempt to show Venuti's theory in action. The 

statement: “Mach mit. Das ist aus 'mit' und 'machen,'” is a deadpan joke in German, 

which in this context underscores its speaker's military tone. Translating this sentence as 

literally as possible, the best combination is: “Participate. That's from 'pars' and 'capere.'” 

It takes the Latin roots of the word, and leaves them without declination and without 

conjugation. It is thoroughly strange, is not a deadpan joke in English, and never could 

be. It is essentially a runt of translation, displaying the absolute foreigness of the 

translative work on the surface of the page; it has no nuance, but is just strange and 

uncommon. If everything else on the page were translated as accurately as possible, this 

moment would interrupt the reading experience enough to force the reader into 

questioning the translated nature of the text, and ask herself about how the rest of the text 

was translated. Because this interruption is so catastrophic, I think that the reader might 

be led to question the translator's motivations and capacities, as well as to question the 

accuracy of the rest of the work. Although the poetic implications of this interruption are 

interesting, and might be worth elaborating, the translation's extreme level of catastrophe 

runs the risk of annihilating the rest of the text. In other words, it might destroy the 

subtlety of the rest of the translation in its extremity, especially if Venuti presumes that 
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his typical reader maintains a certain illusion regarding the fluency or naturalness of 

translated texts. 

 Consistent with Venuti's experimental reasoning, I think that the foreignizing 

theory of translation does not provide stipulations as to how to decide on this case, or 

how far to “foreignize” in this case. The translation as “pars – capere” is indeed the most 

literal possible, but it is also extremely dangerous. If it appears in an especially difficult 

piece like “Dictator or Dog,” any accuracy executed in the rest of the text might become 

effaced by the “pars – capere” that calls that accuracy into question, thereby leaving the 

text in a superficial state of instability that deters the reader from the translation as a 

whole.  

 At this point, a theory of translative judgment is necessary in order to decide what 

type of impact a decision will have on the rest of the text. The qualities 

“continuity/discontinuity” are more objective concepts that allow the translator to judge 

how a particular decision will affect the text and the proliferation of associations therein, 

assuming that the translator has reflected on the text to the extent that she has established 

a grounds on which to apply these concepts. She can then judge the relatively 

catastrophic nature of the decision based on how the rhythm of discontinuities is 

composed. If it is too catastrophic, it is possible that this catastrophic potential might be 

mediated by different decisions: I might translate this as “Participate. That's from 'take' 

and 'part.'” Or: “Take part. That's from 'take' and 'part.'” Or: “Get along. That's 'get' and 

'along.'” By leaving out the “from,” a different tone is achieved, and by using identical 
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terms, a tone is achieved that might keep the force of the use of identical words in the 

second clause. Thus, the category of identity mediates the deadpan tone in German, while 

maintaining the identical structure of the German text. Because the identities are 

complex, the translation is not “naturalizing,” but it is also not destructive. The category 

“foreign” does not provide us with a criteria that allows us to judge and articulate this 

catastrophic possibility; it therefore might judge as “fluent” a translation that was simply 

attempting to articulate this intensive problematic. Thus, the analytic of translation must, 

for these inevitable cases, develop a set of categories that allow it to objectively judge a 

problem, which then become part of the text itself, also left as a trace, “foreign” to the 

“original.” 

 The fourth example is the translation of the single German sentence, “Wie lang, 

der Schein,” as two English sentences in “My Fight, My Minor German.” The German 

Schein is ambiguous in English: in the most limited sense, it refers to a “license” for a 

particular capacity. In another sense, it means a “shine,” as in “sunshine.” It another 

sense, it means “seem,” like “how long will it seem to be this way,” which is connected 

with the most qualified sense of the word, “illusion,” a philosophical concept that has 

become extended into everyday language. In order to draw the connection between 

“license,” which works in this text as a possible reference to the permission to live in a 

country, and “illusion,” which criticizes the superficial nature of the “license” in relation 

to the actual conditions of a community in emigration, I chose to translate this into two 

sentences, each ending with a different word.  
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 The literal translator chooses this in order to draw an explicit connection between 

the two words. In order to make this connection appear, the sentence must be repeated 

identically with the exception of this word. Each word then sets the other word in 

variation, as well as the sentences that bear those words. Both are explicitly connected 

and alter one another's implications in this relation. This variation then produces a 

constellation in English that extends the impact of these two sentences on the word 

“shimmer,” which has the sense of illusion and evokes the German Schein. The 

preservation of the shimmer returns later in the text, whereby the contradiction between 

the official stipulations of living in a foreign country and the illusion of conciliation 

produced in the observation of simple natural phenomena is demonstrated. The illusion 

appears in the shimmers of the natural phenomena themselves, which were identified 

with the official necessity of being marked as foreign: the question was directed towards 

the natural—the birches—phenomena themselves, and only through an estranged nature 

do we discover something about minor German. Without the repeated sentence the 

variation does not work, because the words are then only connected by linear association, 

not by identification.  

 Although this move is available to the foreignizing translator, it is not explicitly 

foreign, and Venuti's conceptual apparatus does not address the rhetorical effect of 

doubling; indeed, it might often go under the heading of “fluent,” insofar as makes it 

easier for the reader in English to understand the multiple senses of the German word. 

However, translating Schein as “illusion” and “license” ironically references the 
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(in)authority of the translated text, and does so without doing very catastrophic violence 

to the text. The possibility of it appearing as “foreign” as such is unlikely, and the reader 

likely presumes that the German text contains two sentences. The meaning of the word 

Schein in German is foreignized in reflecting on the complex identity of the concepts 

contained within it, and the meaning of the words in English is foreignized by the word 

Schein insofar as an explicit connection is made between them. The foreign word thereby 

interrupts the fluidity of the stable meanings of these words, insofar as they are this 

connection appears in a translated text.  

 In this case, we see that the two modes of reflection allow us to read different 

problems in the text, especially because this choice is not especially catastrophic. It 

shows what either method is capable of perceiving, and what either method desires from 

the act of translation.  

 The fifth example is translation of the title of the story “Mein Schlagabtausch, 

Mein Minderheitsdeutsch.” My translation “My Fight, My Minor German,” is meant to 

be provocative, clearly referencing Deleuze and Guattari's concept “minor literature.” Let 

us analyze how each approach would discuss this obvious appropriation of a text for 

interested theoretical purposes.  

 Foreignizing translation could justify this translation by saying that, because the 

text has been translated, and because the text is clearly articulating the problem of a 

collectivity without nation or home, the word “minor,” referencing Deleuze and Guattari's 

concept, is capable of highlighting the transitory being-in-translation of those without 
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nation or national language, suggesting that the translation itself is taking part in a 

narrative of those without a home language by translating a text without a home 

language. For the foreignizing translator, translating “Minderheitsdeutsch” as “Minor 

German” affects the reader of the English translation by showing the immanent relation 

of this translation to the text at hand, as well as to the act of translating itself. It also 

interrupts the fluent sense of “minority,” a concept naturalized to the extent that its 

ideological presuppositions often become veiled. Moreover, it criticizes the latter by 

replacing it with a more objective concept. Conceivably, the most foreignizing translation 

in this situation would be to add a footnote to Deleuze and Guattari's book Kafka: 

Towards a Minor Literature.   

 At this point, the reflections of the literal translator are similar to those of the 

foreignizing translator. Why is this the case? In a sense, it is because the text in question 

problematizes contemporary history, whereby the interests of the two styles enter into 

coexistence. The rise of migrant populations internal to a Europe that, in experiencing 

major changes over the past twenty-three years since the text was written, is still 

experiencing problems with the ethical nature of migrant minority populations, means 

that the literal translator is interested in reflecting on the constellations responsible for 

reproducing this situation, in order to judge how her work will affect it, while the 

foreignizing translator is concerned with forging a rupture in the desensitization of this 

problem through its reiteration by mass media sources. Both recognize the immanent 

relation this decision has to the problems developed in the text, and recognizes that it has 
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the potential to place the entirety of the text in variation, thus altering the mode of 

continuity of meaning.   

 However, the literal translator's motivations differ from the foreignizing translator. 

Not only does she conceive of the tactical nature of this translation in an immediate 

contemporary political situation, but she reflects on a community of language-users in 

translation that does not have a specific locale, and that possibly does not exist; she 

reflects on the “Nowhere” immanent to the particularities of this text. The translation is 

not aimed towards a readership working on a specific historical material, as entailed by 

their being in this historical moment, and therefore is not directed towards any individual, 

nor therefore towards any particular political end. To the contrary, the individual is 

presumed as an entity constructed in translation, which is therefore preindividual. It thus 

treats the translation of this word as a force that could have a multiplicity of effects on 

readers who do not currently exist, or who cannot be currently conceived of. She asks: 

How does this word force a reader into entering into a certain constellation of linguistic 

relations? In asking this question, she does not presume a reader who would be shocked, 

as the foreignizing translator might, but presumes a shock that produces a reader. The 

pre-individual level of the concept of the “minor” is thus tapped into, and the reader is 

further enabled to discover the productive nature of this text written by a member of a 

community in emigration, rather than only discovering the existence of a universal 
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contemporary political situation.11  

 In entertaining these examples, I hope to have shown fundamental differences in 

the mode of reflection and thinking that both foreignizing and literal translation engage in 

order to make translative decisions. If both styles agree that the “foreign” word is left as a 

trace in the translated word, then it is significant to distinguish the moments of reflection 

that go into producing the appearance of this trace, as well as the multiplicity of traces 

that might be contained in the word, contingent upon its socio-historical locale, as well as 

upon the motivations employed in translating. Translative ethics and methodology can 

not remain at the level of concern for the end result; rather, translation must become a 

mode of criticism that performs immanent to the production of literary text.  

 

Appendix 2: Glossary 

Continuity – Continuity is, in Deleuze and Guattari's words, a synthesis of multiplicities 

of pre-formal signs. These signs are not organized in any particular way, but are random 

intensities that “flow” into one another. Thus, this synthesis is also referred to as 

“virtual.” They are thus sometimes referred to as “asignifying” or “pre-subjective.” In a 

text, continuity indicates the particular moments at which that text's self-enclosed 

systematicity, or unity, becomes undone, or where the particular forms that compose the 

text enter into a “continuous” relationship with other particulars, thus transforming the 

                                                 
11 The relation to Brecht's “Verfremdungsaffekt” is not to be ignored here: the “alienation” evoked by 

forcing the reader to recognize that she is producing the current political conditions is different than 
bringing her into an encounter with the “foreign” as an existential category.  
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text. Thus, in translation, “continuity” is most easily thought of as the transformation of 

one particular language into another: here, it is opposed to an ideal unifying convergence, 

because what is indicated is not a unity, but a reconstitution of the flux of signs that is 

seen by Deleuze and Guattari to make up language itself. In Adrian Parr's words, it is, 

along with its sister concept “deterritorialization,” the “transformative vector” a text 

(Parr: 2005, 67). In its most elementary sense, we can call continuity “time.”  

 

Discontinuity – Discontinuity refers to the formalization of a particular system of signs, 

which contains a finite set of permitted transformations, permutations, and functions. It 

delimits this set and establishes rules between its members, while excluding the entry of a 

set of known and unknown particulars that could destabilize the system. It is also referred 

to as “actual,” or as the substantial, formed “actualization” of virtual multiplicities. 

Deleuze and Guattari often refer to discontinuity as a “regime,” or set of statements that 

have a relation of reciprocal presupposition with bodies entering into that system. Each 

regime constitutes a particular mode of signification, or meaning, and subjectification. 

These regimes or formalized systems are discontinuous not because they don't work, but 

because they stand in a specific relation to the virtual continuity that makes them 

possible; in a sense, they grow upon it. Because they stand in an immanent, necessary 

relation to virtual continuity, however, they also effectuate the latter, producing a finite, 

yet unlimited series of possible variations that can occur interior to that system, all the 

way up to its absolute dissolution. They are sometimes called “machinic,” insofar as they 
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produce a finite set of reciprocal relations between statements and bodies.  

 

Writing Machine – The writing machine effectuated internal to a discontinuous 

“machinic assemblage” conjoins the formalized materials and signs of the latter with the 

virtual plane of continuity in a singular way. It draws moments of transformation interior 

to a discontinuous system by indicating the moments at which it connects with free, 

virtual multiplicities. It is singular because it is not a substantial entity, but a series of 

transformations that cannot be identified with any particular form internal to a regime. It 

frees these substantial forms from more or less rigid states of discontinuity and connects 

them with unformed signs, transforming their function and the co-dependent functions of 

the elements interior to that system. As a singular, transformational movement, the 

writing machine is thus creative: it effectuates its own continuities and discontinuities, 

performing the virtual syntheses of pre-formal signs that indicate new ways of 

transforming or using formalized expressions, such as languages. In studying translation, 

it is significant to note that a writing machine performs translations of other languages by 

drawing virtual syntheses interior to those languages, which transforms them. Thus, the 

language does not “translate” the machine: the machine translates the language.  

 

Historicity – The concept of historicity, as it is used here, merely maps the series of 

transformations that a singular machine undergoes over a duration of time, thus indicating 

its unlimited, infinite nature: a text does not stop when it is written, and does not reveal 
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all its connections immediately, but contains an infinite number of connections that 

become differentiated and transformed. For Walter Benjamin, all translations are 

particular indices of the historical transformations undergone by a text, even if these 

transformations remain otherwise unconscious.  

 

Virtual/Virtuality – The virtual, also called “continuity” above, is significant for 

translation in two senses. First, it reveals the inherently problematic nature of the process 

of translation, and preserves a sphere of problematization that never resembles the 

particular actualizations of translated text (cf. Parr 2005: 298). The virtual, understood as 

a continuous synthesis of pre-formal, asignifying signs, is the site of the problematics 

developed by thought on translation. Since the virtual is also the site of the 

transformation of any actual textual system, we may say that translation is a virtual 

movement, and that its task is the problematization of conjunctions between languages 

and texts. Second, the virtual is necessarily effectuated, or produced, as a singular 

juncture of particular, systematic forms and multiplicitous, transformations. Thus, it is at 

once the series of problems and problematizations enabled by a text, and the series of 

transformations that the text goes through. The virtual is therefore the site of shifts in a 

text's function and the connections contained in it. In translation, the virtual problematics 

developed in a text translate actual forms and imperceptible multiplicities of the other 

language in order to shape a singular form that addresses these problems or 

transformations in a novel way.  
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